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Abstract
Since the invention of the laser and its first application, there has been an almost contin-
uous stream of new applications - many of which require specific laser sources. These
applications often require a laser source with a specific power, pulse duration, energy
and wavelength. In some cases these demands are easily met, whilst in others they have
proven rather more difficult to achieve. Traditionally, wavelength versatility has been
limited to the regions for which rare earth or gas gain media are available. These lasers
themselves can be used to generate other wavelengths through the nonlinear processes of
second and third harmonic generation, as well as sum frequency generation. Despite all
of this, there still exists a significant section of the visible and infrared spectrum for which
no convenient sources exist. This thesis is concerned with the development of sources in
these regions along with broadband sources covering significant portions of the spectrum
by themselves.
These new wavelengths are generated in a variety of speciality fibres using either
nonlinear processes or new gain media doped into standard silica fibres. Three types
of speciality fibre are used: low concentration bismuth doped fibre which provides gain
in the 1.0-1.4 µm region; photonic crystal fibres; and very high (75%) concentration
germanium fibres to generate a laser source at 2.1 µm based upon stimulated Raman
scattering. Photonic crystal fibres provide high nonlinearities and controllable dispersion
which enables the generation of broadband supercontinuum sources based upon the
interaction of many nonlinear effects. Each source will be described in depth, with
particular attention given to the underlying physics that gives rise to the source. Previous
and current limitations will be examined and an outlook of the future development of
such sources will be discussed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Laser technology has developed at an astonishing rate since the invention of the first laser
in 1960 [1]. The original Ruby laser quickly found applications in industry andmedicine
[2] and an almost endless list of applications was predicted. Although many of these
applications, such as using lasers to fell trees, have not been realised, many others have
been [3]. Additionally a wealth of unforeseen applications have been developed. The
direct applicability of lasers and the commercial importance ofmany of those applications,
coupled with academic endeavour has driven laser development forward. Today there are
many types of laser operating in many different regimes and costing anything from a few
pence to tens of millions of pounds.
Laser technology is now part of our everyday lives. Several lasers can be found in
many households, driving optical storage systems such as CDs and DVDs. The global
telecommunications backbone relies upon lasers and fibre optics to relay signals and
information; in several countries fibre is now being rolled out to the home. Industrially
lasers have found applications in marking, drilling, cutting and welding [3], with many car
manufacturers now using lasers to weld together their cars [4]. The laser is increasingly
displacing traditional manufacturing technologies, as it often provides a cleaner, faster,
and more precise solution. In the research community lasers are used across so many
fields in so many ways that compiling a list would be a truly daunting prospect. Applica-
tions vary from some of the world’s largest laser systems, enabling the study of nuclear
and quantum processes [5, 6], to optical clocks to define new time standards [7], to small
tabletop systems for imaging [8, 9] and measurements [3].
Despite all of these developments, there are still many applications for which laser
sources need to be developed and applied. Some examples include red, green, blue (RGB)
sources for display applications, and pump lasers for extreme ultra-violet sources, which
are required to deliver next generation lithograph and thus next generation computer
chips [10–12]. For example RGB lasers already exist, yet they are not used for display
applications. It is not enough just to have a laser of the correct wavelength and power;
many other factors such as size, cost, reliability, lifetime and safety are taken into account
outside of an academic laboratory. In other cases the required wavelength range is simply
13
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not available or the required continuous wave/pulse parameters have yet to be achieved.
1.1.1 Available lasers
To illustrate the laser sources available and their output powers we can examine figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 is not a definitive list nor is it necessarily an accurate representation of the best
available results; however it is intended to demonstrate the common laser media and the
average power levels commonly achieved. Unfortunately it only shows the average output
powers and neglects the peak powers/energies available in pulsed operation. For a more
complete reference the reader should consult elsewhere [3, 13–15]. We shall briefly discuss
some of the types of laser available and their relative advantages and disadvantages.
Gas lasers
The first gas laser, based upon Helium Neon [16], followed shortly after the Ruby laser in
1960. Gas lasers quickly became established commercially and dominated the market; it
is estimated that half of all lasers sold in the mid nineties were gas lasers [14]. The class is
characterised by narrow discreet lines with more visible laser transitions than any other
class. At one point Argon ion lasers could be found, as a pump system, in many laser
research laboratories while CO2 lasers dominated industrial applications. Increasingly,
semiconductor, solid-state and fibre lasers are now displacing gas lasers due to their
superior reliability, higher efficiency and compact size (figure 1.2).
Gas lasers rely upon applying a voltage between two electrodes at opposite ends of the
cavity to produce the necessary population inversion in the (usually low pressure) gas. In
many cases the atomic gas is naturally a gas at room temperature, whereas in other cases
the species needs to be heated to vaporise. For example, copper vapour lasers must be
heated to approximately 1500 °C.
Due to the increasing growth of the laser market, absolute numbers of gas lasers con-
tinue to increase despite this class being slowly displaced by other classes in the majority
of cases. Certain gas lasers such as excimer and copper vapour, still remain the best
solution for many applications.
Chemical lasers
Chemical lasers derive sufficient energy to produce a beam via a chemical reaction.
They typically operate on molecular transitions in the near to mid-infrared. They were
developed for space andmilitary applications, where electrical pumping power for the
required energies may not have been available. However, they have never really broken
14
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Figure 1.1: Figures 1.1a-1.1c show many of the popular laser gain media for a variety
of different classes of laser system. Powers along the y-axis represent the maximum
average output or continuous wave output power of the laser. These numbers are
intended to give a good guide and are not exhaustive.
out of this niche. This is largely due to the requirement to replace the chemicals after
every use, making them relatively expensive and labour intensive.
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Dye lasers
Dye lasers are based upon liquid gain media in which an organic dye is dissolved in a
solvent. The dyes have very broad emission and gain spectra, enabling either tunable
or short pulse (mode-locked) operation. There are over 200 dyes available covering the
wavelength range from 320 nm to 1200 nm and the lasers can be operated in continuous
wave, pulsed or mode-locked regimes. The gain media is pumped by either flash lamps
or other lasers such as excimer and frequency doubled Nd:YAG. Importantly, dye lasers
have produced ultrashort pulses as short as 6 fs as well as being able to produce high peak
powers in the visible.
Unfortunately dye lasers are rather complex systems. The liquid has to be continuously
pumped around the laser in order to renew the dye, and the dye itself needs to be replaced
at periodic intervals. Many of the dyes are also carcinogenic, making them and their laser
systems difficult to handle. These issues combined with the development of Ti:sapphire
systems, for short pulse mode-locked operation, has meant that dye lasers have largely
been relegated to niche applications.
Solid-state lasers
Solid-state laser materials are a class largely consisting of crystals or glasses which have
been doped with an active lasing species. Host materials must fulfil a range of criteria
including good optical transmission in the desired wavelength region, as well as suitable
thermal, mechanical and electrical properties. Clearly, dopant ions also need to have
favourable radiative properties, including suitable absorption bands and long upper
state lifetimes. In general, crystals provide better performance due to superior thermal
properties and a more regular structure than glasses; however, they can not be grown to
very large sizes, at which point glasses are superior. In recent years a new class of ceramic
host has been developed, which allow for more control during manufacture and an ability
to be doped to much higher concentrations [17–19].
There are many solid-state laser materials (see figure 1.1b) but the most popular are
Nd:YAG and titanium sapphire. Neodymium yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:Y3Al5O12)
primarily lases at 1.064 µm and can be flash-lamp pumped or diode pumped around
0.8 µm . Today the majority of Nd:YAG lasers sold commercially are diode pumped, as
a result of the higher efficiency andmore compact size of the resulting lasers. They are
deployed for a wide variety of applications and most commonly produce a pulsed output
via Q-switching. Neodymium is a popular active ion and is used with a variety of other
hosts, two examples of which are glass and yttrium vanadate (YVO4).
Titanium sapphire (Ti:Al2O3) is the most widely tunable solid-state laser, operating in
16
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Figure 1.2: Break down of non-diode laser sales for 2000 and expected sales for 2008. Note:
fibre lasers sales where so low in 2000 that they where lumped in with “others,” which is
what is plotted under fibre [20, 21].
the wavelength range of 660-1180 nm. This enables mode-locked operation and ultra-
short pulse generation down to 6 fs. The development of Ti:sapphire lasers marked the
beginning of the gradual decline for dye lasers. Whilst Ti:sapphire lasers are prevalent
today, they do require another laser to act as the pump due to the short upper state
lifetime, making them rather expensive and quite complex to run.
Colour-centre lasers
Colour-centre lasers are broadly tunable solid-state lasers that operate in the near infrared.
Tuning is achieved by using several different colour centre crystals in sequence similar to
dye lasers. The materials are made by producing point defects in an alkali-halide crystal
lattice. They are pumped by other lasers but many only have an operational lifetime
of weeks or months. To resolve this issue many commercial colour-centre lasers were
sold in a dewar system, requiring the user to fill the laser with liquid nitrogen to extend
operational lifetime. In fact many colour centre lasers will simply not lase unless held at
cryogenic temperatures. Due to these difficulties very few colour centre lasers are in use
today.
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Diode lasers
Diode or semiconductor lasers account for just over half the laser market [21] and are
unique compared with other types of lasers. They are very efficient, operate with low
input powers and are very small. Diode lasers make use of p and n type semiconductors to
create a p-n junction. When the junction is biased, electrons and holes combine releasing
the energy as photons. The energy and hence frequency of the photons is governed by the
energy difference between the p and n regions, which is called the bandgap. Depending
upon the choice of semiconductor, different bandgaps are possible, resulting in different
frequencies. The process is spontaneous but can also be stimulated by incident photons,
leading to amplification and if a suitable resonator is present, laser oscillation is achieved.
A wide variety of diode lasers are available (see figure 1.1a), ranging from single mode
single frequency lasers producing 10-100s mW, to water cooled diode bars producing
50-100 W of output power. The beam quality of the higher power diodes tends to suffer
due to their structure and as a result they aremost often used to pump other laser systems,
notably solid-state ones.
Diodes offer many advantages but they are limited to continuous wave or pulsed
operation. Short pulse generation through q-switching and mode locking is not possible,
nor is it possible at present to build diodes capable of very high output powers.
Fibre lasers
Despite the appearance of the first fibre laser in 1961 [22] and subsequent research in
the late Sixties and early Seventies [23–27], little attention was paid to fibre lasers with
only a small number of researchers developing these systems. This changed in the mid-
Eighties after previous results were re-demonstrated [28] andmore importantly the first
Erbium fibre amplifier was demonstrated [29]. The potential importance of Erbium
fibre amplifiers, with their gain around 1.5 µm, to telecommunications led to the rapid
development of these systems.
Work followed on Ytterbium [30, 31], Thulium [32–34] and Praseodymium [35, 36].
Of those three Ytterbium has been the most successful. During the late Nineties the
first commercial high power Ytterbium fibre laser began to appear with a race between
research groups and companies to achieve the highest single mode output power. Today
multi-kW single mode Ytterbium fibre lasers are available [37]. Recently, development
efforts have focused more on Thulium fibre lasers. Praseodymium offers the attractive
possibility of providing gain around 1.3 µm, which is important for telecommunications.
Despite a large development effort in the Eighties and Nineties, it proved to be largely
fruitless with difficulties arising from the soft glasses used and associated reliability issues
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making them unsuitable for telecommunications [36].
Fibre lasers offer several advantages over many of the other laser systems described
above:
• Fibre by its nature can be coiled leading to compact systems.
• An all-fibre set-up (such as fibre Bragg gratings etc.) means that no alignment is
required.
• Dust etc. is not an issue as the light travels inside the fibre.
• Fibre gain media have a large gain bandwidth, permitting wavelength tuning or
ultra-short pulse generation.
• Fibre lasers have broad spectral regions with good pump absorption meaning that
the exact pump wavelength is not critical. Pump diodes therefore do not require
precise temperature stabilisation.
• Diffraction limited beam quality is easily obtainable from single mode fibres.
• Fibre lasers have a high power efficiency and can be made to operate with very
small pump powers, due to their structure and the gain efficiency of doped fibres.
• The high surface area to volume ratio of fibre means that air cooling is usually
sufficient with no need for special thermal management.
However fibre lasers are not without their disadvantages:
• Nonlinear effects often limit performance for example single frequency operation
is limited by stimulated Brillouin scattering and pulse quality is often affected by
effects such as self phase modulation.
• In some cases bulk elements, such as isolators, are required, introducing a critical
alignment tolerance.
• Fibres traditionally have a limited gain and pump absorption per unit length, mak-
ing it difficult to realise very short resonators for single frequency or multi-gigahertz
mode locked operation.
Fibre lasers have also benefited from the developments, rigorous requirements and
high volumes of the telecommunications industry. As a result fibre lasers have matured
over the last decade and are being rapidly accepted in a broad range of fields. This effect
is apparent in figure 1.2, where fibre laser sales were essentially negligible in 2000 but are
expected to sell just over 11,000 fibre lasers in 2008.
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Harmonic generation
Harmonic generation gives rise to new wavelengths by taking a suitable laser source and
frequency doubling, tripling or another sum frequency combination to generate new
wavelengths. Under the right circumstances this can be done with reasonable efficiency
in a variety of nonlinear crystals and periodically poled crystals [38]. This is often used to
take a robust well established source and extend it to new wavelength regions, an example
of which is frequency doubling Nd:YAG, a popular way to generate a green laser at 532
nm.
A slight variation of this is the optical parametric oscillator (OPO) [14, 39]. It uses a
nonlinear crystal placed within a cavity to generate parametric amplification. The signal
and idler waves can be widely tuned making it possible to access wavelengths (especially
in themid-infrared) which are either impossible or difficult to achieve with any other laser
system. Unfortunately OPOs require a laser pump with a high optical intensity and an
excellent spatial coherence, typically resulting in a large, complex and expensive system.
1.1.2 Discussion and outline
We have seen that there is a wide variety of different classes of laser. Despite this, a quick
inspection of figure 1.1 shows that no sources are available in certain wavelength regions,
notably 1.6-1.9 µm. Combined with the limitations of some sources and a general desire
from end users for efficient, cheap, robust, and maintenance free laser systems, various
classes, such as dye, have fallen out of favour for all but a few niche applications (see
figure 1.2).
This thesis is concerned with developing laser sources and understanding the under-
lying physics to enable wavelength diversification and point to further improvements.
In chapter 2 we investigate a new fibre gain medium based upon bismuth. Bismuth
doped fibres offer potentially exciting possibilities due to their broad emission spectrum
between 1.1 and 1.4 µm. Successful development could open up a number of important
applications, for instance providing gain in the 1.3-1.4 µm region for telecommunications.
Perhaps more important would be the ability to generate sources for frequency doubling
into the visible, with the laser guide star wavelength of 589 nm a key target.
In chapters 3 and 4 we will explore the development of continuous wave supercon-
tinuum sources. Chapter 3 will focus upon the underlying physics of continuous wave
supercontinuum generation and consider increasing the spectral power density, spectral
flatness and controlling the bandwidth of such sources. In the following chapter we will
examine the possibility of extending continuous wave supercontinuum sources into the
visible.
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Then in chapter 5 we will progress to the generation of sources in the 2.0-2.5 µm
region. This region has proven difficult to develop sources for and we shall demonstrate a
fibre Raman laser working in this region, utilising a very high concentration GeO2 fibre
in combination with a thulium pump laser. The system will be modelled and future
prospects discussed. Finally in chapter 6 we will draw some conclusions.
From the above outline it is now clear that all the work in this thesis is based upon
fibre technology, fibre lasers and nonlinear processes. The rest of this chapter will outline
many of the fundamentals necessary to enable a fuller discussion in the later chapters. We
will start in section 1.2 by looking at the variety of different fibre technologies available,
concentrating on conventional fibres (1.2.1) and photonic crystal fibres (1.2.3). Doped
fibres and soft glass fibres will also be discussed (1.2.2 and 1.2.4). This will be followed,
in section 1.3, by a basic explanation of each of the nonlinear effects in fibre including
self-phase modulation (1.3.3), stimulated Raman scattering (1.3.4), four-wave mixing
(1.3.6), solitons and modulation instability (1.3.8). Although not a nonlinear effect, group
velocity dispersion is also covered in this section (1.3.2) due to its relevance to many of
the nonlinear processes. Finally this is followed by a section on supercontinuum (1.4)
which summarises the historical development of supercontinuum sources (1.4.1) and the
common regimes of operation available today (1.4.2).
1.2 Fibre technology
As already stated, the subject of this thesis involves the use of speciality fibres. It would
seem sensible to spend some time examining the fibre technology upon which the work
of later chapters is based. This section will therefore discuss a variety of fibres available
today, their development, guidance mechanisms, advantages, disadvantages andmain
uses. This section is not intended to be a definitive guide but rather cover the main fibres
and those of particular interest to this thesis. We will start with conventional silica fibres
and highly-nonlinear fibres in section 1.2.1, then move onto doped fibres (1.2.2) and
photonic crystal fibres (1.2.3) before taking a brief look at soft glass fibres (1.2.4).
1.2.1 Conventional and highly-nonlinear fibres
History
Conventional, step-index silica fibre is by far the most common fibre available, owing
to its importance in enabling modern telecommunications. Indeed, it is highly unlikely
that the internet would exist if it were not for fibre optics. In time, the step-index fibre
may be regarded as being one of the most important inventions of the twentieth century.
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The history and development of optical fibre is a long and interesting one and cannot be
discussed in detail here, but is described in detail elsewhere [40]. The basic concept of
modern step-index fibres, specifically the idea of cladding a core fibre with a lower index
dielectric, only emerged in 1954 [40, 41]. The first fibres which applied this idea were
manufactured two years later [42] with their significance to optical communications being
immediately identified [43]. In the 1960s telecommunications firms began to develop
optical fibres as a potential waveguide [44]. The breakthrough came from Corning in 1970
[45], when they developed the precursor tomodified chemical vapour deposition (MCVD).
MCVD and its precursor are manufacturing techniques which facilitate losses of less than
20 dB/km necessary to make optical communications possible. By 1978 losses had been
reduced to 0.2 dB/km [46], very close to the theoretical limit, with the first significant
commercial deployments appearing en masse during the early 80s. Three further decades
of research driven primarily by telecommunications and its requirements have led to a
variety of fibres and the field of photonics.
This has resulted in fibres which have a series of excellent properties including: ex-
tremely low attenuation; excellent material properties including chemical stability, re-
sistance and strength; high power handling; optical confinement over 10s to 100 km;
and compactness. Much of this development has benefited other types of fibre, such as
photonic crystal fibres and other applications of optical fibre, notably fibre lasers.
Structure and guidance mechanism
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Figure 1.3: Cross-section of a step-index fibre (1.3a) and the ray picture of guidance under
total internal reflection (1.3b).
The standard step-index fibre is shown in figure 1.3. It consists of a doped core (8-60
µm) , silica cladding (125 µm) and an outer protective polymer cladding (245 µm) . The
core normally ranges between 8 and 12 µm for single mode fibre and is typically doped
with germanium or phosphorus oxides to increase the refractive index. In some cases the
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silica cladding may be doped, instead of the core, in order to reduce its refractive index.
The guidance mechanism is customarily described using the ray picture (see figure
1.3b) [47], where a ray of light is guided along the fibre due to total internal reflection.
The refractive index contrast between the core, nco , and the cladding, ncl , determines
the numerical aperture (NA) of the fibre. In physical terms the NA is the maximum
acceptance angle of the fibre, such that light entering it will be guided by total internal
reflection. The NA is given by
NA=
￿
n2co −n2cl = sinα (1.1)
The ray picture represents a good approximation and for a full understanding we need
to solve for the propagation vector of the electric field for a given frequency. Due to the
cylindrical symmetry of the fibre we can express the modal fields as:
E j (x, y,z)= E j (x, y)exp(iβ j z− iωt ) (1.2)
Hj (x, y,z)=Hj (x, y)exp(iβ j z− iωt ) (1.3)
where E j is the modal electric field distribution and Hj the corresponding magnetic field
distribution. The axial position along the fibre is denoted by z and the cross-section is
denoted by x and y whileω is the angular frequency. β j is called the propagation constant
or the eigenvalue of the j thmode and is the axial component of the wave vector. Generally
eachmode has a unique value of β j , derived from the appropriate eigenvalue equation.
If we assume that our waveguide is non-absorbing then by definition any boundmodes
are not attenuated and β j is real. Thus for a given free-space wavelength λ and refractive
index profile n(x, y), only certain values of the propagation constant β j are possible. This
can be understood by considering the refractive index profile of the fibre at any point
must satisfy nco ≥ n(x, y)≥ ncl where nco and ncl are themaximum andminimum indices.
So we can now see that the minimum phase velocity is equal to the minimum speed of
light within the core i.e. c/nco. Hence, it is now clear that it is possible for the phase
velocity of a mode to exceed the maximum speed of light in the cladding, c/ncl, however
this cannot occur without a loss of power. Accordingly a set of limits are placed upon the
phase velocity and correspondingly the propagation constant takes the form:
kncl <β j ≤ knco (1.4)
where k = 2π/λ[47, 48].
The relationship in equation 1.4 makes it clear that potentially multiple solutions exist
for β j implying that the fibre may well be multi-mode. For conventional step index fibres,
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this can be explored further by studying the V parameter (sometimes referred to as the
normalised frequency). The number of modes increases with the V parameter and for a
fibre, with a core radius a, it is given by:
V = ak
￿
n2co−n2cl (1.5)
It transpires that provided V <2.405, the fibre is single mode and only the fundamental
mode propagates. Thus, it is possible to calculate the single mode cut-off frequency
for a given fibre. Given a short enough pump wavelength all conventional fibres are
therefore multimode. Physically, the larger core size or higher refractive index difference
implied by a high V number suggests that the fibre supports larger wavelengths or tighter
confinement enabling more modes. It becomes clear from equations 1.4 and 1.5 that to
maintain single mode operation the refractive index difference must be small. However
to achieve strong waveguide dispersion this difference needs to be large. This conflict
limits the ability to engineer the dispersion of a conventional fibre while maintaining
single mode operation. Fortunately, as we shall see in section 1.2.3 photonic crystal fibres
provide a solution to this problem.
So far we have described isotropic single mode fibres. Although they only sustain one
transverse mode, this mode sustains both fundamental polarisations of light as they have
the same propagation constant. Thus, if a polarised light source is launched into a long
length of single mode fibre it will emerge in some arbitrary polarisation. To solve this
problem polarisation maintaining fibres have been developed. These fibres break the
rotational symmetry of the core either by the introduction of stress rods or by making the
core itself elliptical (figure 1.4). This significantly increases the birefringence of the fibre
permitting discrimination between the polarisations.
Panda E-core Bow-tie
Figure 1.4: Cross section of several typical polarisation maintaining fibres.
Optical properties
Standard single mode fibre (SMF) such as Corning’s SMF-28 typically has a single mode
cut-off wavelength around 1.26 µm and a zero-dispersion wavelength around 1.31 µm.
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The transmissionwindow is limited by pure silica’s high absorption losses in the ultraviolet
and infrared beyond 2 µm. For much of the transmission window, losses are now limited
by the intrinsic process of Rayleigh scattering, which is strongly wavelength dependent
(λ−4). Additionally losses due to impurities such as OH– , responsible for the peak at 1.38
µm in figure 1.5, have been reduced further in recent years.
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Figure 1.5: Attenuation curves for Corning SMF-28 and its successor SMF-28e.
The dispersion of SMF-28 is fairly low in the erbium band, but over the 10s-100s of
kilometres used in telecommunications links it is enough to cause pulse broadening,
increasing the error rate on a signal and ultimately limiting the transmission distance
without compensation. It arises from two factors, the intrinsic material dispersion of
the glass and the waveguide dispersion of the particular fibre design. The waveguide
dispersion occurs because part of the mode propagates in the cladding which has a
different refractive index from the core. The mode therefore experiences an effective
refractive index neff, which is wavelength dependent. As a result, the propagation constant
β varies from values close to the cladding wave vector at low frequencies to values close
to the core wave vector at high frequencies as shown in figure 1.6. The variation between
the extremes leads to non-zero derivatives of β and thus to waveguide dispersion.
The change of the wave vector can be controlled by the refractive index profile and a
variety of more complicated refractive index profiles such as: triangular core, trapezoidal
core, depressed cladding with triangular core and the W-profile have been utilised. Many
of these have been designed to either shift the dispersion or flatten the dispersion for
various applications [48].
The nonlinearity of SMF is also fairly low, though due to the very long interaction
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Figure 1.6: Waveguide ω versus β dispersion relation with zero material dispersion. The
cladding wave vector is plotted in red, the core wave vector is plotted in blue and the
resulting fibre wave vector is plotted in green. Adapted from [48].
lengths can again become a problem for many standard telecommunication schemes.
Conversely, there are a large number of nonlinear process in fibre that can be very useful
including Raman gain to build Raman amplifiers and self-phase modulation, which
when combined with dispersion in the anomalous regime leads to solitons. Solitons
can be thought of as pulses which maintain their properties and hence have potential
applications to telecommunications (they are described in detail in section 1.3.8). In order
to study and develop nonlinear systems, various fibres have been developed with higher
nonlinearities. These highly nonlinear fibres (HNLF) as they are known, usually achieve
their nonlinearity by reducing the core size, to increase the power density, and doping the
core with germanium, which has a higher nonlinearity than silica. In chapter 5 we will
look at a Raman laser system based upon an extremely nonlinear fibre capitalising on an
almost pure GeO2 core for the first time.
1.2.2 Doped fibres
As previously discussed in section 1.1.1 a variety of fibre lasers have been developed. All
of these lasers have relied upon doping the host fibre with a rare-earth ion to provide the
required gain to enable lasing or amplification. Common rare earth ions that have been
used include: neodymium, ytterbium, praseodymium, erbium, thulium and holmium. Of
these, fibre laser sources and amplifiers are commercially available based upon ytterbium,
erbium and increasingly thulium. The dependence of praseodymium and holmium on
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Figure 1.7: The absorption and emission cross sections for an Yb doped germanosilicate
host are shown in 1.7a. 1.7b shows the energy level structure, consisting of the ground
manifold 2F7/2 with four Stark levels and the excited manifold 2F5/2 with 3 Stark levels.
Energies of the transitions are indicated. Adapted from [31].
soft glasses and the relative draw backs, which will be discussed in the next section, have
prevented commercial adoption to date.
Ytterbium has become the most successful in terms of fibre laser sources. This is partly
due to the fact that it has transitions in the 1.0 µm region, therefore directly competing
with solid-state Nd:YAG based lasers at 1.064 µm. The absorption and emission spectrum
along with the energy level structure of Yb3+ are shown in figure 1.7. It is clear that there
is a strong absorption and emission between the lowest Stark levels of the 2F7/2 and 2F5/2
manifolds at 975 nm. Typically, Yb3+ is pumped at 975 nm due to the strong absorption
leading to emission via transfer to the remaining three Stark levels of the lower manifold.
This quasi-three level structure leads to a number of benefits including: no excited state
absorption due to the absence of higher energy levels; and a low quantumdefect leading to
excellent thermal properties [31, 36]. It is also possible to pump Yb at shorter wavelengths
or multiple wavelengths [49]. These factors have enabled the development of multi-kW
class Yb fibre lasers [37].
Doped silica based fibres are excellent candidates for high power lasers for two reasons:
they have an extremely high damage threshold; and due to the surface/volume ratio are
very efficient at dissipating heat. However, in order to get high power output, high power
pumping is required, which involves coupling the light into the core. For a single mode
fibre laser this is most easily achieved by diodes with a single mode output which can be
coupled into the core. Due to damage threshold limitations, in producing single mode
diodes pumping is limited to watts, rather than 10’s or 100’s of watts.
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Figure 1.8: Double clad fibres. The basic double clad configuration (1.8a) and variations
designed to eliminate helical rays (1.8b-1.8e).
A solution to this problem was presented in 1987 [50, 51] when the double clad fibre
was first proposed. In this scheme, shown in figure 1.8, a single-mode doped-core is
surrounded by a cladding of lower refractive index, which is also surrounded by a second
cladding of even lower refractive index. In effect, the single-mode core is surrounded by
a large mutli-mode core. As this core is 10s to 100s of times larger than the single mode
core and has a much higher NA, much more diode light can be coupled in from a laser
diode array. As the multi-mode pump light travels down the inner cladding it overlaps
spatially with the doped core and is absorbed by the dopant. This therefore acts as a
brightness converter, increasing the low brightness multi-mode light to a high brightness
single-mode output. It also reduces the alignment tolerances of the diode. The scheme is
not perfect as it means a longer length of fibre is need to form the laser and numerous
schemes have been proposed and tried in an effort to improve the coupling efficiency
into the core (see figures 1.8b-1.8e) [32, 36, 52, 53]. Similarly, there are a wide variety of
pump configurations for launching the diode light into the inner cladding, and a detailed
description can be found elsewhere [54–57].
The absorption and emission spectra for erbium and thulium are shown in figure 1.9.
Erbium amplifiers have been very important for telecommunications applications as
previously discussed. They are often pumped in the same double clad configurations
described above. However this is difficult due to erbium’s much lower absorption than
ytterbium, fortunately it is possible to use ytterbium as a sensitiser by co-doping the
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Figure 1.9: The absorption and emission cross sections for erbium in aluminium co-doped
silica and thulium doped silica. Thulium’s energy structure is complex and the relevant
transitions have been labelled. Adapted from [58, 61].
erbium with it, improving absorption especially at 0.98 µm. Typically the concentration
ratio of Er:Yb is 1:20. As erbium lasers and amplifiers are not used in this thesis we shall
not discuss them further.
Thulium has a rather complicated energy structure [36, 58] which results in a number
of absorption and emission lines. The important emission line in terms of commercial
lasers sources is the one shown in figure 1.9b centred on 1.9 µm. It is worth noting that
this emission is rather broad, allowing some flexibility in wavelength. The other important
emission line is centred on 1.4 µm, unfortunately the best performance for this and
upconversion to the blue is achieved by doping Tm into soft glasses [36]. Thulium lasers
have been demonstrated utilising double clad fibres [59], with sources of up to 150 W
available commercially [60].
In chapters 3 and 4 we make use of high power continuous-wave ytterbium fibre lasers.
In chapter 5 we make use of a high power continuous-wave thulium laser. In chapter 2 we
develop a fibre laser source based upon newly developed bismuth doped fibre, which as
we shall see provides gain in the wavelength region 1.1-1.4 µm. .
1.2.3 Photonic crystal fibres
Photonic crystal fibres (PCF) are relatively new and have invigorated the nonlinear fibre
optics community owing to their unique properties. These include highly customisable
control of the dispersion and nonlinearity, having the ability to be endlessly single mode
and providing new guidance mechanisms in the form of photonic bandgap fibres.
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History
Photonic crystals are materials which have a periodic modulation in their refractive index
on the scale of an optical wavelength. This allows them to interact unusually strongly
with light at certain wavelengths. Significantly, appropriately designed structures can
exhibit band gaps at optical frequencies [62]. Originally conceived in the late 80s in bulk
format [63], difficulties in fabricating structures on the scale of an optical wavelength in
3D led researchers to focus on 2D structuresmanufactured by utilising etching techniques
[64, 65]. The idea of developing a fibre based solution followed and the first photonic
crystal fibre (PCF) was manufactured in 1996 [66]. This initial fibre was not a hollow core
fibre, rather it had a solid core surrounded by a cladding containing a series ofmicroscopic
air holes running along the length of the fibre. The difficulty, during manufacture, is
maintaining the structure of the air holes and it was not until 1999 that the first hollow
core PCFs, with their high air-filling fractions were manufactured [67]. It should be stated
that microstructured fibres were first invented in the 1970s during the search for suitable
low loss fibres for telecommunications [68]. Ultimately, the manufacturing technology
of the time was inadequate. Some time was spent revisiting the idea during the 1980s
although these fibres were not designed to be photonic crystals but rather to use air to
reduce the effective index of the cladding.
In recent years, hollow core band gap fibres have been demonstrated as fibre containers
for gases and liquids, enablingmany of the advantages of the fibre format for gas and liquid
interactions [69, 70]. Hollow core PCFs were also identified as a possible replacement for
SMF in telecommunications [71] due to the potential for lower losses, lower nonlinearities
and a broader window of operation. In reality the losses are still significantly above those
of modern SMF and splicing represents a real challenge, though some good progress has
been made [72, 73].
Structure and guidance
Photonic crystal fibres are manufactured using a procedure known as stack and draw
[66]. A preform is manufactured by fusing together an assembly of rods and capillaries,
forming a macroscopic replica of the desired structure. The preform is then drawn on a
fibre drawing tower in a similar fashion to traditional optical fibres, except for the addition
of pressure being applied to the air holes. By controlling the speed of the draw and the
gas pressure it is possible to exert additional control over the fibre’s structure. In this
way, making several PCFs with similar target parameters is possible from a single preform
structure. Scanning electron microscope images for several different PCFs are shown in
figure 1.10. The finished PCFs have many of the same handling properties as traditional
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fibres and this is in part due to the transfer of technologies and processes from standard
fibre manufacturing techniques, which are well developed.
(a) Solid core PCF with low air fill-
ing fraction
(b) Solid core PCF with high air
filling fraction
(c) Hollow core band gap PCF
Figure 1.10: Scanning electronmicroscope images of several PCF structures. The small
white bar corresponds to 10 µm.
As can be seen in figure 1.10 the PCF consists of either a solid or hollow core surround
by a cladding structure made of several rings of air-holes. Normally these are arranged in
a triangular pattern but other arrangements have been tried [71]. Two parameters define
this structure, namely the hole diameter d and the pitchΛ. These are denoted in figure
1.11. A variety of PCFs have beenmanufactured with pitches ranging from 1-10 µm and
air fractions (d/Λ) of less than 0.1 to over 0.9. This can lead to a very large refractive index
difference (25%) compared with conventional fibres (4%) [74].
d
!
Figure 1.11: Cross section of a solid core PCF. The grey region denotes pure SiO2 while the
white regions are air filled. The hole diameter d and pitchΛ are marked.
As discussed, all PCFs guide by the photonic band gap effect [75]. This originates from
the periodicity of the cladding, preventing transmission of frequencies which destructively
interfere due to multiple reflections from the multiple air-silica interfaces. In a similar
manner to step index fibres there exists a series of β values for which the existence of
real transverse propagation constants are forbidden. Analogies between solid core PCFs
and traditional step index fibres have been drawn [76], where the effective index of the
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cladding is calculated and then used as its refractive index value. Thus guidance can be
assumed as being due to total internal reflection and standard methods for calculating
fibre properties applied. However this method is an approximation and perhaps leads to
confusion over the guidance mechanisms.
Optical properties
As only solid core PCFs are used in this thesis, we shall concentrate upon the optical
properties of these fibres over those of hollow core PCFs. Solid core PCFs can be engi-
neered to exhibit a wide range of optical properties, not possible in conventional fibres.
These include: highly controllable dispersion, high nonlinearity, strong birefringence,
strong confinement and the unique property of being endlessly single mode. They also
have some weaknesses compared to conventional fibres such as: higher optical losses
especially around the OH– absorption peaks; and due to their microstructured nature are
difficult to splice to with low losses. We shall discuss each of the properties in a little more
detail.
As discussed for conventional fibres in section 1.2.1 the dispersion of the fibre is made
up from the material dispersion and waveguide dispersion. Given that most PCFs are
made from the same fused silica as conventional fibres thematerial dispersion is identical.
Dispersion control arises from the ability to control the waveguide dispersion which is due
to a portion of any given mode propagating in the cladding. As the mode field diameter
changes with wavelength the amount of light in the cladding region also changes. Thus
the effective index, neff, varies with wavelength leading to non-zero derivatives of the
propagation constant β. As previously mentioned the refractive index difference between
the core and the cladding can be much greater in PCFs than conventional fibres. This
in combination with the highly wavelength dependent nature of the cladding’s effective
index, due to its microstructure, allows for zero dispersion wavelengths shorter than 1.27
µm and the potential to have a second zero dispersion wavelength. Figure 1.12 shows
control of the dispersion profile by varying d/Λ andΛ.
The strong optical confinement arises from the high refractive index contrast between
the core and the cladding. This significantly enhances confinement especially at longer
wavelengths and allows for smaller cores. In the extreme case where the air filling fraction
is very high (such as figure 1.10b), the core can be approximated as a strand of silica
in air. As a result it is possible to have very small cores, which in turn have very high
nonlinearities due to the high power densities which can be maintained over a broad
wavelength range. Values of the nonlinearity can be over three orders of magnitude higher
than conventional fibres.
In a comparable way to conventional fibres, birefringence can be significantly enhanced
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(a) Fixed pitchΛ of 3.5 µm and varying d/Λ.
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(b) Fixed d/Λ of 0.5 and a varying pitchΛ.
Figure 1.12: Figures 1.12a and 1.12b demonstrate some of the dispersion control available
by varying the pitch,Λ and the hole diameter, d.
by breaking the rotational symmetry. For PCFs this can be done by altering the structure
of the cladding, usually by leaving out or reducing the size of the air holes along one axis
[77–79]. An example is shown in figure 1.13.
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of inner part of an asymmetric core PCF.
The cladding of the fiber consists of a highly regular triangular lattice of air holes
with a pitch, , of 4.5 m. The core is formed by the omission of two adjacent
air holes.
Fig. 2. Modal index illustration of the operation of asymmetric core PCF.
The fiber has air holes of diameter 0.4 and is seen to become multimode at
normalized frequencies, , larger than 1.67. Ideal, nonsymmetric core PCF,
as studied in [1], are found to be endlessly single mode for an air hole diameter
of 0.4 .
, where , the refractive index of the
core, is a constant equal to the index of fused silica, and
is equal to the index of the fundamental space-filling mode of
the cladding. Finally, denotes the effective index of a guided
mode. Fig. 3 shows the -parameter as a function of the nor-
malized frequency for the same fiber as in Fig. 2. Here, the
lifted degeneracy of the two polarization states is apparent. In
the low-frequency limit, the normalized propagation constant
tends to zero causing the field to extend far beyond the core re-
gion. In this limit, the asymmetric core shape has a vanishing
influence on the polarization splitting and the birefringence be-
comes negligible. It should, however, be noticed that in the case
of noncircularly shaped cladding holes, which is not studied
here, it does become possible to achieve significant polarization
effects due to also a splitting of the degeneracy of the funda-
mental cladding mode [11]. As for the low-frequency limit, we
find that the birefringence becomes vanishing in the high-fre-
quency limit, providing an optimum frequency window for the
design of high-birefringent fibers. The fiber in Fig. 3 was found
to exhibit a highest birefringence of 6.9 10 at a normalized
Fig. 3. Effective normalized propagation constant for a fiber with hole
size 0.40. The nondegeneracy of polarization state 1 and 2 of the
fundamental mode is evident. Second-order cutoff is seen to occur at the same
frequency as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. Dependence of modal birefringence on hole size. The hole sizes
shown are ranging from 0.30 to 0.70 in steps of 0.10. In each case the
second-order cutoff is shown, except for a hole size of 0.30, as this fiber is
endlessly single mode (dashed curves indicate multimode operation).
frequency of 1.05. The knowledge of an optimum normalized
frequency is, naturally, important from a design point of view,
as it provides information on the exact fiber dimensions of opti-
mized high-birefringent fibers. If the fiber in Fig. 3, for example,
were to be designed to provide highest birefringence at a wave-
length of 1.55 m, the optimum normalized frequency dictates
a pitch of 1.7 m. Furthermore, it is important to notice that the
optimum normalized frequency for the fiber in Fig. 3 is found
under single-mode operation. As shall be demonstrated, this is
a valuable property valid for all studied fibers with a design as
in Fig. 1.
III. BIREFRINGENCE RESULTS—THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS
The theoretically predicted birefringence for a series of fibers
with different hole sizes is illustrated in Fig. 4. As expected, the
birefringence is seen to strongly increase with increasing hole
size. Also marked on the figure is the second-order cutoff of the
fibers. It is important to notice that only fibers with a hole size
of 0.30 or smaller may be classified as endlessly single
mode, making cutoff analysis of high-birefringence fibers vital.
For all studied hole sizes, however, the birefringence is seen to
reach its maximum value while the fiber is single mode. For
a fiber with air holes of size 0.70, a maximum value
of is reached at a normalized frequency of
Figure 1.13: Cross sec-
tion of a solid core
highly birefringent
PCF. Taken from [77].
The final major advantage of PCFs is that they can be end-
lessly single mode [80]. It can be understood by noting that the
effective index of the cladding has a strong frequency depen-
dence. This frequency dependence cancels with the frequency
dependence included in the V parameter enabling the second
mode to be cut-off at all frequencies for the correct cladding
structures. An alternative way to envisage the endlessly sin-
gle mode property is to consider the cladding structure to be
a modal sieve [81]. In this case the fundamental mode can-
not escape between the cladding holes whereas the higher or-
der modes can, due to their smaller discrete field intensities.
Through theoretical analysis it has been shown that a PCF will
be endlessly single mode if d/Λ< 0.41 [82, 83].
Having covered some of the unique properties of PCFs which potentially offer advan-
tages over conventional fibres, lets examine some of their main hindrances. Optical losses
are generally higher, but particularly at 1.38 µm there is a very large loss due to OH–
absorption. A typical loss curve is shown in figure 1.14, where the high l ss at 1.38 µm is
clearly visible. In conventional fibre there is a similar peak due to OH– absorption (figure
1.5) however it is several orders of magnitude less. Themajority of losses in PCF rise from
water binding to the surface of the microstructured air holes [84, 85], thus explai ing the
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Figure 1.14: Measured loss of a solid core PCF.
very large losses. As we shall see in chapters 3 and 4 this high loss can represent a major
problem for supercontinuum generation.
The other main difficultly with PCFs is splicing them to either conventional fibre or
other PCFs with low losses. Two factors contribute to this problem. The first is that there
is generally a mode field mismatch between the PCF and the conventional fibre, given
that PCFs tend to have smaller mode field diameters. The second problem arises because
splicing involves heating the fibres to melting point and then fusing them together. With
PCFs the heating procedure can often lead to the collapse of the microstructured cladding
region, which in turn results in a breakdown in the guidance properties and an increased
loss [86–88]. Various techniques have been developed to attempt to resolve this problem
and these will be discussed in chapter 3.
1.2.4 Soft glass fibres
Soft glass fibre covers a fairly large subset of fibre technology, namely any fibres based
upon soft glasses such as: fluoride, chalcogenide and tellurite. Soft glasses have a much
lower melting point than SiO2 and as such are often not drawn from a preform. Instead, a
method utilising a double crucible which has a reservoir for the core glass surrounded by
one, or several reservoirs, for cladding glass is used. This allows the core and cladding to
be simultaneously drawn from the crucible, enabling excellent control of the fibre during
the draw. However, it is not possible to make ultra-pure fibres, leading to higher losses
than the MCVD.
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Figure 1.15: Attenuation of a variety of soft glass fibres compared to silica fibre.
Soft glasses offer some significant advantages over conventional silica-based fibre
technology. These include the potential for very high nonlinearities (up to 1000 times
that of SiO2), transparency in the mid-infrared (see figure 1.15) and the ability to dope to
high concentrations with rare-earth ions without clustering [89]. Unfortunately soft glass
fibres also have some fairly significant limitations. Their optical attenuation is generally
much greater than SiO2 because the manufacturing process does not allow for ultra-pure
fibres, as already mentioned. They are quite often structurally weak and therefore require
careful handling, and their lowmelting points make splicing virtually impossible, forcing
users to butt-couple to standard fibres or launch light into them using bulk optics. This in
itself is made difficult by the typically high refractive index of the core and cladding, as the
cladding may often also guide light, requiring mode stripping by metals such as Gallium.
Finally their power handling is not comparable to that of conventional fibres [89].
Despite all these issues the advantages of soft glasses has led to a number of researchers
continuing to work on these fibres, and although progress has been slow they continue to
show promise [90–92]. Although no soft glass fibres are used in this thesis we shall discuss
them briefly in some of the later chapters.
1.3 Nonlinear effects in fibre
1.3.1 Nonlinear susceptibility
In general when an electric field is applied to a dielectric material, the material becomes
polarised, i.e. the electrons shift with respect to the nuclei. The resulting polarisation
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depends on the strength of the electric field and the dielectric susceptibility, and can be
expressed as
P = ε0(χ(1)E +χ(2)E2+χ(3)E3+ . . . ) (1.6)
where P is the total induced polarisation, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, E is the electric
field and χ( j ) is the j th order susceptibility. When the electric field applied is much
weaker than the internal electric field of the dielectric material, the higher order terms
may be ignored. Equation 1.6 then reduces to P = ε0(χ(1)E) resulting in a linear response
within the dielectric. The effects of χ(1) are included through the description of the real
partℜ(χ(1)) via the refractive index n, and the imaginary part ℑ(χ(1)) via the attenuation
coefficient α.
If the external field is of a similar order to or greater than the internal field strength,
then the higher order terms become significant. This leads to a variety of nonlinear effects,
for example, the possibility of high harmonic generation is easily shown. Considering the
third order term, exposed to a field E = E(ω)cos(ωt ) then it can be shown that
P (3) = ε0χ(3)E30 cos3(ωt ) (1.7)
P (3) = ε0χ(3)E30
￿
1
4
cos(3ωt )+ 3
4
cos(ωt )
￿
(1.8)
which demonstrates that a second field of frequency 3ω is generated alongside the original
field of frequency ω, which is referred to as third harmonic generation.
Similarly the second order term is responsible for nonlinear effects, such as second
harmonic generation [93] and sum-frequency generation. In isotropic materials χ(2) is
zero under the dipole approximation. Hence in silica fibres χ(2) generally vanishes as SiO2
is isotropic. In reality these processes may still occur due to quadrupole andmagnetic-
dipole effects, but with very low efficiency. Thus the dominant nonlinear effects in silica
fibres are due to χ(3) [94].
The third order susceptibility is responsible for phenomena such as third-harmonic
generation, four-wave mixing and nonlinear refraction. Its contributions originate from
the electric response of the atoms, the vibrational response of the molecules, thermal
effects and electrostriction effects [95]. For fibres the nonlinear processes involving third-
harmonic generation and four-wave mixing are generally not efficient unless steps are
taken to ensure phase matching, thus most non-linear effects in fibres originate from
nonlinear refraction. Nonlinear refraction refers to the intensity dependence of the
refractive index. Its origin can be understood when you consider that χ(3) is dependent
upon the electric field strength, which is a function of the intensity at a given point. Hence
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the total refractive index n￿ is intensity dependent and can be expressed as
n￿(ω, I )= n(ω)+n2I (1.9)
where n(ω) is the linear refractive index at a frequency ω and I is the optical intensity.
Hence the non-linear refractive index n2 is given by
n2 = 38nℜ(χ
(3)) (1.10)
where n is the linear refractive index of the material andℜ(χ(3))is the real part of the third
order susceptibility. The nonlinear refractive index gives rise to self- and cross-phasemod-
ulation (SPM and XPM) [94, 96, 97]. Similarly the imaginary part gives rise to nonlinear
absorption or amplification which leads to effects such as two photon absorption and
Raman amplification.
Fibre would not appear an obvious choice for nonlinear processes due to its low non-
linearity. We can examine this by comparing with bulk materials, for which the optimal
nonlinear interaction is achieved around the confocal focusing regime. We can define an
intensity interaction-length product such that
ILbulk =
2πω20n
λ
I = 2Pn
λ
(1.11)
where P is the peak power, n is the refractive index of the bulkmaterial,λ is thewavelength
and ω0 is the 1/e2 intensity spot size. For fibre we can define it as
ILfibre = 4LeffP
πω2MFD
(1.12)
where Leff = [1−exp(−αL)]/α is the effective fibre length, α is the linear fibre loss and
ωMFD is the mode field diameter (MFD) of the fibre. Comparing equations 1.11 and 1.12 it
becomes clear that for large values of Leff and small MFDs it is possible to achieve large
enhancement factors. For instance for a 100 m long PCF with a 2 µmMFD and a loss of 10
dB/km the enhancement factor is ∼107 at a wavelength of 1 µm. Such large enhancement
factors allow for low power sources, including continuous wave sources, to experience
nonlinear effects.
1.3.2 Group velocity dispersion
Group velocity dispersion (GVD) is not a nonlinear process, instead it arises from the
frequency dependence of the refractive index n. It is useful to consider GVD here because
it interacts with nonlinear processes to generate effects such as solitons. The frequency
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dependence arises because the medium absorbs energy at different frequencies via os-
cillations of bound electrons. GVD gives rise to temporal pulse broadening, as any given
pulse of light will see its various spectral components travelling at different speeds as
a result of the frequency dependence of the refractive index. It is useful to introduce a
dispersion length LD
LD =
T 20
|β2| (1.13)
where T0 is initial pulse width and β2 is the GVD parameter. If the length of the fibre is
much less than LD then the pulse maintains its shape during propagation. If the length
of the fibre is similar to LD then the pulse is broadened and positively or negatively
chirped by GVD. Positive chirp emerges from the normal dispersion regime (β2 > 0) while
negative chirp emerges from the anomalous dispersion regime (β2 < 0). Both chirped and
unchirped Gaussian pulses maintain their shape during broadening. Other initial pulse
shapes tend to broaden and change shape as they do so [94, 98–101].
1.3.3 Self-phase modulation
Self-phasemodulation (SPM) is the induced spectral broadening of light pulses. It was first
experimentally reported and identified in 1967 by Shimizu [102] who used a Q-switched
ruby laser to observe filaments formed by CS2 when excited by single pulses. The author
noted that, “The structure of the frequency spectrum shows a pattern which can be
explained by phase modulation through intensity-dependent refractive index.”
For fibres we can explain SPM by defining a nonlinear length LNL and effective length
Leff. The nonlinear length provides us with the length scale over which nonlinear effects
become important. The effective length provides us with a length shorter than L that
takes account of fibre losses.
LNL = 1(γP0) (1.14)
Leff = 1−exp(−αL)
α
(1.15)
γ= n2ω0
cAeff
(1.16)
where γ is the nonlinear parameter, P0 is the peak power, α accounts for fibre losses, n2 is
the nonlinear refractive index, ω0 is the frequency, c is the speed of light and Aeff is the
effective core area of the fibre. It can be shown that the nonlinear phase change φNL is
given by
φNL(L,T )= |U (0,T )|2
￿
Leff
LNL
￿
(1.17)
whereU (0,T ) is the field amplitude at z = 0. Thus the maximum phase shift φmax occurs
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when the pulse centre is located at T = 0. IfU is normalised so that |U (0,0)| = 1 then
φmax = LeffLNL = γP0Leff (1.18)
AsφNL is time dependent this results in a temporally varying phase which in turn causes
the optical frequency to vary with time. Hence as a pulse of light propagates down a fibre
new frequency components are generated by SPM, spectrally broadening the pulse and
positively chirping it [94, 97]. It should be noted that the extent of the spectral broadening
is dependent upon the initial pulse shape and chirp. Figures 1.16a-1.16d show how the
spectral broadening changes for a variety of chirps and for a Gaussian pulse verses a
super-Gaussian pulse. The maximum phase shifted is fixed for all cases at φmax = 4.5π.
For an unchirped Gaussian pulse the maximum spectral broadening factor δωmax is given
by
δωmax = 0.86∆ω0φmax (1.19)
where ∆ω0 is the initial 1/e bandwidth of the pulse. Using typical values for picosec-
ond laser pumping a PCF: P0 = 10 kW, γ = 50W−1km−1, Leff = 10m, TFWHM = 8 ps, λ =
1.06µm; we find that a pulse of width 0.21 nm will increase to 895 nm (56 GHz to 234
THz). This is a very significant spectral broadening but not as large as those seen during
supercontinuum formation.
1.3.4 Simulated Raman scattering
Spontaneous Raman scattering occurs when a photon of frequency ωp is downshifted or
upshifted to a frequency ωs when incident on a molecule. The downshift is determined
by the transition to a higher vibrational energy state by the molecule generating a phonon
wave. If the medium is pumped continuously, frequency shifted radiation may be gen-
erated. This frequency-shifted radiation is called a Stokes wave [95]. In 1962 Woodbury
discovered that for intense pump fields, a nonlinear effect exists such that the Stokes field
grows rapidly to the point where the majority of the pump energy has been transferred
to it. This is known as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [94, 103–107]. In 1972 Stolen
reported SRS in fibre for the first time, noting that despite a small Raman cross-section a
“relatively low threshold for Raman emission can be achieved because high optical power
densities are maintained over long lengths of waveguide.” SRS is important in fibre for a
variety of reasons. Firstly, the waveguiding nature means that high power densities can be
maintained over 100s of metres making SRS very efficient, to the extent that it can cascade
to create many Stokes orders. Secondly, given that silica is amorphous, there are many
available vibrational states resulting in very broad gain: about 40 THz for a 1 µmpump
beamwith the maximum gain at 13 THz, see figure 1.17 [108, 109]. It should be noted that
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Figure 1.16: Comparison of SPM-broadened spectra for unchirpedGaussian (1.16a), super-
Gaussian (1.16b) and chirped Gaussian pulses withC = 5 (1.16c) andC =−5 (1.16d). In
all cases φmax = 4.5π.
it is possible for a molecule in a high vibrational state to combine with a lower energy
photon to upshift the photon producing an anti-Stokes wave. However the requirement
for a pre-existing phonon tends to make this process extremely inefficient, unless very
high populations of the correct energy phonons are generated by exceptionally strong
Stokes generation.
Mathematically the initial growth of the Stokes wave can be described by
dIs
dz
= gR Ip Is (1.20)
where Is is the Stokes intensity, Ip is the pump intensity, z is the length and gR is the
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Figure 1.17: Raman gain spectrum for fused silica at a pump wavelength of λp =1 µm.
Raman gain coefficient. The Raman gain coefficient originates from the imaginary part
of the third order nonlinear susceptibility and is related to the spontaneous Raman
scattering cross-section. Equation 1.20 holds true for the CW and quasi-CW case where
pulse durations are greater than 1 ns. It can also be shown that the critical pump power,
Pcr0 , for the Raman threshold is given by
Pcr0 ≈
16Aeff
gRLeff
(1.21)
where Aeff is the effective core area and Leff is the effective length of the fibre. Thus for a
single mode fibre with an effective core of 10 µm2 and 100 m long at a wavelength of 1 µm
we get a critical pump power of ∼16 W.
1.3.5 Stimulated Brillouin scattering
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a nonlinear process similar to stimulated Raman
scattering in that it manifests itself though the generation of a frequency downshifted
Stokes wave; the distinction is that the wave propagates backwards in the case of SBS. It
can be explained by considering the formation of an acoustic wave in the fibre, generated
by the electric field of the pump forming a pressure wave in the material through elec-
trostriction [110]. The acoustic wave modulates the refractive index of the fibre, setting
up the conditions for Bragg reflection which scatters and reflects the light. The light
is downshifted in frequency because of the Doppler shift associated with the travelling
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acoustic wave. The process can become stimulated at low powers, which can become a
significant problem for high power fibre lasers and telecommunications. Fortunately, as
the pump power must be within a very narrow bandwidth for the effect to dominate, a
variety of schemes are possible to negate this. Stimulated Brillouin scattering does provide
gain and can be used for Brillouin fibre lasers [94], however we make no use of SBS in this
thesis and we will only be concerned with limiting the effect in latter chapters.
1.3.6 Four-wave mixing
Four-wave mixing (FWM) transfers energy from two photons at separate frequencies ω1
andω2 by annihilationwhilst creating two new photons at frequenciesω3 andω4 ensuring
energy conservation.
ω3+ω4 =ω1+ω2 (1.22)
Additionally there is a phase-matching requirement for this process such that
∆k = k3+k4−k1−k2 (1.23)
where k is the wave number. It is easier tomeet the phase-matching condition in themore
common case of degenerate mixing where ω1 = ω2. Under such conditions a suitably
strong pump wave will generate an upshifted and downshifted wave. The amount of
frequency shift,Ωs , is given by
Ωs =ω1−ω3 =ω4−ω1 (1.24)
If a weak signal is launched into the fibre atω3, together with the pump atω1, the signal
is amplified, and a new wave is generated at ω4, in accordance with the conservation of
energy. Thus, the process is stimulated, and the resulting gain is called parametric gain.
In the absence of an initial signal, the Stokes and anti-Stokes waves can still be generated
from noise.
Four-wave mixing was first demonstrated in silica fibres by Stolen et al. in 1974 when
they launched a 100 W pump and 10 mW signal into a 9 cmmultimode fibre and got a 4
µW idler signal out [111]. This work was followed up by demonstrations of CW degenerate
FWM in single mode fibres at low powers and later cascaded orders of FWM inmultimode
fibres with kW pumps [112, 113].
For perfect phase matching the maximum gain attainable is given by
gmax = γP0 = gp
￿
P0
Aeff
￿
(1.25)
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where gp = 2πn￿2/λ at the pump wavelength. Comparing this to the Raman gain (figure
1.17) for typical values of n￿2 ≈ 3x10−20 m2/W at 1 µmwe get gp = 2x10−13 m/Wwhich is
twice that of the Raman gain. In practice, the difficulty of maintaining phase-matching
over long lengths of fibre means that SRS tends to prevail as the dominant nonlinear effect
[94].
1.3.7 Cross phase modulation
We have seen that nonlinear refraction gives rise to a variety of nonlinear effects in fibre
for any given field. We have also seen that it is possible to generate new fields and transfer
energy between them through four-wave mixing. Another related effect is cross phase
modulation (XPM)which couples two fields together without inducing any energy transfer
between them. It is always accompanied by SPM and occurs because the refractive index
seen by the beam depends not only on the intensity of that beam but also on the intensity
of any co-propagating beams. The end result is an additional phase modulation due to
the co-propagating wave which is twice as strong as that generated through SPM.
XPM gives rise to a variety of spectral and temporal effects depending on the group-
velocity mismatch between the two pulses and the dispersion length LD . If we introduce
the walk off length LW such that
LW = T0|d | , d =
νg1−νg2
νg1νg2
(1.26)
where T0 is the width of the first pulse, νg is the group velocity of each pulse, and LD is
as defined in 1.13. If we have a fibre of length L such that L is small compared to LW and
LD then the nonlinear effects can be neglected. In the case LW < L and LD ￿ L then the
pulse shape is maintained but the spectrum can alter drastically with the XPM normally
resulting in asymmetric spectral broadening. In the final case when both LW ￿ L and
LD ￿ L both the spectrum and pulse shape are changed [94, 114].
1.3.8 Solitons
Previously the effects of GVD and SPMwere considered independently. When operating in
power and length regimes where both dispersive and nonlinear effects are significant, the
combination of the two can give rise to solitons. A soliton is a special kind of wave packet
that can propagate undistorted over long distances. Their existence in fibre was predicted
by Hasegawa et al. in 1973, however it wasn’t until 1980 that Molenauer et al. reported
their observation experimentally [115–117]. Soliton formation occurs in the anomalous
dispersion regime where the negative chirp generated by GVD cancels the positive chirp
generated by SPM, and as a result creates a temporally stable pulse known as a soliton.
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Mathematically we need to start from the nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
i
∂U
∂ξ
=−1
2
∂2U
∂τ2
−N2 exp(−αz)|U |2U (1.27)
where U is a normalised field amplitude, ξ and τ are normalised distance and time
variables such that
U = A￿
P0
(1.28)
ξ= z
LD
(1.29)
τ= T
T0
(1.30)
and N is defined as
N2 = LD
LNL
= γP0T
2
0
|β2| (1.31)
where A is the field amplitude, T0 is the pulse duration, P0 is the peak power, z is the
distance and everything else is as previously defined. By using the inverse scattering
method [118, 119] the equation can be solved and the simplest solution for N = 1 is given
by
u(ξ,τ)= sech(τ)exp
￿
iξ
2
￿
(1.32)
where u =NU =￿γLD A.
Physically in equation 1.27 the first term on the right represents the dispersion and the
second term represents the SPM. N governs the relationship between the effects of SPM
and GVD on a pulse as it travels down a fibre. If N << 1 then GVD dominates, if N >> 1
SPM takes over. For integer values of N equal to or greater than 1, solitons are formed
with the value of N relating to the soliton order.
From equation 1.31 it emerges that there is a reciprocal relationship between the
amplitude of a soliton and its width. Thus should a soliton lose power due to absorption,
or other fibre effects, its width will increase: as this occurs the dispersive length (LD )
will also increase and the soliton will decay. Similarly, should a soliton gain power, via
available gain, its width will decrease. Consequently it is possible to generate solitons in
fibre and compress them down to produce an ultrafast pulse source.
Figure 1.18 shows the evolution of optical spectra and pulse shape for an initially
unchirped Gaussian pulse propagating in a fibre under the anomalous regime. It can be
seen that the pulse broadens initially and reaches a steady state by z/LD > 4 while at the
same time the spectrum narrows as the SPM and GVD chirps cancel each other out. A
soliton of order N = 1, is formed. The pulse is reshaped as the initial pulse is Gaussian
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Figure 1.18: Evolution of a Gaussian pulse propagating in the anomalous dispersion
regime.
and as equation 1.32 shows, the solution is in the form of a hyperbolic secant shaped
pulse. Thus the Gaussian pulse is transformed to a secant pulse in order to meet the
required conditions. In the normal regime the pulse broadens rapidly while the spectral
components broadenmore slowly than would be expected in the absence of GVD.
A soliton of order N = 3 is shown in figure 1.19. It can be seen from figure 1.19 that
the soliton’s propagation can be characterised as periodic in ξwith a period ξ0 =π/2. As
ξ= z/LD then the soliton period z0 can be defined as
z0 = π2 LD =
π
2
T 20
|β2| ≈
T 2FWHM
2|β2| (1.33)
As the high order soliton propagates down the fibre, it initially contracts then expands
and splits into two distinct pulses at z0/2, before recombining and contracting again. The
process occurs because the SPM and GVD generated chirps do not perfectly cancel each
other out and as such a set of coupled equations govern the soliton leading to the periodic
variations.
Modulation instability
It is possible to generate solitons from CW or quasi-CW beams in fibres via a process know
as modulation instability. Modulation instability (MI) had been studied in other fields
of physics [119] before Hasegawa and Brinkman applied it to optical fibres in 1980 [120].
Modulation instability arises from a non-stable solution to the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (equation 1.27) under perturbation in the anomalous dispersion regime. It can
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Figure 1.19: Evolution of a third order soliton over one soliton period.
also be interpreted in terms of a four-wave mixing process that is phase matched by SPM.
If a probe wave at frequency ω1 =ω0+Ω co-propagates with a CW beam at frequency ω0
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Figure 1.20: 1.20a shows the calculated gain spectra for three different pump powers for a
fibre with β2= 0.040 ps2/m and γ= 0.043 (Wm)−1. 1.20b shows the same fibre pumped
at three different pump powers. The spectral wings of MI are visible.
then it can experience gain provided |Ω| <Ωc whereΩ is the frequency of perturbation
andΩc is the critical frequency given by
Ω2c =
4γP0
|β2| (1.34)
For a CW beam, photons generated through noise act as the probe-beam leading to
its spontaneous breakup into a soliton pulse train with maximum growth occurring at
Ωmax =±Ωc/
￿
2 [94, 119]. The first experimental report was made by Tai et al. [121] in
1986 using a Nd:YAG laser mode-locked at 1.32 µmproducing 100 ps pulses with a 100
MHz repetition rate. Experimental results for a pure CW beam propagating in a PCF, along
with the calculated gain, are shown in figure 1.20.
Soliton self-frequency shift
A remarkable and important feature of solitons is soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) also
referred to as intra-pulse Raman scattering. It was discovered shortly after the soliton
[122, 123] and is caused by Raman self-pumping of the soliton, where the blue edge of
the pulse amplifies the red edge via Raman shifting the central frequency of the pulse
towards the red side [119]. A theoretical model developed by Gordon [124] predicts that
the downshift in the central frequency of the pulse is proportional to the inverse fourth
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Figure 1.21: A 250 fs pulse with a 150 W peak power is launched into 10 m of PCF with
a zero-dispersion wavelength of 1.038 µm. The pulse broadens and then undergoes
fission (∼ 2 m in) creating a dispersive wave. Scale on the right hand side is logarithmic.
power of the pulse width (or soliton power squared) such that:
∆ωR (z)=−8|β2|TR
15τ40
z (1.35)
where TR= 3 fs and is the first moment of the Raman response function [94]. The Raman
shifting of solitons leads to several things including soliton fission, soliton collisions and
perhaps most importantly extreme spectral broadening. The result of this process is often
called a soliton Raman continuum and was first demonstrated by Gouveia-Neto et al.
[125, 126] who showed that solitons could form thoughmodulation instability and then
SSFS, in the anomalous region, to producing a continuum. This is the key process for
the formation of supercontinua from CW laser sources and will be dealt with in depth in
chapters 3 and 4.
Soliton fission
Soliton fission describes the process where a high order soliton splits into a collection of
fundamental solitons. The propagation of a high order (N = 3) soliton has already been
shown in figure 1.19. Although fundamental solitons are very robust against perturbations,
high order solitons are not. Hence effects such as high order dispersion often prevent the
periodic oscillation of a high order soliton. Typically, the soliton will undergo its initial
temporal compression, and at the same time it will expand spectrally [127, 128], transfer-
ring energy to a dispersive wave if the spectrumoverlaps into the normal dispersion region
[122, 129]. As a result of the energy transfer, the central frequencies of the constituent
fundamental solitons shift by different amounts, resulting in fission as they no longer have
identical group velocities. Similarly, any process which can drive this change will lead to
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fission, so intra-pulse Raman scattering will also lead to fission [130]. An example of this
process is shown in figure 1.21. The initial transfer of energy to the dispersive wave can be
quite efficient [131] and it is possible for the dispersive wave to be continually amplified
as it propagates along the fibre. This fission and amplification process can be used to
generate broadband continua, though an ultra-short (sub 500 fs) pulse is required which
must be launched close to the zero dispersion wavelength on the anomalous side [132].
Although the work in chapters 3 and 4 is concerned with supercontinuum generation
under CW pumped conditions, we will also draw comparisons with femtosecond pumped
continua. In chapter 4 we will take a step further by showing that in order to generate a
CW pumped continuum which extends short of the pump wavelength, we need to set up
a similar dispersive wave on the short wavelength side.
Soliton trapping
Soliton trapping is an effect which involves the generation of a dispersive wave in the
normal regime, which gets shifted to shorter wavelengths as the soliton that is trapping
the dispersive wave, shifts to longer wavelengths via intra-pulse Raman scattering. The
process requires that the group velocity of the dispersive wave and soliton are matched.
The effect was first noticed and reported by Beaud et al. in 1987 [133]. They referred to
the soliton as being on the Stokes side while the dispersive wave was on the anti-Stokes
side stating that, “A possible explanation would be the trapping of the anti-Stokes pulse
through an index well created by the much stronger Stokes pulse.” Despite being a great
insight at the time, it was ignored until 2002 when Nishizawa et al. revisited the matter
[134, 135]. Even these results were neglected until recently when Gorbach et al. used it to
explain the short wavelength edge of several supercontinuum results [136, 137].
(a) Spectral evolution with length
Solitons
Trapped 
dispersive waves
(b) Spectrogram taken at the end of the fibre (z = 10
m).
Figure 1.22: 1.22a shows the evolution of a 600 W 250 fs pulse along 10 m of PCF with a
zero dispersion wavelength of 1.038 µm. 1.22b shows the spectrogram taken at the end
of the fibre. The solitons and trapped dispersive waves are clearly visible.
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The effect can be seen in figure 1.22 where a 600 W 250 fs pulse is launched into a PCF
with a zero dispersion length of 1.038 µm. Figure 1.22a shows the evolution of the pulse
with length along the fibre. After a littlemore than ametre of propagation the pulse rapidly
expands and fissions in the way described above. A dispersive wave is generated in the
normal dispersion region and several solitons can be seen shifting to longer wavelengths
in the anomalous region. After 6 m of propagation it is clear that some of the energy in
the dispersive wave is being shifted to shorter wavelengths as the continuum broadens
(compared to figure 1.21). Careful examination shows that the trapped energy originated
in the region between the pump and 1 µm. This can be seen in detail in 1.22b which shows
the spectrogram (or XFROG [138]) trace for the same pulse after it has propagated through
the 10 m of fibre. The spectrogram clearly shows two solitons which have self-frequency
shifted to longer wavelengths, with corresponding trapped dispersive waves. We will
show that this mechanism is also important when attempting to generate a CW pumped
continuumwhich extends short of the pump wavelength in chapter 4.
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Figure 1.23: Pictorial representation of the trapping effect demonstrating the need for an
accelerating force.
The process requires a high intensity red-shifting soliton and the generation of a disper-
sive wave. The red-shifting soliton creates a refractive index well on the leading edge of the
dispersive wave, which prevents further dispersion of the dispersive wave. Cross-phase
modulation between the dispersive wave and the soliton induces a blue-shift on the
dispersive wave, causing it to decelerate as it shifts into a region of lower group velocity.
At the same time the soliton continues to red-shift into a region of lower group velocity
as well. Therefore, as the soliton slows it maintains the dispersive wave trap so that the
dispersive wave is constantly blue-shifted as the soliton red-shifts. The accelerating force,
in this case a deceleration provided by the SSFS, is essential for the process to occur.
Without it there is no mechanism to trap the dispersive wave as denoted pictorially in
figure 1.23. A changing GVD via a fibre taper has also been shown to provided the required
accelerating force [139]. In either case, the trapping effect can bemaintained as long as
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the group velocity of the soliton and dispersive wave remain matched, as governed by the
fibre’s parameters.
1.4 Supercontinuum generation
During the last decade, the development of supercontinua sources has emerged as an in-
teresting and active research field. This is largely due to new technological developments,
which have allowed more controlled and accessible generation of supercontinua. This
renewed research has created a variety of new light sources which are finding applications
in a diverse range of fields, including optical coherence tomography [9, 140], frequency
metrology [7, 141, 142], fluorescence lifetime imaging [8], optical communications [143–
145], gas sensing [146–148] andmany others. The application of these sources has created
a feedback loop whereby the scientists utilising the supercontinua are demanding better
customisable continua to suit their particular applications. This has driven researchers
to develop novel methods to produce these continua and to develop theories to under-
stand their formation and aid future development. As a result rapid progress has been
made in developing these sources since 2000. In this section we will briefly define a
supercontinuum, discuss their historical development and the two common regimes for
generation.
As has been already alluded to in previous sections, a supercontinuum is formed when
a collection of nonlinear processes act together upon a pump beam in order to cause
severe spectral broadening of the original pump beam. The result is a smooth spectral
continuum (figure 1.24). There is no definitive explanation of how much broadening
constitutes a supercontinuum; however researchers have published work claiming as
little as 60 nm of broadening as a supercontinuum [145]. Nor is there any agreement on
the spectral flatness required to define the bandwidth of the source, with authors using
anything from 5 dB to 40 dB ormore. As we shall show, the term supercontinuum itself did
not gain widespread acceptance until this century, with many authors using alternative
phrases to describe their continua.
1.4.1 Historical overview
The 1960s and 1970s
In 1964 Jones and Stoicheff [149] reported using a continua generated by a maser to
study induced Raman absorption in liquids at optical frequencies. It had been noted by
Stoicheff in an early publication [150] that “when themaser emission was in a single sharp
spectral line, all the Raman emission lines were sharp; whenever the maser emission
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Figure 1.24: Spectral output of a pump source and a supercontinuum generated from the
source in a photonic crystal fibre.
contained additional components, all of the Raman emission lines, with the exception
of the first Stokes line, were considerably broadened, sometimes up to several hundred
cm−1.” [149] These weak continua, as they were described, allowed the first Raman
absorption spectroscopy measurements to be made.
In 1970 Alfano and Shapiro reported the first measurements of frequency broadening
in crystals and glasses using a frequency doubled Nd:Glass mode-locked laser. The output
pulses were approximately 4 ps and had a pulse energy of 5 mJ. The filaments formed
produced the first white light spectra in the range from 400-700 nm and the authors
explained their formation though self-phase modulation and four-wave mixing. The
filaments themselves were of no real use as a source; nevertheless the authors suggested
that the crystals might prove useful as ultrafast light gates [151, 152].
The study of atomic vapours, organic vapours and liquids by Raman absorption spec-
troscopy through the 1960s and 1970s drove the development of continua sources. By the
early 1970s, continua formed by nanosecond duration flash lamps and laser-triggered
breakdown spark in gases, along with laser excited fluorescence continua from scintillator
dyes, were being used to study the excited states [153]. These sources all had problems;
what was required was a source that produced broad continua at high power levels with
a reasonable efficiency. In 1976 Lin and Stolen reported a new nanosecond source that
produced continua with a bandwidth of 110-180 nm centred on 530 nm at output powers
of around a kW [153]. The system used a 10-20 kW dye laser producing 10 ns pulses with
15-20 nm of bandwidth to pump a 19.5 m long, 7 µm core diameter silica fibre (see figure
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1.25 for the setup). They could only manage a coupling efficiency in the region of 5-10 %,
stating “quite often the input end of the fibre was damaged if the full pump power was
applied before good coupling to the fibre had been obtained.” Nevertheless, it was noted
that 90 % of the energy launched into the fibre was converted into the continuum. The
continuumwas identified as a result of sequential stimulated Raman scattering generating
a series of Stokes lines. These were smoothed out by self-phase modulation. This fibre
laser represented the first useful super continuum source.
Mono-
chromator
Oscillo-
scope
Camera
Screen
Broadband
Continuum
Prisms
Nitrogen
Laser
Beam
Splitter
Dye
Laser
LensLens
Fibre Waveguide
Figure 1.25: Lin and Stolen’s setup, adapted from [153]
By 1978 Lin and Nguyen reported several continua, most notably one stretching from
0.7-1.6 µmusing a 315m long GeO2 doped silica fibre with a 33 µmcore [154]. The optical
setup was similar to Lin’s previous work with Stolen, except in this instance the pump
source was a 150 kW, 20 ns, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. Indeed, they had so much power
available to them that two thirds was attenuated away to prevent damage to the fibre.
The 50 kW coupled into the fibre emerged as a 12 kW continuum as shown in figure 1.26.
Stokes lines are clearly visible up to 1.3 µm , at which point the continuum begins to
smooth out, except for a large loss due to water absorption at 1.38 µm. As they increased
the launch power beyond 50 kW they noted that the continuum extends down into the
green part of the visible spectrum. However, the higher power levels quickly damaged
their fibre. In the same paper they also pumped a single mode fibre with a 6 µm core
diameter and “a few 100 m in length.” It generated a similar continuum spanning from
0.9 µm to 1.7 µmwith reduced launch and output powers. Without realising it, they had
also generated optical solitons for the first time.
The 1980s
In 1980 Fujii et al. repeated Lin’s 1978 setup with a mode-locked Nd:YAG [155]. The peak
power of the pulses was reported as being greater than 100 kW and they achieved better
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Figure 1.26: Spectra of the continuum obtained in a GeO2 doped silica core multimode
fibre by Lin and Nguyen in 1978. Two 7-56 Corning glass filters and a 0.3 neutral density
filter where used for the measurements above 0.9 µm. Shorter wavelengths where
unfiltered. Adapted from [154]
than 70 % coupling efficiency into a 10 µm core single-mode Ge doped fibre. Unusually,
they did not report their pulse duration. Their spectrum spanned the entire spectral
window in silica from 300 nm to 2100 nm. The authors concerned themselves with the
visible side of the spectrum and identified the main mechanism for generation to be four-
wave mixing of the pump and Raman generated Stokes. However there were some higher
order modes, which were attributed to sum-frequency generation between the pump and
Stokes lines. The phase-matching condition was met by coupling of the up-converted
light and the quasi-continuum of cladding modes.
A further advance was reported by Wshio et al. [156] in 1980 when they pumped 150
m of single-mode fibre with a 1.34 µmQ-switched Nd:YAG laser. This was just inside the
anomalous dispersion regime for their fibre. The result was a continua which stretched
from 1.15 to 1.6 µm and showed no discrete Stokes lines.
Up to this point no one had really provided a suitable explanation why the continuum
smoothed out between the Stokes lines at longer wavelengths in fibres. In the majority of
cases this is explained by soliton mechanisms; but as solitons were not reported in fibres
until 1985 [123, 157]. It was realised that self-phase modulation could not account for the
broad continua seen, but for the most part little else was offered as an explanation.
In 1982 Smirnov et al. [158] reported similar results to that achieved by Lin in 1978. Us-
ing multimode phosphosilicate fibres pumped at 0.53 and 1.06 µm , they saw the normal
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Stokes components and a spectrumwhich extended from the ultraviolet to the near in-
frared. They calculated that the spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation should
have been 910 cm−1, but their continuumwas greater than 3000 cm−1. They concluded
that “an optical continuum cannot be explained by self-phase modulation alone.” They
continued by pointing out the difficulties of phase-matching over long lengths of fibre to
maintain four wave mixing, and reported an unusual damage mechanism (with hindsight
this would probably be considered a very short fibre fuse). Interestingly, they note a
much earlier suggestion by Loy and Shen [159] that if the nanosecond pulses consisted of
sub-nanosecond spikes in a nanosecond envelope, it would explain the broad continuum.
This idea of very short pulses resulting in the broad continuum was studied a year later
when Fork et al. [160] reported using 80 fs pulses from a colliding mode-locked laser
[161]. The laser’s wavelength was 627 nm and they used it to pump a jet of ethylene glycol.
They collimated the resulting continuum andmeasured the pulse duration at different
wavelengths, noting that the red part of the continuum was at the front of the pulse
and the blue at the rear. They reported very small chirps across the continuum. These
observations and others led them to state that self-phase modulation was the dominant
effect by somemargin. However they also noted that their calculations showed that the
continuum remained much larger than self-phase modulation would allow, suggesting
that four-wave mixing processes must also be present. They stated that it was much
easier to produce a reliable, repeatable continuum using a femtosecond source. Over the
ensuing years this source was developed further and used to examine other liquids [162].
In the same year Nakazawa and Tokuda reported using the two transitions in Nd:YAG at
1.32 and 1.34 µm to pump amultimode fibre simultaneously at these wavelengths. They
attributed the continuum spectrum to a combination of forced four wave mixing and a
superposition of sequential stimulated Raman scattering. The main advantage of this was
that they were able to generate a continuum at the relatively low pump powers of a few
kW, compared to previous work [163].
During the early to late 1980s Alfano, Ho, Corkum, Manassah and others carried out a
wide variety of experiments, though very little of it involved fibres. Themajority of thework
centred around using faster sources (10 ps and below) to pump various crystals, liquids,
gases and semiconductors in order to generate continua mostly in the visible region [107].
Self-phase modulation was normally used to explain the processes although from the
mid-1980s other explanations were offered, including second harmonic generation cross-
phase modulation [164] and induced phase modulation [165]. Indeed, efforts were made
to explain why self-phase modulation might well result in much broader continua, mostly
throughmodifications to theory by including factors such as a slowly varying amplitude
envelope amongst others [166, 167].
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In 1987 Gomes et al. [168] reported cascaded stimulated Raman scattering in a single
mode phosphosilicate based fibre. They pumped the fibre with a Q-switched andmode-
locked Nd:YAG, which produced 130 ps pulses with 700 kW peak power. They launched
up to 56 kW into the fibre and as a result of the phosphorus achieved a much broader
and flatter continuum than had been achieved to that point with silica fibre. A year
later Gouveia-Neto et al. [126] from the same group published a paper describing the
formation and propagation of soliton waves from modulation instability. They used a
1.32 µmNd:YAG which produced 100 ps pulses with 200 W peak power to pump 500 m of
single mode fibre with a 7 µm core diameter. The zero dispersion of the fibre was at 1.30
µm , placing the pump just inside the anomalous dispersion regime. They noted pulses
emerging with durations of less than 500 fs (solitons) and as they increased the pump
power a continuumwas formed stretching from 1.3 to 1.5 µm .
The 1990s
Gross et al. in 1992 published a paper modelling the formation of supercontinua (in the
anomalous group velocity dispersion region) when generated by femtosecond pulses in
fibre. It was easily the most complete model, to that date, with fundamental solitons and
soliton self-frequency shift emerging as solutions to the equations [169].
The applicability of supercontinua for use in wavelength division multiplexed (WDM)
systems for optical communications was investigated heavily during the 1990s. In 1993
Morioka et al. [143] reported a 100 wavelength channel multiplexing scheme which
simultaneously produced one hundred 10 ps pulses in the 1.224-1.394 µm spectra region
with a 1.9 nm spectral spacing. They produced a supercontinuum using a Nd:YLF pump
centred on 1.314 µmwhich was mode-locked to produce 7.6 ps pulses. They then filtered
the resulting continuumwith a birefringent fibre to generate the channels.
Morioka andMori continued development of telecommunications technologies util-
ising supercontinuum generation throughout the 1990s up to the present day. Their
research included: using a supercontinua to measure the group velocity dispersion in
optical fibres [170]; the demonstration of a 1 Tbit/s based WDM system [144]; and more
recently a 1000 channel dense wavelength division multiplexed (DWDM) system capable
of 2.8 Tbit/s using a supercontinuum fractionally more than 60 nmwide [145].
The first demonstration of a fibre-based supercontinuum pumped by a fibre-based
laser was reported by Chernikov et al. [171] in 1997. They made use of distributed back-
scattering to achieve passive Q-switching in single-mode ytterbium and erbium-doped
fibres. The passive Q-switching produced pulses with a 10 kW peak power and a 2 ns
duration. The resulting continuum stretched from 1 µm to the edge of the silica window
at 2.3 µm. The first three Stokes lines were visible and the continuum stretched down to
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about 0.7 µmbut at significantly reduced power levels.
Progress since 2000
Advances made during the 1980s meant that it had become clear that to get the broadest
continua in fibre, it was most efficient to pump in the anomalous dispersion regime.
However it was difficult to capitalise upon this with high power 1 µm lasers as it had
proven extremely difficult to achieve a zero dispersion wavelength of much less than
1.3 µm in conventional silica fibre. A solution appeared with the invention of photonic
crystal fibres (PCF) in 1996 by Knight et al. [66]. We have already discussed many of
the properties of PCFs in detail in section 1.2.3, but clearly their high nonlinearity and
customisable zero dispersion wavelength makes PCF an excellent medium in which
to generate supercontinua. It was some time though before supercontinua were first
generated in PCFs. Amongst the first was Ranka et al. in 2000 [141], who used a 75 cm PCF
with a zero dispersion at 767 nm and a 1.7 µm core diameter. They pumped the fibre with
100 fs, 800 pJ pulses at 790 nm to produce a flat continuum from between 400 and 1450
nm.
This work was followed by others pumping short lengths of PCF with zero dispersions
around 800 nm with high power femtosecond Ti:sapphire lasers. Lehtonen et al. [172]
studied the effect of polarization on the formation of the continua in a birefringent PCF, as
well as varying the pump wavelength (728-810 nm) and pulse duration (70-300 fs). They
found that the best continua were formed just inside the anomalous region with 300 fs
pulses. Shorter pulses resulted in clear separation of the solitons which were visible in the
spectral output. Herrmann et al. provided a convincing explanation of the development
of femtosecond supercontinua, specifically the reduction of solitons from high orders
down to the fundamental and the production of dispersive waves during this process
[173, 174]. Needless to say, fully fibre integrated femtosecond sources have since been
developed and demonstrated [175, 176].
Other areas of development in since 2000 have included: supercontinua sources that
operate in the picosecond, nanosecond and CW regimes; the development of fibres to
include newmaterials, production techniques and tapers; novel methods for generating
broader continua, and the development of numerical models to explain and aid under-
standing of supercontinuum generation. Many of these will be discussed in chapters 3
and 4 though the reader is also referred to a recent review article [132].
1.4.2 Regimes
In this final section of the introduction we will briefly discuss the two main regimes in
which supercontinua are generated in fibre. As previously stated a supercontinuumoccurs
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through the interaction of many nonlinear processes to cause extensive spectral broaden-
ing. Many of these processes were discussed individually in section 1.3 and on their own
are well understood. The breakthroughs in recent years have involved understanding and
modelling how all these processes interact together to generate supercontinua and how
parameters can be engineered to enhance and control continuum formation.
Soliton fission regime
The soliton fission regime is essentially the same as the soliton fission described in section
1.3.8. A short, high power, femtosecond pulse is launched into the PCF or other highly
nonlinear fibre. As previously discussed, the femtosecond pulse may be considered as a
high order soliton, consequently it rapidly broadens and then fissions into fundamental
solitons. During the fission process excess energy is shed as dispersive waves on the
short wavelength side. Generally these dispersive waves will undergo no further shifting
[132] and thus the extension short of the pump is dependent on how broadly the soliton
expands as it breathes [177]. The fundamental solitons then undergo intra-pulse Raman
scattering and shift to longer wavelengths, generating the long wavelength side of the
continuum. It is possible for the soliton Raman continuum to interact with the dispersive
radiation via four-wave mixing [178] and cross-phase modulation [179]. Under certain
circumstances, it is possible for these dispersive waves to be coupled with the solitons via
the soliton trapping affect [133, 136] (also described in section 1.3.8). This means that as
the soliton self-frequency shifts (SSFS) to longer wavelengths, the coupled dispersive wave
is shifted to shorter wavelengths as dictated by the group velocity matching conditions.
Generally, this soliton trapping mechanism allows for the continuum to extend to shorter
wavelengths than is possible via any other mechanism.
The first supercontinuum generated in PCF operated in this regime [141] and many of
the subsequent experiments also made use of ultra-short pulsed femtosecond systems as
a pump source [132]. One of the main advantages of this regime is that the continuum
often exhibits a high degree of coherence [132], in addition it is possible to generate broad
supercontinua in very short lengths of PCF. Disadvantages include an inability to scale
to very high average powers in the continuum, although the limiting factor here is the
available pump sources; and typically the spectrum is not smooth due to the localised
nature of the spectral components which generate it. Figure 1.27 shows the evolution of
an ultra-short pulse in a short length of PCF.
Whether this regime is dominant can beworked out from the pulse and fibre parameters.
We can define a soliton fission length, Lfiss, to estimate the length at which the highest
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Figure 1.27: A 50 fs pulse with a 20 kW peak power is launched into 0.5 m of PCF with
a zero-dispersion wavelength of 1.038 µm. The pulse broadens and then undergoes
fission (∼ 5 cm in) creating a dispersive wave. Scale on the right hand side is logarithmic.
soliton compression is achieved, such that
Lfiss = LDN =
￿
τ20
|β2|γP0 (1.36)
where LD is the characteristic dispersion length (defined in equation 1.13) and N is the
soliton order. As fission tends to occur at this length then provided that Lfiss is shorter
than the length of the fibre and other characteristic length scales such as the MI length
LMI, fission will dominate.
Modulation instability regime
We previously covered modulation instability as a mechanism for generating solitons in
section 1.3.8. Modulation instability (MI), leads to the break up of a continuous wave
(CW) or quasi-continuous wave fields, which becomes a train of fundamental solitons.
It is important to stress that the solitons generated in this regime are fundamental, as
several papers on CW and quasi-CW supercontinuum formation have accredited short
wavelength generation to soliton fission and dispersive wave generation as described
above [180, 181]. In a similar manner to the soliton fission regime, the long wavelength
side of the continuum is generated by the solitons undergoing intra-pulse Raman scatter-
ing and self-frequency shifting to longer wavelengths. As the MI process is noise driven, a
distribution of solitons with different energies are created, resulting in different rates of
self-frequency shifting. The net result is that MI driven soliton-Raman continua tends
to be spectrally much smoother than those generated in the fission regime. Short wave-
length generation is driven by four-wave mixing, especially for higher peak powers in
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the quasi-CW regime. In the pure CW regime, short wavelength generation has not been
achieved at wavelengths shorter than those of a 1 µmpump and we demonstrate the first
results of this in chapter 4. We will also show that soliton trapping potentially plays a role
in short wavelength generation in the MI driven regime.
A continuumwill only occur in the MI regime if the fibre and field parameters are such
that MI forms and dominates over other processes such as fission. In a similar fashion to
the fission regime it is constructive to develop a characteristic length scale for MI, LMI.
LMI = ndB20γP0 lg10 ∼
4
γP0
(1.37)
where ndB is the level of the background noise below the peak power level. Equation 1.37
is essentially a measure of the length required for the MI gain to amplify the background
quantum noise into solitons. Typically this shot noise is taken to be ∼200 dB down. So
provided LMI￿ Lfiss thenMI will dominate over soliton fission in the quasi-CW case and
this condition may be expressed as
42￿ γP0τ
2
0
|β2| =N
2 (1.38)
The middle term of equation 1.38 is simply the soliton equation as defined in 1.31. For MI
to dominate we need the left hand side to be much less than the right hand side which
implies that the soliton order must be much greater than 4. In practice this boundary
has been established as being approximately N = 16 [132]. Therefore we can see that it is
predominantly ultra-short pulses that lead to the soliton fission mechanism.
1.4.3 Pumping in the normal dispersion regime
The two regimes outlined above assume that the pump is in the anomalous dispersion
region. It is possible to create supercontinua in the normal region and in fact many
of the early results discussed in section 1.4.1 were pumped in the normal. If the input
pulses are short enough then SPM can lead to significant broadening which is temporally
coherent. However, if the pulses are not ultra-short then SRS tends to dominate and
typically a series of cascaded discrete Stokes lines will appear until the zero dispersion
wavelength is reached. At this point a soliton Raman continuummay form. As pumping
in the anomalous is muchmore efficient for continuum generation, all the work in this
thesis, with regards to supercontinuum generation, involves pumping in the anomalous
regime.
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1.5 Summary
We have seen that there is a great variety of laser sources available, yet despite this,
important wavelength regions are still not easily accessible. The next four chapters of
this thesis will be concerned with trying to enable wavelength diversification in fibre
based sources. To this end we have covered the basic principles of various fibres including
conventional, doped and soft glass fibres. We also discussed photonic crystal fibres which
are used extensively in chapters 3 and 4. These chapters will focus on supercontinuum
generation which we described in the previous section. Supercontinuum generation
involves many nonlinear processes, each of which has been explained individually in
section 1.3; their complex interactions will be discussed further in later chapters. One
of these nonlinear processes, stimulated Raman scattering, is used by itself to build a
Raman laser which will be explored in detail in chapter 5. Initially, we shall consider a new
bismuth doped fibre for providing gain around 1.2 µm in the next chapter.
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2 Bismuth Doped Fibre
2.1 Introduction
The search for new laser gain media is ongoing and potentially never-ending. As we
discussed in the introduction, there are many wavelength regions for which it is difficult
to produce compact, efficient laser sources due to a lack of suitable gain media. Other
criteria such as ultrashort pulses or high average powers may not be achievable from a
given gainmedium; hence due to themultitude of potential applications, it becomes clear
why this search is important. In this chapter we will examine some very early results from
a new fibre gain medium of Bismuth doped silica.
We will start by examining the development of Bi doped fibre. This will be followed
in section 2.3 by a series of experimental results. Firstly we will look at the properties of
the fibre in section 2.3.1, before building and examining several lasers based upon the Bi
doped fibre in section 2.3.2. We will then survey progress since this work in section 2.4,
before discussing possible future directions and then concluding.
2.2 Development of bismuth doped fibre
The first infra-red luminescence from Bismuth based glass was reported by Fujimoto
et al. in 2001. They reported a spectrum centred on 1140 nm with a full width half
maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 200 nm under 500 nm pumping, as shown in figure 2.1a
[1]. The lifetime was measured as 630 µs making the glass potentially useful as a laser
gain material. The glass itself was made by sintering spectroscopic grade bismuth oxide
(Bi2O3), aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and silica powder (SiO2) at 1760 °C. The composition of
the resulting glass was measured as Bi2O3: 0.3 mol.%, Al2O3: 2.2 mol.%, and SiO2: 97.5
mol.%; by X-ray fluorescence analysis. The glass’s transmission was 30 % at maximum,
due to a large number of air bubbles and it exhibited 4 absorption bands at (A) 300, (B)
500, (C) 700 and (D) 800 nm as shown in figure 2.1b. The authors noted that luminescence
was not observed in the absence of the Al2O3 co-doping, and suggested that the emission
may originate from Bi5+.
The potential importance of this discovery becomes clear when the currently available
infrared fibre gainmedia are examined. Figure 2.2 shows the emission spectrum for Yb, Er,
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Figure 2.1: 2.1a shows the emission spectrumof the Bismuth based glassmade by Fujimoto
et al. pumped at three different wavelengths. 2.1b shows the absorption spectrum of
the same glass. Both figures adapted from [1].
Pr, Tm and Bi normalised to one. While Yb and Er doped silica fibres are well-established
gain media, both Pr and Tm tend to operate best in soft glass fibres at the wavelengths
shown. This has proven to be somewhat inconvenient, both in terms of the mechanical
properties of these fibres, and in interfacing themwith standard silica fibres. Thus, despite
some good results [2–4] these fibre gain media have not seen wide adoption to date. Even
if Pr is included, there remains a large spectral gap in the 1.1-1.3 µm region. Although it is
possible to cover this region with Raman lasers or amplifiers, and there have been some
exceptionally broad Raman amplifiers demonstrated [5], Raman as a gain medium has
its limitations. For instance, modelocked operation is yet to be demonstrated (though
ultrashort pulse generation has [6, 7]), and single frequency operation is extremely difficult.
As figure 2.2 demonstrates, Bi covers a large part of the spectral gap between Yb and Er,
potentially enabling this wavelength region and several important applications. The
obvious use is in telecommunications: as the internet continues to grow and the amount
of data being transferred increases, it is clear that extending the telecommunication
windows into the 1.3 µm region will become increasingly important [8]. Generating
efficient laser sources in the 1.1-1.3 µm region would also enable frequency doubling into
the orange/red wavelength region, for which there are several important applications
including biomedical [9, 10] and laser guide star [11].
Given the potential uses for laser sources in this wavelength region, other researchers
quickly sought to investigate this new gain medium. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Fujimoto et
al. were the first to follow up their own results [12], purssued by a series of papers by Peng
et al. which looked at Bi luminescence in a whole series of glass hosts including: GeO2,
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Figure 2.2: The emission spectrum for Yb, Bi, and Er doped silica fibres (solid lines). Also
shown is the emission spectrum for Pr and Tm doped fluroide fibres (dotted lines).
BaO, Li2O−Al2O3−ZnO−SiO2 and P2O5 [13–17]. Optimum luminescence was achieved
with low levels of Bi doping in the region of 0.5 - 2.0 mol. %. The authors argued that the
luminescence may be due to Bi+ or clusters of Bi atoms, though the authors themselves
admitted that muchmore evidence would be needed before firm conclusions could be
drawn.
Further work on Bi doped glass was carried out by Ren et al. who combined alkaline-
earth metal oxides with Bi and silica [18]. Comparable results were achieved, and the
authors put forward that the lasing may be due to Bi2+.
Taking an important step forward towards realising a Bi based laser, Dvoyrin et al.
produced the first Bi doped fibre via modified chemical vapour deposition (MCVD) [19,
20]. The fibre exhibited optical losses of less than 0.1 dB/m in the range of 1200-1800
nm and broadband luminescence spectra of up to 200 nm FWHM with the maximum
in the region of 1050-1200 nm, depending upon the glass composition and excitation
wavelength. The authors suggested yet another possible mechanism for the lasing based
upon {[AlO4/2]
−,Bi+} complexes. These fibres were used to demonstrate the first Bi based
fibre laser. CW lasing was demonstrated at 1146, 1215, 1250 and 1300 nm under 1064 nm
pumping. The cavity was formed between two fibre Brag gratings (FBG). For 5 W of pump
power 460 mW of emission was achieved at 1146 nm [21].
In 2007 several results were published demonstrating Bi based silica fibre lasers exhibit-
ing CW operation [22–24], pulsed operation [25] and mode-locked operation [26]. The
second published CW result, though third by submission, came from Razdobreev et al.
who became the second group to demonstrate luminescence from Bi doped fibre and a
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CW laser cavity based upon 80 m of fibre using two FBGs, a high reflector (HR) with R =
99.8 % and an output coupler (OC) with R = 10-20 %. The gratings were written in standard
silica fibre and spliced with low loss to the Bi fibre (0.1 dB). The Bi was pumped with a 3 W
Yb fibre laser producing ∼550 mW (slope efficiency of 24 %) at 1200 nm and ∼320 mW
(slope efficiency 12 %) at 1150 nm [22]. Using the same fibre, Rulkov et al. demonstrated a
6.4 W CW laser at 1178 nm pumped by a 55W Yb fibre laser. They took the unpolarised
0.2 nmwide 1178 nm output and frequency doubled it using a MgO doped periodically
poled lithium niobate crystal to produce 125 mW of average power at 589 nm [24].
The second submitted result was by Dianov et al., who demonstrated up to 15 W of
power at 1160 nm using a 70 W Yb fibre laser as the pump source for an 80 m length of Bi
fibre. They also demonstrated frequency doubling to 580 nm producing 300mW from just
under 6 W of 1160 nm light. Importantly, they also noted that approximately one third of
the Bi absorption is accounted for by unsaturable optical losses and that these losses have
a temperature dependance [23].
These results were followed up by the first pulsed Bi laser source, demonstrated by
Dvoyrin et al. This was achieved by using a 35 m length of Bi doped fibre as a saturable
absorber in an Yb fibre laser, to produce 1 µs duration pulses at 1066 nm. Operation at
1160 nmwas achieved by adding a pair of FBGs to the 35 m length of Bi, producing a weak
pulsed signal at 1160 nm. This was then amplified by a second 90 m length of Bi doped
fibre to produce 1.5 µs pulses at a repetition rate of 43.5 kHz with 400 mW of average
power [25].
Finally, an extremely brief paper from Dianov et al. demonstrated mode-locked opera-
tion of a 6 m Bi doped fibre in a linear semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM)
based cavity. The output FBG had a reflectivity of 75 % and a bandwidth of 0.02 nm; the
high reflectivity was necessary to support the low gain of the Bi fibre. The cavity was
pumped with an 800 mW Yb fibre laser at 1064 nmwhile residual pump light was filtered
after the FBG using a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM). The cavity produced 50 ps
pulses with a 13 MHz repetition rate and 2 mW of average power at 1162 nm [26].
2.3 Experimental results
In this section we will examine the properties of a bismuth doped fibre including the
absorption, lumenscence, gain and lifetime. We will then go onto use the fibre to con-
struct several CW fibre lasers before examining the possibility of mode-locked and single
frequency operation.
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Figure 2.3: 2.3a shows the luminescence spectrum of the Bi doped fibre pumped at three
different wavelengths. 2.3b shows the residual absorption spectrum of the Bi doped
fibre above 1 µmmeasured using a variety of methods.
2.3.1 Fibre properties
A length of Bi doped fibre was provided by our collaborators based at the IRCICA and
CNRS in France. The Bi doped fibre perform was fabricated by the MCVD process
with the Bismuth ions solution-doped into a porous silica layer before sintering. The
SiO2−Al2O3−GeO2−P2O5 fibre had a Bi concentration of ∼0.005 mol.%. The fibre was
comparable to those detailed in [22]. A 37 m length of Bismuth doped fibre was used.
Typically much shorter lengths of gain fibre are used with other high gain dopants such
as Yb for instance. As the gain demonstrated from Bismuth has been signifigantly lower,
a longer length of fibre was required. This length had to be balanced with the pump
absorption, suggesting that tens of meters of fibre should be optimal.
Absorption and luminescence
The luminescence was recorded for a 37 m length of the fibre, pumped by a laser diode at
974 nm, an Ybfibre laser at 1070 nmand aRamanfibre laser at 1120 nm. The luminescence
is shown in figure 2.3a. Pumping at 974 nm results in the broadest emission spectrum
centred at 1150 nm with a FWHM bandwidth of 128 nm. For pumping at 1070 nm the
emission is centred at 1160 nm with a FWHM of 81 nm and for pumping at 1120 nm
the emission is centred at 1170 nmwith a FWHM of 57 nm. With respect to the Raman
pumped emission, we should ask whether the fluorescence was due to the residual 1070
nm pump light? This seems unlikely, as the residual 1070 nm pump light of the Raman
cavity is of the same order of magnitude as the fluorescence, a feature not seen with direct
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Figure 2.4: Experimental set-up used for gain measurements. Measurements made on a
optical spectrum analyser (OSA).
pumping at 1070 nm. Hence, it would appear that pumping at any wavelength where
there is significant absorption will lead to fluorescence, though this may be extremely
weak. The mechanism for this is not clear, partly because we do not understand what
gives rise to the luminescence in the Bi doped fibre.
To try to understand the emission spectrum and assess the potential use of this fibre
as a laser gain medium, the absorption spectrum was measured above 1050 nm using
a variety of sources. A picosecond based supercontinuum source was used to measure
the spectral absorption up to 1600 nm. Unfortunately, due to pulse to pulse variations
in the continuum, this proved rather unreliable in the short (50 cm) length of Bi for
low attenuation values, i.e. above 1450 nm. The results were combined with a series of
traditional cutbackmeasurements made using an Yb fibre laser and various tunable diode
lasers (Santec TSL-210), and are shown in figure 2.3b. Each of the methods can be seen to
be in good agreement. We can see that the absorption steadily declines, bar a peak at 1380
nmwhich is due to OH− induced loss. The absorption loss at 1060 nm is 650 dB/km while
at 1160 nm it is still 230 dB/km. This high residual loss is clearly going to be detrimental
to lasing.
Gain
In order to discover the gain available, a simple experiment was constructed as shown in
figure 2.4. A FBG with a reflectivity greater than 99.9 % (HR) was spliced to the input side
of the Bi fibre, while an angle-cleaved patch cord was spliced to the output side. The fibre
was pumped by all three sources. Splice losses were < 0.1 dB and the output spectrumwas
measured on a high resolution optical spectrum analsyer (OSA) (Advantest Q8384). It was
expected that spontaneous emission would lead to light being emitted in all directions,
some of which would be guided in the forward and backward directions of the fibre. The
forward travelling light may be amplified further and leads to the amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) spectrum as shown in figure 2.3a. A similar spectrum evolves for the
backward propagating light, some of which is reflected by the FBG HR in the forwards
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Figure 2.5: 2.5a shows the indicative gain for two lengths of the Bi doped fibre pumped
at three different wavelengths. 2.5b shows the transmitted power through the Bi fibre
including the residual pump (solid lines) and emission (dotted lines).
direction. Thus without any additional gain we would expect a peak which is 3 dB higher
than the surrounding ASE spectrum. With the effects of gain we can expect the peak to be
amplified further above the surrounding ASE spectrum. Thus the magnitude of this peak
gives an excellent indication of the gain available at that wavelength in the given length of
fibre.
The inferred gain measurements are shown in figure 2.5a; pumping at 1070 nm was
found to produce the highest gain ∼4.5 dB. In general, while there is relatively strong
absorption of the pump, the fluorescence is rather weak with much of the pump energy
disappearing as unsaturable loss. Indeed, the majority of the emission spectrum is made
up of residual pump light. It is also evident that the gain saturates out at fairly low pump
powers. In the case of pumping at 974 nm, extremely weak fluorescence is recorded while
the reflected signal is below the 3 dB level expected. This suggests that the available gain
is dominated by a loss process, possibly by excited state absorption. For both 974 nm and
1070 nm pumping, cutting back the fibre results in less absorption and lower residual loss,
resulting in a higher transmitted power (see figure 2.5b) but reduced gain for 1070 nm
pumping and no improvement for 974 nm pumping. The results also establish that it is
possible to achieve gain from the fibre when pumping at 1120 nm. It is clear that 1070
nm pumping is the best option from the sources available, although shifting to a slightly
longer wavelength where the residual losses are potentially lower may lead to a further
gain in efficiency. The most important thing to note is that the vast majority of the pump
power is absorbed and appears to be lost to unsaturable non-radiative transitions.
Dual wavelength pumping was also investigated with the use of aWDM to couple pump
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Figure 2.6: 2.6a shows the decay lifetime of the emission spectrum including an exponen-
tial fit. 2.6b shows the evolution of the cladding temperature when pumping with 54 W
at 1.07 µm for 90 seconds.
light at 974 nm and 1070 nm into the Bi doped fibre. This did not offer any improvement
over pumping with 1070 nm light alone.
It is therefore evident that the available gain in the Bi doped fibre is extremely low
compared to established fibre gain media such as Yb, Er and Tm, where the gain is orders
of magnitude greater. It is also clear, for this particular Bi fibre at least, that pumping
at 1070 nm combined with optimisation of the fibre length presents the best option for
building a fibre laser. The potential to pump with a high power single mode CW fibre laser
at 1.07 µm should enable the production of a source with reasonable output power in the
spectral region around 1178 nm.
Lifetime and temperature dependance
The upper-state lifetime was measured by modulating the 974 nm laser diode via a TTL
signal sent to the power supply. The 974 nmpump light was launched into the Bi fibre via a
fibre coupler which coupled the backwards travelling optical signal into a photodiode with
a 10 ns response time. Due to the weak optical signal the photodiode signal was amplified
with a suitable current amplifier before being captured on an oscilloscope. An example of
the measured signal is shown in figure 2.6a, along with the corresponding exponential fit.
The fit is in excellent agreement suggesting that the emission is from a single transition.
The lifetime, τ, is 730 µs which is similar to values measured elsewhere [20, 22]. From
the Fuchtbauer-Ladenburg equation it is possible to estimate the stimulated emission
cross section (σe) by assuming a Gaussian shaped emission band [27]. The Fuchtbauer-
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Figure 2.7: 2.7a shows the drop in output power from a simple laser cavity at 1.178 µm as
the measured cladding temperature increases. 2.7b shows the emission spectrum from
22 m of Bi fibre at room temperature and when cooled with liquid N2 under 974 nm
pumping.
Ladenburg equation is:
σe =
λ40
4πn2cτ
￿
ln2
π
￿ 1
2 1
∆λ
(2.1)
where λ0, n, τ and ∆λ denote the peak wavelength, refractive index of the host material,
emission lifetime and FWHM of the emission respectively. Thus we find that σe= 1.8 x
10−20 cm2. The threshold for laser operation is proportional to the inverse of the product
of the stimulated emission cross section and the lifetime. In this case στ = 1.3 x 10 −23
cm2s, which is almost ten times higher than that of Ti:Al2O3 (στ = 1.4 x 10
−24 cm2s).
Of course, these lifetime measurements were made under 974 nm pumping and the
lifetimemay change when pumping at different wavelengths if the lasing mechanism is
not the same.
From the results discussed to date it is clear that a large amount of pump power is not
being re-emitted as light. In order to investigate where this energy was going, a 50 W CW
Yb fibre laser was used to pump the Bi fibre. It quickly became clear that with high power
pumping the performance was much worse than expected. The fibre was warm to the
touch and measurements of the cladding temperature, using a thermocouple, showed
that the cladding temperature rapidly rose as shown in figure 2.6b. The non-radiative
transitions that give rise to the high residual loss clearly convert much of the energy to
heat in the core of the fibre. Given the cladding temperature, the core is presumably much
hotter. Measurements of the emitted power from a basic laser cavity based around two
FBGs at 1.178 µm showed that as the cladding temperature increased the power quickly
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Figure 2.8: Experimental set-up used for wavelength based lifetimemeasurements, cap-
tured on an optical spectrum analyser (OSA).
fell off due to a drop in the available gain. This effect is clearly shown in figure 2.7a. It
was found that by placing the fibre in a temperature controlled water bath, the cladding
temperature can be clamped, maintaining the gain in the Bi doped fibre. As the fibre heats
up, it would appear that whatever transitions are responsible for emission become less
probable, resulting in a strong operational temperature dependance for the fibre.
The question that immediately arises is what happens if we cool the Bi doped fibre
further. In order to do this the fibre was placed in an insulated container which was
filled with liquid N2. The emission spectrum for the fibre under 974 nm pumping in
and out of the liquid N2 is shown in figure 2.7b. From this we see that more power is
transmitted through the fibre when held at 77 K while the strength of the spontaneous
emission spectrum appears to have increased along with a minor change in shape.
Repeating the upper state lifetimemeasurementsmade earlier with the liquidN2 cooled
Bi fibre resulted in a shorter upper state lifetime of 680 µs, as shown in figure 2.9a. This
is contrary to measurements made by Dvoyrin et al. [20, 28]. In order to attempt to
understand this difference a more complicated set-up capable of measuring the lifetime
with wavelength was used, as shown in figure 2.8. In this set-up the same signal generator
was used to modulate the power supply of the laser diode to generate 150 µs pulses.
However, instead of the secondary output of the signal generator being used to trigger
a photodiode, it was used to trigger a delay generator which created a square wave with
a given delay from the trigger signal. This signal was then used to repeatedly trigger
an OSA (Ando AQ6317) so that a spectral trace could be captured at a set delay over an
arbitrary spectral range. This process was then repeated 11 times for 11 different delays.
By calculating the power at every wavelength for each of the delays and then fitting an
exponential to the power decay at every wavelength, it is possible to derive a wavelength
dependent lifetime measurement as shown in figure 2.9b. Due to the weak signal and
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short integration times the data exhibited short scale fluctuations which are shown in
figure 2.9b. A 50 point Savitzky-Golay smoothing method was also applied to the data to
aid clarity and enable measurements of the lifetime differences [29].
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Figure 2.9: 2.9a shows the decay lifetime of the emission spectrum including an expo-
nential fit when the Bi fibre is held at 77 K. 2.9b shows the upper state lifetime with
wavelength (averaged over 11 measurements) for the Bi doped fibre under 974 nm
pumping at room temperature and in liquid N2.
There are several things to be noted about figure 2.9b. Firstly, the lifetimes are ∼130
µs longer than those measured by the simpler method. It is difficult to explain where
this discrepancy may arise, however measurements of an Yb doped fibre confirmed its
upper state lifetime using the simpler method. Unfortunately, the same measurement
was not made with second set-up, therefore we do not know if the error arises from this
set-up or from the Bi fibre in some way. Possible sources for the discrepancy may be: the
complicated timing set-up, stimulated emission from the Bi fibre shortening the lifetime
or unsaturable losses in the Bi fibre effecting the fluorescence lifetime. A better method,
albeit much harder measurement, would be to measure the emission radiating from
the cladding as any effect due to stimulated emission and the unsaturable losses could
be removed from the measurement. Hence the lifetime numbers are best considered
indicative rather than absolute.
The cooled Bi does still have a shorter lifetime, at the emission peak, than at room
temperature as previously found. The difference is much smaller, 20 µs versus 50 µs,
measured after smoothing the data. Arguably, the wavelength dependent lifetime is the
same given the measurement noise for the two temperatures. With such a broad emission
spectrum it also becomes clear that the spectral response curve of the photodiode may
potentially influence the lifetimemeasurements. It is not possible to draw anymeaningful
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conclusions at the extremities of the measurement due to the significant noise present.
For the central wavelength region it is clear, that the lifetime varies with wavelength and
is shortest at luminescence peak.
So the key remaining question is what happens to the gain as the Bi fibre is cooled in
liquid N2? An indicative measurement of the gain was again made as before in 22 m of
the Bi doped fibre. The results for the fibre at room temperature and when submerged
in liquid N2 are shown in figure 2.10. There is a significant improvement in the gain, by
∼3 dB when cooled in liquid N2. It is likely that this improvement can be explained via a
reduction in the unsaturable losses when cooled to such extremely low temperatures.
The improvement in gain when cooled would naturally imply that the upper state
lifetime increases as the Bi is cooled. This casts further doubt over the previous measured
change of lifetime when cooled.
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Figure 2.10: Gain measured for 22 m of Bi doped fibre under 1.07 µmpumping at 77 K and
294 K.
2.3.2 Bi based lasers
In this section we will look at the results from some laser cavities based upon the Bi doped
fibre. All of the cavities were pumped at 1.07 µm as previous experiments had shown
that this wavelength provides the highest available gain. The CW fibre laser cavities were
straightforward, consisting of two FBGs and a length of Bi doped fibre as illustrated in
figure 2.11. Due to the strong temperature dependance, the Bi fibre was either submersed
in a water bath held at 294 K by a heat exchanger (Neslab RTE-210) or submersed in liquid
N2. Two pump lasers were used, a 55W Yb CW fibre laser from IPG Photonics, and a home
made Yb ASE source producing just over 1 W of pump power.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the Bi doped fibre laser.
Output Coupler Slope Effi- Grating Band- Laser Bandwidth (nm)
Reflectivity (%) ciency (%) width (nm) 11 W Pump 56W Pump
5 5.1 0.84 0.16 0.68
20 9.6 0.16 D 0.012 0.16 D
50 8.3 0.10 0.02 0.13
80 8.6 0.08 0.076 D 0.23 D
90 8.7 0.06 0.012 0.22 D
Table 2.1: Gives the slope efficiency, grating bandwidth and bandwidth of the laser at
two pump powers for the output couplers used. Bandwidths quoted are measured at
FWHM (3 dB) level. A double peaked spectrum is denoted by a ‘D’.
High power pumping
The full 37 m length of Bi doped fibre was incorporated into a fibre laser cavity with a
FBG HR with a reflectivity of 99 %, and a FWHM bandwidth of 0.84 nm and a variety
of FBG based output couplers (OC) with much narrower bandwidths typically around
∼0.1 nm (see table 2.1). As previously discussed, it was necessary to place the fibre in a
water bath in order to control the temperature of the core and maintain lasing. The laser
performance for different output coupler reflectivities is illustrated in figure 2.12, showing
both the output power and residual pump power at 1.07 µm. The best performance was
achieved using an output coupler with a reflectivity of 20 %, generating 5 W of power at
1178 nmwith 1.2 W of residual pump power. The pump power was 56 W, thus over 48 W
(87 %) of the pump light is converted to heat or other non-optical radiative events. This
makes it obvious why the fibre heats up so quickly.
The slope efficiency for the cavity with the 20 % output coupler is 9.6 %. This is rather
low for a fibre laser but can be understood by the poor gain and high unsaturable losses.
Nevertheless, we would typically expect the output power to rise until the optimal output
coupling is reached, at which point the output power should peak before reducing as the
reflectivity is increased further. From figure 2.12a it is evident that the output power for
the 50-90 % output couplers is broadly similar along with their slope efficiencies. This
can be understood by considering figure 2.13 and table 2.1. From figure 2.13 it can be
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(b) Bi laser residual pump
Figure 2.12: 2.12a shows the output power at 1178 nm from 47m of Bi doped fibre with
pump power for various output couplers. Dotted lines are linear fits to the data points.
2.12b shows the residual pump power at 1.07 µm from the laser cavity for the various
cavity configurations.
seen that the power rolls over with reflectivity as expected at low pump powers but not at
higher pump powers. If we consider the cases of pumping at 11 W and 56 W, we see from
table 2.1 that the laser stays within the bandwidth of the gratings at 11 W but exceeds the
bandwidth of the output coupler gratings at 56 W. This broadening is partially supported
by the broad high reflector and results in the cavity seeing a lower average reflectivity. It
is therefore likely that the output power is being limited by the output coupler grating
bandwidth in addition to the poor gain and unsaturable losses.
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Figure 2.13: Output power with output coupler reflectivity for a variety of pump powers.
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Liquid N2 cooling
In section 2.3.1, we showed that the gain from the Bi doped fibre was significantly en-
hanced by cooling the fibre in liquid N2. Here we will examine the operation of a laser
cavity at room temperature and when submersed in liquid N2. The cavity setup is the
same as that denoted by figure 2.11, except that the cooling bath is replaced by an insu-
lated box which could be filled with liquid N2 to cool the fibre to 77 K. Further changes
are brought about by the use of 22 m of Bi doped fibre combined new FBGs with a much
broader bandwidth (> 1 nm). The pump source was an Yb CW fibre laser.
Output Coupler Grating Slope Efficiency (%) Laser Bandwidth (nm)
Reflectivity (%) Bandwidth (nm) 294 K 77 K 294 K 77 K
27 1.29 3.6 23.0 0.43 0.11
37 1.37 6.6 23.8 0.50 0.20
52 1.21 4.9 16.3 0.44 0.21
82 1.05 1.1 - 0.47 -
Table 2.2: Gives the slope efficiency, grating bandwidth and bandwidth of the laser at 294
K and 77 K for the output couplers used at full pump power. Bandwidths quoted are
measured at the 10 dB level.
The broader gratings prevented the extracted power from being bandwidth limited. As
a result the expected rollover in output power with output coupler reflectivity can be seen
through the varying slope efficiencies in figure 2.14a. When cooled to 77 K the maximum
output power increases from 66 mW to 241 mW, as the slope efficiency improves from
6.6 % to 23.8 %. This represents a substantial improvement in performance. The residual
pump powers (shown in figure 2.14) suggest that more of the pump light is absorbed
when the fibre is cooled to 77 K. For the cavities built around the 37 % output coupler,
88 % of the pump light is absorbed at 294 K whereas 92 % is absorbed at 77 K. It is highly
unlikely that a 4 % improvement in pump absorption accounts for a 3.6 fold increase in
slope efficiency. Some explanation may be offered by examining the linewidth of the laser
emission given in table 2.2. We see that when cooled, not only does the laser produce
more power, but it also does so in a narrower line. Figure 2.15 shows typical spectra from
the laser when warm and cold. The room temperature spectrum consists of a series of
discrete lines as if the cavity is lasing at each of these separate wavelengths independently.
While there are signatures of similar discrete lines when cooled to 77 K, the spectrum is
muchmore homogenised. This combined with a reduction of the unsaturable losses may
be the main reason for the dramatic improvement in efficiency as the fibre is cooled.
It should be noted that there are distinct similarities in behaviour between this Bi doped
fibre laser and those of colour centre based lasers. Both exhibit very broad fluorescence,
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(a) Bi laser at 294 K
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(b) Bi laser at 77 K
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(c) Bi residual pump 294 K
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(d) Bi residual pump 77 K
Figure 2.14: 2.14a and 2.14b show the output power at 1178 nm from the same laser cavity
using 22m of Bi doped fibre at 294 K and 77 K. 2.14c and 2.14d shows the residual pump
powers for the cavities at 294 K and 77 K.
strong absorption across an extremely large spectral region (including the visible), and a
steep fall off in performance as the gain medium gets hotter, resulting in best operation
at liquid N2 based temperatures. Unfortunately, it is currently impossible to state that a
mechanism similar to that responsible for the gain in colour centre lasers may be at play
in Bi doped silica fibre, although recent results suggest that point defects in the structure
could be a suitable candidate [30].
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Figure 2.15: Spectrums from the Bi laser based upon the 27.9 % output coupler with 1.04
W of pump power at 294 K and 77 K.
Ring cavities and single frequency operation
Several ring cavities were constructed in order to achievemode-locked or single frequency
operation at 1178 nm. These are shown schematically in figure 2.16. Due to the low gain
available, the full 37 m of Bi fibre was used in the cavity in an attempt to compensate for
the insertion loss of the isolator amongst other components. The WDM used to couple
light in and out, coupled 95 % of the pump light at 1.07 µm into the fibre whilst circulating
97.5 % of the light at 1.18 µm. Thus only 2.5 % of the emission was coupled out. The
isolator was designed for 1.06 µm operation and had an insertion loss of 1.5 dB at this
wavelength.
An attempt to achieve mode-locked operation via the nonlinear polarisation evolution
effect [31] was carried out by adding an air gap with a Polar Cor polariser, designed for
operation at 1.3 µm, after the isolator in figure 2.16a. The air gap had a 2.1 dB insertion
loss, which combined with the isolator led to a round trip loss of > 3.6 dB. Adjusting the
polarisation controllers andmonitoring the signal on a fast oscilloscopewith a photodiode
(which had a response time of several nanoseconds) showed clear signs of pulsing, but
mode-locked operation could not be achieved. It is likely that the cavity loss and long
length of Bi fibre with its high loss prevented mode-locking.
Attempting to operate the laser in a single frequency regime using the basic ring cavity
shown in figure 2.16a resulted in a series of distinct laser lines, as shown in figure 2.17a,
which could be controlled by adjusting the polarisation controllers. The spectrum is
dominated by the inhomogeneous nature of the bismuth doped gain medium and the
fact that differing bismuth doped environments contribute to the overall gain spectrum
over the long fibre gain length. It is also possible that birefringence could contribute to the
modulation of this spectrum, which is affected by the polarization controllers. It would be
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Figure 2.16: 2.16a shows the schematic for the basic ring cavity used. For mode-locked
operation an air gapwith a polariserwas added after the isolator. 2.16b shows a variation
of 2.16a using a circulator and narrow FBG to try and encourage single frequency
operation.
expected, however, that the birefringent contribution would be strongly periodic and the
observed modulation deviates significantly from a single harmonic component. This may
be due to spectral pulling of the lasing components by the gain inhomogeneity. Typically
this would be investigated with pump power but this was not possible with the low powers
available but could be undertaken with an improved setup. It was not possible to produce
a source with a single line without an additional filter. This was achieved by adding a
circulator to the cavity with a 0.23 nmwide FBGwith a reflectivity of 99.9 %. By controlling
the polarisation state and keeping the power levels low (2.7 W of pump light at 1.07 µm ),
it was possible to obtain a single laser line which had a spectral width of 0.009 nm. As the
spectral resolution of the OSA was 0.01 nm, the actual spectral width of the laser can be
described as ≤0.01 nm. Regrettably, as the WDMwas not designed for operation around
1.18 µm, only 10.3 mWwas coupled out which consisted of 10.1 mW of residual pump
light at 1.07 µm. The use of additional filters to remove the residual pump typically left
∼100 µWof light at 1177 nm.
In order to try to establish the linewidth of the laser, two methods were used. The
first made use of a tunable Fabry-Pérot interferometer. After the beam was collimated
and launched into the interferometer, the signal was simply too weak to detect on the
photodiode. The secondmeasurement made use of a home-made self-hetrodyne setup
[32, 33], measured on an RF spectrum analyser via a photodiode. Yet again the signal was
too weak to enable a reliable measurement. The use of components designed for 1.18 µm
would allow significant optimisation of the source and should result in significantly more
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Figure 2.17: 2.17a shows the spectral features typical of the basic ring cavity shown in
2.16a. 2.16b shows a single laser line achieved by adding a circulator and narrow FBG to
the ring cavity as shown in figure 2.16b. The optical spectrum analyser has a resolution
limit of 0.01 nm.
power with much less residual pump. Hence we anticipate that this would allow accurate
linewidth measurements.
2.4 Progress since this work
The research work described in this chapter was largely carried out in the period between
late 2007 and early 2008. During 2008 the number of researchers studying the emission
of Bi doped fibre and glasses increased significantly with a corresponding increase in
the number of journal publications. Some of these results have already been mentioned
but many of the other results were not immediately relevant and therefore not discussed.
Thus in the interests of completeness we will briefly touch onmany of these results now.
Since 2005, between four and five journal papers have been published each year in
mainstream journals on the subject of Bi doped glasses. In 2008, 12 papers were published,
which may indicate the beginning of a wider push by the optics community to establish
the potential usefulness of Bi doped glasses. As we discussed in the last section, the
lasing mechanism is far from clear, and at present unsaturable losses, low gain and poor
efficiency all hinder Bi based lasers. The research work can be broadly divided into two
areas: studies of the luminescence of Bi doped glasses, and laser operation of Bi doped
fibres. We will examine each in turn.
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2.4.1 Bi doped glass studies
Several more studies of Bi based glasses have been made. One of the first and most inter-
esting in 2008 was published by Truong et al. who produced fibres from Bi doped SiAlGeP
and SiGeP preforms. They noted that the Al free preform showed signs of luminescence
around 1.3 µmwhich disappeared when drawn into a fibre. This conflicted with the pre-
vious view that Al co-doping was necessary for luminescence. Further studies involving
hydrogen loading and annealing of the fibres showed that it was possible to eliminate the
luminescence completely. They concluded that the bismuth must be reduced to a lower
valence state and that this should explain the quenching [34].
Several authors looked at co-doping with various other materials, for instance Qian et
al. showed that co-doping Bi-doped germania based glasses with CeO2, As2O5, or Y2O3
could enhance the luminescence intensity by a factor of 4, 12, or 23 respectively. The
authors suggested that this perhaps favoured the idea that emission was from higher
valence Bi ions. They also measured much shorter lifetimes of ∼ 270 µs [35]. Pursuing a
similar line, Hughes et al. co-doped with PbO. They found that this decreased the strength
of absorption, suggesting that less of the Bi was optically active. Whilst the 500, 700 and
1000 nm absorption bands behaved in a broadly similar way with PbO concentration, they
found that the 800 nm band did not, leading them to suggest that it was due to a separate
centre. Finally, they discovered that the addition of 3-4 % PbO resulted in a 50 % increase
in lifetime and a 20 fold improvement in the quantum efficiency [36].
The theme of looking at alternative glass hosts was continued by Ren et al. who studied
Bi doped lime silicate glasses. They found luminescence bands at 400, 650 and 1300 nm
and suggested that they were due to Bi3+, Bi2+ and Bi+ ions respectively. They also found
that the intensity of the emission fell off with increments in the CaO content [37]. They
measured the lifetime of their Bi doped glass as ∼ 400 µs.
In an insightful paper, Qiu et al. demonstrated that Al free fibres could be made to
demonstrate luminescence. They manufactured Bi doped silica fibres with and without Al
co-doping viaMCVD. In the case of Al free Bi doped fibre, strong emissionwas seen at 1300
nm, whereas Al co-doping led to emissions at 750 and 1100 nm, which they attributed to
different centres. They also noted strong up-conversion luminescence in both fibres [38].
Perhaps the most interesting study on Bi luminescence in the last year was performed
by Sharonov et al.. They studied the optical centres formed in Bi-, Pb-, Sn-, Te-, and
In-doped germanate glasses. They showed that glasses doped with 6p (Bi, Pb) and 5p (Sn,
Sb) ions exhibit very similar behaviour, characterised by distinct peaks on an excitation-
emission plot. The lifetime of the NIR emission was ∼ 400 µs. Thus the authors showed
that the luminescence is not unique to Bi, and suggested that the emission was due to
point defects in the glasses caused by the dopants during heat treatment of the glass as
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a possible candidate for the optical centres. They also stated that the “p orbitals of the
dopants should not be considered as amajor part of the energy level model,” and the “four
bands observed in the absorption and excitation spectra are most likely to be assigned to
different centres.” [30]
2.4.2 Bi doped fibre lasers
In the first of two papers Bufetov et al. manufactured Bi doped fibres using surface-
plasma chemical vapour deposition (SPCVD) technology as an alternative to the more
establishedMCVD process. During the SPCVD process the halides’ conversion occurs at
reduced temperature and pressure in the microwave induced plasma. This allows for finer
control of the manufacturing process and allows the synthesis of glasses under reducing
conditions by the means of oxygen deficiency. The resulting 20 m length of Bi:Al2O3:SiO2
fibre demonstrated optical gains as high as 10 dB at 1130 nm under 1058 nm pumping.
The gain was wavelength-dependent with the much higher gain values ascribed to an
increase in the Bi doping. A CW laser cavity built around this fibre had an efficiency of 8 %
producing ∼1.1 W for 14 W of pump light [39].
In their second paper they demonstrated gain and lasing from a Al free Bi doped
phosphogermanosilicate fibre. The absorption bands were located at 450, 800 and 950
nm, with a complex band in the 1100-1500 nm region. They pumped at 1230 nm and
achieved gain from 1310 through to 1470 nm, making the fibre particularly applicable for
telecommunications. However, the slope efficiencies of the laser cavities were poor, with
the best being 3.4 % for emission at 1470 nm [40].
Very similar results to those presented in section 2.3.2 were published by Dvoyrin et al.
in September. They manufactured a Bi doped fibre with Al2O3 using the MCVDmethod.
Bi doping was less that 0.02 at.%. The standard absorption bands were recorded along
with the fluorescence spectrum at 77, 300, 465 and 600 K, showing amarked improvement
as the fibre was cooled. A CW laser was formed in 64 m of the fibre and pumped at 1064,
1075 and 1090 nmwith slope efficiencies of 10, 21 and 28 % at room temperature and 27,
52 and 50 % at 77 K. Thus they demonstrated significant improvements by pumping at
longer wavelengths and when cooling the fibre to 77 K. The best cavity produced 8.4 W
at 1160 nm for 20 W of pump at 1090 nm. The linewidth of the emission was noted to
increase linearly with pump power. Finally, they discussed that the main limiting factor
of Bi doped fibre lasers was the unsaturable loss. They suggested that the fluorescence
band consists of two bands belonging to two different energy terms of the active centre to
explain the behaviour witnessed [28].
Further progress was made by Kivistö et al. on modelocked Bi doped fibre lasers.
They used a 12 m length of Bi doped fibre manufactured by SPCVD in a linear cavity
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configuration. A GaInNAs SESAMwas used in combination with a pair of transmission
gratings, to provide dispersion compensation, allowing them to operate in the soliton
modelocked regime. Their laser generated 0.9 ps pulses with a repetition rate of 7.5 MHz
and was wavelength tunable between 1153-1170 nm. The average pulse energy was ∼0.2
nJ [41].
Published at the very end of 2008, Kalita et al. demonstrated their first Bi doped
Ge:Al:SiO2 fibre. Adding to the number of demonstrations of varying CW cavity perfor-
mance based upon temperature of the fibre, they showed ∼1.5 W and ∼2.0 W of output
power at 22 °C and 10 °C (in ice water) for ∼14 W of pump power. The slope efficiencies
were 10 % and 15 % respectively in the 25 m length of fibre. They pumped the fibre at
1080 and 1090 nm, finding a slight improvement in efficiency for the 1090 nm pumping.
They also showed that the fibre had significant unsaturable losses and that excited state
absorption was a significant problem for all wavelengths when pumping at 800 nm but
not a problem above 1000 nmwhen pumping at 1047 nm. However, it should be noted
that the authors did not consider up-conversion as a possible explanation of the results.
Fluorescence lifetimes were found to vary with pumpwavelength from 750 µs to 670 µs for
1090 and 915 nm pumping respectively. Finally, the authors noted that their fluorescence
lifetime decays were best fitted with continuous exponential fitting rather than single
exponential fitting, suggesting that the Bi ions were located at different sites [42].
2.5 Future directions
It is still very early on in the development of Bismuth as a fibre gain medium. Its broad
luminescence in an important spectral region makes it of great interest to the research
community. Yet the current generation of Bi doped fibres suffers from high unsaturable
losses and low gain. In addition to this, none of the proposed mechanisms for the lasing
action has gained acceptancewithin the community, signifying a general lack of consensus
in understanding the dynamics of this new gain medium. Much work remains to be done
to understand the mechanisms, drive up the efficiency and to construct laser sources and
amplifiers from this new gain material.
We believe the focus will be two fold going forward; part of the community will concen-
trate on the gain mechanism and producing better fibres, as well as potentially looking at
developing solid state Bi based gain media. Others will take the current state-of-the-art
fibres and attempt to make higher efficiency CW lasers, amplifiers, single frequency lasers
and mode-locked lasers. As a result of the current poor performance of Bi based fibres
and the likelihood that improvements will be incremental, many inital demonstrations
will be at very low power levels. This is not necessarily the problem that it might otherwise
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be, as the potential combination of new sources (such as single frequency or mode-locked
sources) with established Raman amplifiers should allow the power to be scaled to useful
levels. Indeed, such power-scaling may also be demonstrated via Bi based amplifiers. The
number of researchers involved in Bi doped experiments will no doubt steadily increase,
unless evidence emerges that the efficiency cannot be improved further.
It is too early to predict whether Bi lasers will make a significant commercial impact,
but given the wavelength region covered by Bi gain media, it is certainly possible that Bi
based lasers and amplifiers could make such an impact.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have characterised a Bi doped fibre which has a broad luminescence in
the region from 1.1 to 1.3 µm. We showed that the fibre gain depended upon the pump
wavelength and temperature of the fibre. The temperature is important as much of the
power is transferred to heat rather than light, thus when pumping with high power sources
the fibre quickly warms and the gain rapidly drops. The gain itself is currently very low
but can be improved by cooling the fibre in liquid N2. Several CW laser cavities were built
with the most efficient cavity having a slope efficiency of 23.8 % when cooled in liquid N2.
This cavity represented a significant step forward in efficiency for Bi doped fibre lasers.
Attempts weremade to operate the laser in a single frequency regime, whilst the operation
was at the resolution limit of the optical spectrum analyser used, technical limitations
limited a more accurate measurement of the linewidth. This initial demonstration and
the suggested optimisations are a promising step towards a single frequency source.
Bismuth doped fibre is a promising new gain medium. It has the potential to provide
gain in the 1.1-1.3 µm spectral region for which no convenient gain medium currently
exists. Efficient operation at the 1.3 µm end of the window may enable applications
in telecommunications, whereas the current peak gain region of 1180 nm could allow
the development of sources which can be doubled to import wavelengths in the visible.
Before any of that can happen, however, more work is required to address the low gain
and unsaturable losses. The results presented in this chapter show that these issues can at
least be partially addressed by cooling the fibre. Finally while the exact lasing mechanism
continues to be a matter of debate amongst researchers, it is surely only a matter of time
before this is resolved.
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3 Continuous Wave Supercontinuum
Generation: Part 1 the
Near-Infrared
3.1 Introduction
In this and the subsequent chapter we will look at ways to improve high power supercon-
tinuum sources. As we mentioned in section 1.4 of the introduction, supercontinuum
sources have developed at an astounding rate since 2000. During this period a wide
variety of sources were developed and found various applications, mostly in research
laboratories. The vast majority of these sources are based upon pulse pumped systems,
notably femtosecond and picosecond laser sources. Continuum sources based upon
nanosecond and CW pump sources have also been demonstrated. Whilst short pulse
driven systems have many advantages, it is difficult to scale them to the very high average
power levels required for some applications. In such instances it is best to use CW pump
sources to generate the required supercontinua. As we discussed in section 1.4.2, the
mechanisms involved in generating a CW based supercontinuum differs from that in
the short pulse regime. This raises a variety of problems which must be understood and
overcome in order to develop excellent sources. In this and the next chapter we will be
concerned with describing, understanding and solving these issues.
This chapter will begin by discussing recent work on CW pumped supercontinua up
to the point where this work commences. This will be followed by a brief discussion
of the advantages, limitations, and disadvantages of CW pumped supercontinua, along
with outlining possible solutions to some of these issues in section 3.1.2. Section 3.2 will
look at a series of brief experimental results complete with a short discussion on each
covering: low water loss PCF; the relative intensity noise of the sources and continua; the
effect of Raman oscillations; and the effects of dispersion and nonlinearity. What emerges
from this early experimental work is an understanding of the need for careful control
of the dispersion properties of the PCF. In the subsequent section (3.3) we investigate
ways to control the continuum evolution through an understanding of the processes
involved and by extensively modelling a series of hypothetical PCFs to illustrate this.
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Having theoretically demonstrated how to optimise the continuum formation process,
we experimentally demonstrate this in section 3.4, highlighting some of the differences
between our models and reality. In section 3.5, we demonstrate control over the long
wavelength edge of the supercontinuum through the use of PCFs with two zero dispersion
wavelengths. We then look at some recent results and future directions for this work
before presenting some conculsions.
3.1.1 Literature review of CW pumped supercontinua
As wementioned in chapter 1, supercontinuum generation may be considered to have
started as far back as 1964 [1]. The field was re-energised in 2000 [2], and subsequently
developed rapidly. As the field has matured many terms and conventions have been
broadly adopted, which is extremely convenient but has perhaps led to some older papers
being overlooked. For example, the term supercontinuum only really started to gain
widespread acceptance post 2000, with many authors using alternative phrases including
superbroadening, white light continuum, anomalous frequency broadening, femtosecond
distributed soliton spectrum, and the Raman continuum to name a few [3]. This is partly
explained by the fact that many papers were often focused on some other fundamental
study, and therefore producing a continuumwas often a side effect of explaining these
fundamental processes. Another convention that become widespread since 2000 is to
display continuum results on a logarithmic scale. This has its advantages for analysis but
has perhaps led to some older results being ignored or overlooked, as it was common to
present results on a linear scale which led to much smaller reported bandwidths. As a
consequence, it seems that the first CW pumped continuum result has been passed over
in the literature. It was reported by Persephonis et al. in 1996 [4]. Based upon a CWRaman
fibre laser, a continuum extending from 1.55-1.95 µmwas produced with a 20 dB spectral
flatness in 2.3 km of highly nonlinear fibre (HNLF), shown in figure 3.1a. The Raman laser
was pumped by a 5 WNd:YAG and the continuum produced 100 mW of output power.
This work was followed up by Prabhu et al. in 2000 who used a 8.4 W CW ytterbium
fibre laser to pump a Raman laser cavity which was coupled to a Brillouin cavity. The
nonlinearity was enhanced by using 700 m of phosphorus doped fibre combined with
500 m of single mode fibre. The continuum was quite narrow, stretching from 1433 to
1533 nm containing 1.26 W of output power with a 30 dB spectral flatness [5]. This was
followed by Popov et al. who demonstrated a 2.2 W continuum from 1.6-2.0 µm with
a spectral flatness of 0.7 dB. At the 5 dB level the continuum stretched from 1.26-2.01
µm. Notably, the spectral power density was high (3.6 mW/nm) and the continuum
extended significantly short of the pump. The continuum was generated in a 600 m
length of Sumitomo HNLF using a 10 W CW pump at 1.56 µm [6]. This early work and
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Figure 3.1: Early CW supercontinuum results which are all in conventional fibre bar
Avdokin’s demonstration of the first PCF based CW result on 2003.
much of the subsequent work up to 2005 focused on generating supercontinuum sources
for potential telecommunications applications. González-Herráez et al. continued this
theme in 2003 by producing a supercontinuum that covered the S, C and L transmission
bands (1460-1625 nm) [7]. A 7 km long zero dispersion shifted fibre, with a zero dispersion
wavelength (ZDW) of 1453 nmwas pumped by a 2.1 W Raman fibre laser at 1455 nm. At
full pump power they demonstrated complete pump depletion.
At the same time as González-Herráez’s paper was published, the first CW continuum in
PCF was reported by Avdokhin et al. in 2003 [8]. Based upon a 15 W CW ytterbiummaster
oscillator power fibre amplifier (MOPFA) and 100 m of PCF, a 320 nm wide continuum
was produced with 4.1 W of output power. This result is shown in figure 3.1b along with
some of those that followed in HNLF in 2004 and 2005. Apart from the undepleted pump
the spectrum is very flat with less than 3.5 dB of variation. The spectral power density
(SPD) is in the 5-10 mW region.
A flurry of work followed in HNLF, mainly using Raman fibre lasers as the pump sources.
Prabhu et al. pumped essentially the same set-up as they had used before, with more
power to produce a 2 W supercontinuum spanning from 1.43 to 1.53 µm [9]. Between
2003 and 2005 Abeeluck et al. published several papers using HNLF in combination with
a Raman fibre laser. In their first paper, a 4.5 km fibre was pumped at 1.594 µmwith 0.9
W producing a 210 mW supercontinuum between 1.43 and 1.53 µm [10]. In the second
a 4 W pump at 1.486 µm was used to pump three different HNLF with ZDW between
1.478 and 1.481 µm. The broadest continuum, from 1.5 km of NHLF, covered 544 nm
at the 20 dB level and produced 1.9 W of output power [11]. Modulation instability was
clearly visible at low pump powers. In their third paper they used the same set-up again to
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make comparisons between pumping in the normal and anomalous regimes by building
several Raman fibre lasers [12]. Martin-Lopez et al. attempted to look at the effect of
pump bandwidth upon supercontinuum generation [13]. They found that there was an
optimum pump bandwidth for the most efficient MI generation and that this directly
translated to the broadest continuum. The experiment was carried out in dispersion
shifted fibre at 1.55 µmwith three different pump sources, a light emitting diode, CW laser,
and CW amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source. However, no effort was made to
examine the potentially different noise signatures of each source which may well have
contributed to the result.
Of all the results achieved in HNLF during this period perhaps the most impressive
result in terms of SPD and spectral flatness was by Rulkov et al. who produced a CW
continuum stretching from 1.56 µm to 2.0 µm in 300/600 m of HNLF pumped with a 10
W ytterbium/erbium laser. The spectral flatness was better than 1 dB and the SPD was
16 mW/nm [14, 15]. A very similar set-up was used by Champert et al. with a 5 W pump
laser and 1 km of HNLF to produce a similarly broad and flat continuumwith a SPD of 4.5
mW/nm [16].
Further work in PCF was reported by de Matos et al. They used 10 W ytterbium pump
sources to pump the same fibre as used by Avodkhin et al. [17]. A 5.5 W supercontinuum
with a SPD of 10 mW/nm was produced which extended to the water loss peak at 1.38
µm. Of particular interest in this work was the use of an ASE source to reduce the relative
intensity noise from the continuum. This source was then used in an optical coherence
tomography system [18].
Work to simulate CW continua was started by Nicholson, Abeeluck et al. in their 2003
paper where they used a super-Gaussian pulse to attempt to simulate the CW field with
very limited success [10]. This was followed up byMussot et al. who produced some rather
narrow continua stretching from 1.52-1.60 µm and attempted to accurately model the MI
and CW continua. They used the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) in combination
with a phase-diffusion model commonly used to model CW lasers [19]. In their model
the field is free of amplitude fluctuations in the time domain but has a random temporal
phase with a Gaussian distribution. The modelled results were in good agreement with
their experimental results. A different approach was taken a year later by Kobtsev and
Smirnov [20] who included quantum shot noise but neglected large temporal amplitude
fluctuations. The authors realised that in order to simulate a CW continuum, a variety
of simulations with random noise should be run and then averaged together to form a
final spectrum which more closely resembles what was demonstrated experimentally. It
was also noted that the model had a strong dependence on the initial pump power which
was not reflected in the experimental results. This was attributed to the lack of intensity
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fluctuations at the input of the simulation.
These intensity fluctuations were added into a model by Vanholsbeeck et al. [21] where
they used the measured spectral power of the pump laser and added a random spectral
phase to each frequency bin. This process leads to strong intensity fluctuations of the
order of the coherence time, in the time domain. As a result of using this model, MI
established itself much more quickly leading to solitons earlier on in the fibre. Ensemble
averaging was also used by the authors in order to reflect the experimental processes. All
this was used to show that pump incoherence is key to producing a CW supercontinuum.
The phase diffusion model was extended further by Frosz et al. who linked the statistics
of the Gaussian phase noise to the bandwidth of the pump spectrum. The intensity
fluctuations were yet again ignored, which may have resulted in the poor agreement
between their model and experiment without artificially limiting the bandwidth of their
pump spectrum. This model was used to show that soliton-soliton collisions potentially
play an important role in CW continuum evolution [22].
3.1.2 Mechanism, advantages and limitations of CW
supercontinuum
The basic mechanism responsible for supercontinuum generation under CW pumping
conditions was outlined in section 1.4.2 and we will briefly recap it here. The key com-
ponent is modulation instability (see section 1.3.8) which leads to the break up of a CW
field into a train of fundamental solitons. These solitons then undergo intra-pulse Raman
scattering and self-frequency shift to longer wavelengths; this generates a soliton-Raman
continuum. As modulation instability (MI) is a noise driven process, the solitons are cre-
ated with a distribution of energies which in turn results in varying rates of self-frequency
shifting. This gives rise to the first advantage of CW supercontinua: they are spectrally
smooth compared to ultra-short pulse pumped continua, due to the averaging process.
The second key advantage is that the spectral power density (SPD) can be very high as a
result of the high average powers of the pump source. Another advantage arises from the
fact that CW pump sources are much simpler than pulsed systems. Finally, as we shall see
later in this chapter, it is possible to build low intensity noise supercontinuum sources
based upon suitable CW pump sources.
Continuous wave supercontinuum sources are not without their limitations. For
sources pumped at 1 µm, PCF is required in order to pump in the anomalous disper-
sion regime, which is necessary for MI. As a result, some of the issues related to PCFs
transfer directly to CW pumped supercontinuum. Most notably, the high water induced
loss at 1.38 µm inhibits CW continuum evolution and the high splice losses make it diffi-
cult to launch power into the PCF efficiently. Both of these issues will be tackled in this
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chapter.
To date it has proven very difficult to generate wavelengths short of the pump, which is
often cited as a limitation of CW pumped supercontinua. Due to the low powers and the
lack of a possible fissionmechanismmost CW continua evolve to wavelengths longer than
the pump. Although short wavelength generation has been demonstrated with 1.5 µm
pump sources, in general the mechanisms have not been well understood. Furthermore,
short wavelength generation at 1 µm has not been demonstrated to date. With many
potential applications in the visible this is an important spectral region and in the next
chapter we will present results and explain the underlying physics necessary to achieve
short wavelength generation with 1 µmCW pump sources.
The main disadvantage of CW pumped continua is a lack to temporal coherence. As
CW continua are noise driven, there is a continuous stream of solitons evolving and self-
frequency shifting. While this leads to smooth spectra it also results in a loss of temporal
coherence [23]. This prevents compression of CWcontinua in order to generate ultra-short
pulses. This may seem like a significant disadvantage but in reality many applications do
not require highly temporally coherent sources; furthermore, such continuum sources
can only be achieved by using femtosecond pump schemes.
These advantages make CW based supercontinuum particularly useful for a range of
applications including: optical coherence tomography (OCT) [18], device characterisation
[7], broadband Raman amplification [24], and spectroscopy [25].
3.2 Understanding and improving CW continua -
bandwidth extension and noise reduction
In this section we will consider a number of initial experimental results that give us
insight into the processes and limitations involved in CW continuum generation before
discussing andmodelling CW continua in depth in section 3.3.
3.2.1 Limits on CW continuum bandwidth
Surveying all the results covered in section 3.1.1 it is apparent that the vast majority of
work on CW continuum generation has been performed in HNLF with pump sources
around 1.5 µm. Furthermore, extremely flat, broad high power continua have been
demonstrated in this region [14]. Options to increase the bandwidth of these continua are
limited: on the long wavelength side the transmission window for silica fibre ends, while
generating wavelengths short of pump has proven extremely difficult. Thus it would seem
sensible to focus efforts on utilising PCF, which provides a much greater level of control
over its dispersion and nonlinearity. PCF also enables the ZDW to be shifted short of 1.3
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µm therefore allowing the use of 1 µm pump sources, potentially enabling continuum
generation from 1 µm to 2 µm . In reality it has not been possible to generate continua
spanning the full wavelength range. This has been due to the high OH– induced loss at
1.38 µm which has prevented continuum extension beyond that point. Unlike pulsed
pumped systems, the solitons formed up in the CW regime simply do not have enough
energy to cross theOH– induced loss and subsequently to continue self-frequency shifting
afterwards.
As we saw in chapter 1, OH– induced loss is a problem for conventional fibres which
stems from Si-OH bonds; it is typically reduced by lowering the intrinsic OH– content
of the silica preform. The microstructured nature of PCFs leads to a very large air/silica
surface interface, across which it is possible for OH– molecules to bind to Si atoms
resulting in extremely high losses. Thus using low OH– content silica for the preforms
does not significantly reduce the losses. Instead it is necessary to polish, chemically clean
and dry the preform in a halogenic atmosphere at over 1000 °C to avoid OH– related
losses. The resulting preform is purged with high-purity nitrogen and is then drawn
under controlled atmospheric conditions in order to prevent extrinsic contamination
[26]. The losses can be reduced significantly as shown in figure 3.2. As demonstrated,
the peak loss at 1.38 µmhas been reduced from ∼650 to ∼40 dB/km. It is likely that this
peak is now governed by the intrinsic losses of the silica used for the preform, as the loss
corresponds to a OH– concentration of 0.6 ppm, i.e. within the specified levels of the silica
rods used. It is important to note that leaving a low water loss PCF sitting for long periods
of time will result in water absorption. It is possible to protect the PCF by collapsing the
microstructured holes at each end of the PCF on a fusion splicer to prevent water ingress.
3.2.2 Experimental setup
A simple experiment was set up to examine the difference a low water loss PCF makes
to a CW pump continuum. Both PCFs were pumped by two CW fibre lasers: a 50 W CW
laser with a collimated output, and a 20 W ASE source with a flexcore output (flexcore
is a conventional fibre which has a single mode cut off wavelength at 0.97 µm). The key
properties of the pump sources are given in table 3.1. The experimental setup is shown in
figure 3.3.
For the 50 W source it was necessary to launch into a flexcore fibre using an aspheric
lens. For the PCFs used, an intermediate high NA fibre was utilised to improve the mode
field matching between the flexcore and the PCF. Splices were performed on a Vytran
filament splicer. Typical splices losses of ∼1.5 dB were achieved between the PCF and
the high NA fibre. An additional splice loss of ∼ 0.3 dB at the flexcore - high NA fibre
resulted in a total splice loss of ∼1.8 dB. The output power was measured on a thermal
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Figure 3.2: Wavelength dependent attenuation for a standard PCF (HF14) and a low water
loss PCF (HF19).
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Figure 3.3: Experimental set up for pumping with a 50 W CW fibre laser and a 20 W ASE
fibre laser.
power meter head (Molectron PM10), the spectrumwasmeasured on an optical spectrum
analyser (Advantest Q8384), whilst the relative intensity noise (RIN) was measured on
an electrical spectrum analyser (ESA) in combination with a 2 GHz photodiode, a bias-
T and a multimeter. To measure the RIN the signal was fed to the photodiode which
was connected to the bias-T. The DC voltage output from the bias-T was measured on a
multimeter whilst the AC signal was recorded on the ESA. The ESA is capable of measuring
the frequency response between 10 kHz and 2.2 GHz. The RIN is defined as the time
averaged noise power in a 1 Hz bandwidth divided by the DC power [27].
3.2.3 Low water loss PCF results
Figure 3.4 demonstrates the considerable difficultly presented by the high water loss. For
HF14 the continuum evolution is stopped by the high OH– induced loss at 1.38 µm. When
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Source λp , µm ∆λ, µm Pmax, W
CW Laser 1.071 1.15 54
ASE 1.065 5.0 23
Table 3.1: Properties of the CW pump sources used. λp is the pump wavelength, ∆λ is the
bandwidth, and Pmax is the maximum output power.
Fibre γp , W−1km−1 Dp , ps.nm−1km−1 λZDW, µm Lengths used, m
HF5 11 10 1.038 32
HF14 44 43 0.81, 1.73 10, 100
HF19 44 72 0.88 200
Table 3.2: Properties of PCFs used. γp is the nonlinearity at the pump wavelength(1.07
µm ), Dp is the dispersion at the pump wavelength, and λZDW is the location of any
zero dispersion wavelengths less than 2.5 µm .
the power is markedly increased the continuum evolves beyond the OH– induced loss;
however a large spectral dip is present at 1.38 µm and the power on the long wavelength
side of the dip is significantly reduced (figure 3.4a). Contrasting this with the low water
loss PCF in figure 3.4b where the continuum extends up to 1.7µmwith nomajor reduction
of SPD at 1.38 µm.
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Figure 3.4: Supercontinuum evolution in 100m of standard (HF14) and 200 m of low water
loss (HF19) PCF for the two pump sources. All results are for a pump power ∼13 W
except for the blue plot in 3.4a which is for a pump power of 19 W.
For both PCFs, the continuum expands more rapidly when pumped by the laser source
over the ASE source. Several explanations for this are offered: the CW laser source may be
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closer to the optimum pump bandwidth; the CW laser may have larger intensity fluctua-
tions leading to more efficient continuum generation; and the longer pump wavelength
of the CW laser may be more optimal. As mentioned in the literature review above, some
work has been done to examine the effect of pump bandwidth upon continuum genera-
tion [13]. Although this work concluded that there is an optimum pump bandwidth, three
different sources with different noise characteristics were used, which potentially renders
these conclusions debatable.
3.2.4 Examination of relative intensity noise
The RIN describes the instability in the power level or alternatively the level of power
fluctuations. The noise can arise from cavity vibrations, fluctuations in the laser gain,
transfer of noise from a pump source, thermal variations, beating between longitudinal
modes and between different frequencies outside of the cavity. The RIN of the laser and
ASE sources used is shown in figure 3.5. In the case of the laser cavity, the characteristic
oscillation of the longitudinal modes is clearly visible whilst the ASE source has a flat RIN
spectrum. For the latter it can be shown that the noise of an ASE source is inversely related
to its frequency bandwidth i.e. RIN ￿ 1/∆νASE [27]. For our ASE source this corresponds
to -121 dBc/Hz which is close to the measured value of -120 dBc/Hz in the 100 kHz region
before the RIN drops to around -124 dBc/Hz in the 1-10 MHz region.
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Figure 3.5: RIN from the two pump sources and supercontinuum generated by those
sources in HF14.
Launching either source through the PCF to generate a supercontinuum results in a
broad amplification of the RIN. The noise amplification has been shown to be due to the
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nonlinear amplification of two quantum noise sources: the input shot noise and the spon-
taneous Raman scattering down the fibre. Of these two effects, shot noise amplification
has been shown to be dominant [28, 29]. Although the RIN is independent of the power,
of the source, it is not independent of the bandwidth; thus increasing the pump power
to broaden the supercontinuum or filtering a broad supercontinuum down will result
in a change to the RIN. As the ASE source begins with a lower overall RIN, the resulting
continuum has a lower RIN than that of the laser source. The ASE source therefore offers
two advantages, firstly it has a lower overall RIN than the laser source, and secondly the
RIN is flat and does not have the modulations present, due to the cavity oscillations, of
the laser source. This makes a big difference for several applications which are sensitive
to the RIN such as LIDAR and OCT.
3.2.5 The effect of Raman oscillations
It is clear from the RIN measurements that the CW laser source has higher intensity
fluctuations than the ASE source. These increased fluctuations will act as a seed for the
MI process, leading to a quicker evolution of the supercontinuum. This on its ownmay
explain the extra bandwidth of the laser pumped supercontinua. However, as already
mentioned, the bandwidth of the sources as well as the change in dispersion at the
different pump wavelengths maymake a contribution. Before we examine the possible
effects of the dispersion change, we shall investigate one particularly large effect, that
of Raman generation. All of the continua generated in figure 3.4 have to a greater or
lesser extent some Stokes lines. This raises two questions: are the Stokes lines inherent in
continuumgeneration, and does the intensity of the Stokes line affect the bandwidth of the
continuum? The use of PCFs to build highly efficient Raman fibre lasers has already been
demonstrated [30]. A straightforward experiment in which 100 m of HF14 was pumped
with the ASE source whilst the output end was either flat cleaved or angle cleaved was
performed. The results shown in figure 3.6a show a strong Stokes signal, and a dramatic
reduction in the continuum bandwidth for the flat cleave compared to the angle cleave.
The bandwidth reduction is equivalent to a much lower pump power under angle cleaved
conditions. Unfortunately as the pump power is increased, even under angle cleaved
conditions, a Stokes signal becomes increasingly likely. The appearance of such Raman
lasing is clear from the RIN where the frequency of oscillation is given by the cavity length
(figure 3.6b). Thus it is clearly necessary to reduce the reflections at each end of the PCF
in order to prevent the formation of a Raman laser, which is detrimental to continuum
formation.
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Figure 3.6: The optical and electrical spectra for 100 m of HF14 pumped by the ASE source
with a flat cleave (FC) and angle cleave (AC) at varying pump powers. Key for 3.6b is the
same as 3.6a.
3.2.6 The effect of dispersion and nonlinearity
For pulse pumped supercontinuum it has been shown that the flattest, broadest supercon-
tinuum are achieved when pumping close to the zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) in the
anomalous dispersion regime [3]. The matter has been explored to a limited extent with
HNLF at 1.5 µmunder CW pumping conditions and found to be in agreement with that
expected from pulsed pumping [12, 31]. With PCFs pumped at 1 µm the matter is not so
explicit. Figure 3.7a shows the continuum formed in two PCFs under identical pumping
conditions. The 50 W CW laser was modulated by a 7.7 kHz TTL signal with an 80% duty
factor, reducing the average power and thus helping to prevent thermal misalignment
and fibre fuses [32]. The continuum forms upmore rapidly in the shorter length of HF14
compared to the longer length of HF5. This is despite HF5 having a ZDW of 1038 nm
compared to 810 nm for HF14. Examining the fibre properties in table 3.2, we see that
the nonlinearity is higher for HF14 and that it has two ZDWs. The cause of this superior
performance is not immediately obvious but it is clear that careful consideration needs to
be given to the PCF’s properties.
3.2.7 Summary
In this section we have demonstrated several things experimentally: a low OH– content
PCF enables continuum extension beyond 1.38 µm; the continuum generation process
leads to an amplification of the RIN of the pump source; the high nonlinearity of the
PCFs allows a Raman cavity to form and negatively impacts upon continuum formation;
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Figure 3.7: Supercontinuum generated in two fibres, HF5 and HF14, when pumped by
5.7 W from the 50 W CW laser modulated. The modulation leads to a peak power
enhancement shown in 3.7b.
and finally the traditional opinion of pumping close to the ZDW for the best continuum
does not necessarily hold true for CW pumped continua. Whilst it is important to pay
careful attention to each of these issues the final one has potentially broad and important
implications for controlling CW continuum generation. Thus we shall look at this last
issue in detail in the next section.
3.3 Controlling the physical processes
In this section we will examine the processes involved in CW supercontinuum generation
more closely and attempt to explain how we can exert control over those processes to
optimise the supercontinuum formation process.
3.3.1 Soliton formation and the self-frequency shift
Wediscussed supercontinuum formation in section 3.1.2, but what are themost important
factors and which ones can be controlled to greatest effect? As we discussed in 1.4.2 the
MI gain is dependent upon the pump power, nonlinearity and dispersion of the fibre.
Therefore the solitons which emerge from this process are also related to these parameters.
For a CW supercontinuum, the bandwidth extension is driven by intra-pulse Raman
scattering of the solitons leading to the soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS). The SSFS is, as
we shall show, strongly influenced by the energy of the solitons. Hence it is necessary to
fully understand this process in order to engineer superior CW supercontinuum sources.
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A CW field propagating in the anomalous dispersion regime will always break up
provided that there is a suitable nonlinearity for the given length of propagation. The
measurements of the RIN in the previous section indicate that the CW field consists
of a series of intensity fluctuations. Such intensity fluctuations have been added to
CW supercontinuum models and found to produce results in better agreement with
experiment, although the continuum evolution is sensitive to the intensity of these spikes
[33]. The possibility now arises that the pump can be described as a high order soliton
which could undergo soliton fission. In section 1.4.2 we showed that MI dynamics will
dominate if LMI￿ Lfiss. If we take a fluctuation of the laser field as a pulse of duration τ f ,
then the previous condition can be expressed as:
τcell￿ τ f (3.1)
where τcell is the MI modulation cell given by:
τcell = 2π￿
2γP0/|β2|
(3.2)
where γ is the nonlinearity, P0 is the pump power and β2 is the GVD parameter. Equation
3.1 simply conveys the fact that if the MI modulations are very short compared to the
fluctuations, then the MI evolves as if the field is CW locally, giving rise to fundamen-
tal solitons. Alternatively, if the MI modulations are comparable to the fluctuations in
duration then the high order soliton fission regime will take over, ejecting fundamental
solitons. Thus, in the first case MI leads to the evolution of fundamental solitons from
noise, in the second we have to consider the CW source as a extremely high order soliton
which ejects fundamental solitons under the perturbation of MI.
In the end the field evolves into a train of fundamental solitons with randomly varying
energies. In order for these solitons to self-frequency shift, they must have a short enough
duration so that their bandwidth is broad enough to allow the short wavelength edge to
Raman pump the long wavelength edge, leading to self-amplification. These constraints
work in conjunction with the peak power of the soliton, as higher peak powers lead to
more effective self-amplification and a greater rate of self-frequency shifting. Previously
we showed that the self-frequency shift (∆ωR (z)) is dependent on the 4th power of the
soliton duration (τ0) in section 1.3.8 given by the equation:
∆ωR (z)=−8|β2|TR
15τ40
z (3.3)
where TR= 3 fs and is the first moment of the Raman response function [34]. If we redraft
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this equation in terms of the soliton energy (Esol) given by:
Esol = 2|β2|
γτ0
(3.4)
we get:
∆ωR (z)=−
TRγ4E4sol
30|β2|3 z (3.5)
It is clear that there is a very strong dependance on the soliton energy, nonlinearity
and GVD parameter. Notably the nonlinearity has a stronger influence than the GVD
parameter (unless the GVD parameter is very close to zero). We can estimate the energy
of the solitons produced via the MI process by making use of the concept of the energy
cell developed by Kutz et al. [35]. In this concept, MI break-up can be viewed as a series of
modulation cells from which a soliton evolves with the energy available within that cell.
The energy in these cells is given by:
Ecell =
￿
2π2|β2|P0
γ
(3.6)
By substituting into 3.5 we can estimate how far a continuummight extend due to the
SSFS for a particular set of fibre parameters and pump power:
∆ωR (z)=−4π
4TR
30
γ2P20
|β2| z (3.7)
What we find from equation 3.7 is that for the broadest continuum we need a long
length of fibre, with high nonlinearity, low dispersion and a high power pump. Of these
factors the length has the smallest effect. Unfortunately, the system is not this simple. The
nonlinearity and GVD parameter are typically frequency dependent whilst the solitons
continuously lose energy as they SSFS due to the inelasticity of the Raman process. Hence,
it becomes clear that if we want to generate the broadest continuumwe need to take these
factors into consideration. From the above analysis we may expect that increasing the
nonlinearity in combination with any measure to try andmaintain the soliton duration
will improve the continuum bandwidth. However, in general it is not possible to increase
the nonlinearity without changing the GVD parameter, which also affects the initial MI
formation and SSFS. In order to explore these effects we will simulate a series of PCFs
under CW pumping conditions, and examine the supercontinuum formed.
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3.3.2 Dispersion management
In the last section we showed that the nonlinearity and GVD parameter are critical in
controlling the extent of the CW continuum due to the SSFS. In this section we will look
at controlling the nonlinearity and GVD parameter via the use of simulations to show
how to optimise the continuum. We call this optimisation dispersion management as the
dispersion is directly related to the GVD parameter and is commonly used in describing a
PCF’s properties.
Modelling CW supercontinua
In order to examine how the continuum evolves in different PCFs we need a suitable
model. Modelling pulsed supercontinuum generation has been performed by solving
the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (given by equation 1.27) using the split-step Fourier
method [3, 34]. While this method is perfectly valid for modelling the evolution of a CW
continuum, the difficulties arise when choosing the initial conditions to represent the CW
field.
Three different approaches have been widely used to date. The first is to model a
pure CW beam in the time domain with additional shot noise [20]. This physically corre-
sponds to a single frequency laser which is typically never used experimentally due to the
problems of stimulated Brillouin scattering. It also fails to produce any of the intensity
fluctuations inherent in a typical high power CW laser. As a result this model tends to
underestimate the continuum evolution, unless a higher pump power is chosen in an
attempt to include the effect of fluctuations. The secondmodel represents the CW beam
as a constant time domain intensity with correctly correlated phase to obtain a Lorentzian
spectrum [22]. The downside of this model is that it tends to lead to very broad spectral
wings which have muchmore power than seen in a real laser. This can considerably affect
the simulated continuum. The third model which we use in this work takes the average
spectral power and adds a random spectral phase to each frequency bin. This gives rise to
fluctuations in the time domain intensity as shown in figure 3.8. We refer to this model as
the VBmodel after Vanholsbeeck and Barviau who first described it [21, 36].
The weakness of this model is that the intensity fluctuations are dependent upon the
size of your frequency bin and therefore the grid size of the simulation. Similar to the
pure CWmodel which typically underestimates the continuum formation, it is possible
for this model to overestimate it depending upon the grid size. It is therefore very difficult
to get excellent agreement between experiment and simulation without developing a
more accurate model of the initial CW field. Hence all the modelling performed in this
work aims to reproduce the trends seen in CW continuum evolution rather than precisely
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Figure 3.8: Intensity noise for a 10 W CW field using the VB model described with 216
points in the grid and a time window of 256 ps.
represent experimental results. The issue of trying to improve the initial CW model of
the field has recently been examined where the CW laser itself is simulated resulting in a
muchmore accurate representation of the field [33]. Unfortunately, this process is also
computationally intensive and therefore adds to the total time required for a simulation.
The code used here solves the general nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE) using a
fourth order Runge-Kutta in the interaction picture method [37]. This technique leads to
improved accuracy and speed over the traditional split step method. The code also makes
use of a modified version of the GNLSE as described in [38]. This enables the inclusion of
the wavelength dependance of the effective mode area and effective mode index while
also allowing direct integration of the GNLSE without a split step technique. The model
accounts for the dispersion up to arbitrary orders, the dispersion of the nonlinearity, and
the Raman effect. A full description of the implementation details of the model is given
elsewhere [39].
To simulate CW continuum formation within a reasonable computation time we mod-
elled a time window of only 256 ps; however, we note that all of the physical processes
involved in the spectral broadening act over much shorter time scales. The grid contained
216 points, which was sufficient to cover the frequency window, and we used an adaptive
spatial step size to maintain accuracy [40]. In order to produce a spectral output similar to
that seen experimentally it is necessary to run the model multiple times with a different
random spectral phase each time. The number of ensembles used is detailed with the
simulation results.
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Fibre d/Λ Λ γp Dp λZDW Change in ratio* |β2|/γ
µm W−1km−1 ps.nm−1km−1 µm
HFa 0.47 3.4 10 6 1.039 17.8
HFb 0.52 3.2 12 13 1.008 9.8
HFc 0.55 3.0 14 20 0.982 7.4
HFd 0.57 2.7 18 30 0.946 5.6
Table 3.3: Properties of PCFs used. γp is the nonlinearity at the pump wavelength(1.07
µm ), Dp is the dispersion at the pump wavelength, and λZDW is the location of any
zero dispersion wavelengths less than 2.5 µm . *The change in the ratio of |β2|/γ is
calculated between the pump wavelength and 1.4 µm.
Increasing the nonlinearity
Let us first consider what happens when we increase the nonlinearity, which results in a
corresponding increase in the dispersion. We take four hypothetical PCFs with varying
pitch Λ and d/Λ as detailed in table 3.3; these have a range of nonlinearities between
6 and 30 W−1km−1 at the pump wavelength of 1.07 µm. As a result, the ZDW is shifted
from 1.039 to 0.946 µm and this is illustrated in figure 3.9a along with the wavelength
dependent nonlinearity in figure 3.9b.
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Figure 3.9: Calculated dispersion and nonlinearity for the four hypothetical PCFs detailed
in table 3.3.
A 10 W CW laser with a bandwidth of 1.0 nm was simulated using the VB model and
launched into 100 m of each of the PCFs. Figure 3.10 shows an intensity plot of the
evolution of the field with length along PCF. Three things are immediately obvious, firstly
as the nonlinearity is increased the continuum extends further into the infrared, secondly
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(a) HFa ZDW = 1039 nm (b) HFb ZDW = 1008 nm
(c) HFc ZDW = 982 nm (d) HFd ZDW = 946 nm
Figure 3.10: Evolution of supercontinuumwith length for a single shot simulation of a 10
W CW laser. Scale: -60 dB 0 dB.
as the nonlinearity is increased the continuum forms up earlier in the PCF, and thirdly
when the ZDW is closest to the pump there is a very weak continuum generated on the
short wavelength side of the pump. Upon closer inspection it becomes clear that the
solitons formed under the higher nonlinearities are shifting to longer wavelengths much
more rapidly. While the rate of SSFS decreases as the solitons are red shifted, denoted
by the inward arcs, in some cases this rate gets a boost after a significant propagation,
denoted by the outward arcs of their paths.
The boost requires an increase in the soliton energy and the most likely explanation of
this is via soliton-soliton collisions [22, 41]. Modulation instability leads to the generation
of solitons with a range of energies and due to the strong dependance of the SSFS upon
the soliton energy (E4sol) the rate of SSFS can vary dramatically between solitons. If we
consider two solitons evolve from the CW field, the first at a distance z along the fibre with
an energy Esol, the second at a distance z+δwith a higher energy of Esol+δ. Both solitons
begin with a frequencyω0 but after propagating through∆z of the fibre the second soliton,
which has more energy, is frequency downshifted compared to the first soliton, due to the
greater rate of SSFS. So the second soliton now has a frequency of ω−∆ compared to the
first, and will eventually be passed by it (as the red shifted soliton travels slower). When
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(a) HFa ZDW = 1039 nm (b) HFb ZDW = 1008 nm
(c) HFc ZDW = 982 nm (d) HFd ZDW = 946 nm
Figure 3.11: Evolution of supercontinuumwith length for a single shot simulation of a 10
W CW laser. Scale: -80 dB 0 dB
the two solitons overlap in time, the lower frequency soliton is amplified at the expense of
the first soliton via Raman gain. This process clearly results in energy being transferred to
the low frequency soliton; in the process of gaining more energy, the soliton will reshape
itself, resulting in a temporal compression of the soliton. Consequently, the soliton can
now self-frequncy shift further into the red and its group velocity will decrease further,
enabling more collisions and more energy gain for the soliton. It has been shown that
for a collision between fundamental solitons, the higher frequency soliton is depleted by
exp(−4TR ) once the lower frequency soliton has completely passed through [41].
The process can be clearly seen in the spectrograms (or XFROG [42]) traces. Figure
3.11 shows spectrograms for the field at the end of each fibre for a single shot. By calcu-
lating these along the fibre length it is possible to animate the continuum evolution. By
examining these animations for HFa and HFd it is clear that HFd produces solitons that
self-frequncy shift more rapidly and as a result collide more often, producing a greater
deceleration in the solitons which have been red shifted to the greatest extent (see media
files HFa_anim.gif and HFd_anim.gif [43]).
The spectrograms highlight a number of other features. Firstly the lower the disper-
sion the more solitons are formed. This is expected as the solitions form up from the
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modulation cells, the period of which is governed by MI and is given by:
Tm = 2π
Ωmax
= 2π￿
2γP0/|β2|
(3.8)
where Tm is the period of the pulse train and Ωmax is the frequency of maximum MI
gain [34]. Decreasing the dispersion decreases the period, which therefore leads to more
solitons. More initial solitons means that there are more soliton-soliton collisions leading
to more efficient energy transfer to the red side of the spectrum.
The second feature that is apparent from the spectrograms is that there is a reason-
able amount of energy loss from the solitons in the form of dispersive waves as they
self-frequency shift. These dispersive waves are actually the trails from soliton-soliton
collisions. They are produced by the lower frequency soliton after it experiences amplifica-
tion and then readjusts tomaintain itself as a soliton by shedding excess energy. Again this
can be seen in the spectrogram animations of HFa and HFd (see media files HFa_anim.gif
and HFd_anim.gif [43]).
The third feature that is clear from the single shot spectrograms is that ensembled
averaging is necessary to achieve agreement with experimental measurements. Each
spectrogram is over a 256 ps windowwhilst a typical OSA has an integration time of∼1ms.
Hence, we would expect to need to average over ∼107 ensembles. In practice, averaging
over 10s-100 ensembles is often adequate to give good agreement with experiment [20, 21].
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Figure 3.12: 3.12a shows the spectrum of the supercontinuum generated in the 4 PCFs
with a 10 W CW pump. Each spectrum is the result of an averaging of 3 simulations
each with a different random phase. 3.12b gives the ratio of |β2|/γ with wavelength.
The change in the ratio between the pump (1.07 µm) and 1.4 µm is given in table 3.3.
The net result of shifting the zero dispersion to shorter wavelengths whilst increasing
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the nonlinearity is summarised in figure 3.12a. Although the spectra are only the result of
3 ensembles, it is clear that as the zero moves to shorter wavelengths and the nonlinearity
increases, the continuum extends further into the infrared. This is a result of the effect
the dispersion and nonlinearity have on the energy of the solitons, and therefore the
number of soliton collisions and the subsequent rate of SSFS. All of this can be simplified
into one figure showing the ratio of |β2|/γwith wavelength (figure 3.12b). If we consider
the soliton energy given in equation 3.4 and we assume there is no loss of energy, then
as the ratio of |β2|/γ increases, the duration of the soliton must also increase resulting
in a reduction of the soliton’s bandwidth and therefore a reduction in its ability to self-
frequency shift. Ultimately the ratio may become large enough to prevent any further
self-frequncy shifting. Examining figure 3.12b shows that HFd has the lowest gradient
for the soliton to climb and thus intuitively we would expect it to produce the broadest
continuum.
In reality, matters are further complicated by PCF attenuation, which tends to increase
for smaller cores and is typically very high at 1.38 µmdue to OH– absorption. Taking this
hypothesis to the extreme would also lead to difficulties, as the further you are from the
ZDW the weaker the MI and the smallerΩmax. In addition as the ZDW is moved towards
the visible the PCF core size decreases, increasing the attenuation. These two factors
result in a significant increase in the pump power required for continuum formation.
Comparison with femtosecond pumping - increasing the nonlinearity
As so much work on supercontinuum generation has focused on femtosecond pumping a
brief investigation of what happens in the femtosecond regime with these hypothetical
PCFs is useful. Using the samemodel as before, we propagate a 250 fs, 2 kW (peak power)
pulse at 1.07 µm through 1 m of each of the PCFs. The evolution of the continuum for
each PCF is shown in figures 3.13a through to 3.13d. The spectrograms for HFa and HFd
are shown in figures 3.13e and 3.13f respectively.
The supercontinuum formation is governed by the soliton fission regime described
in section 1.4.2. As with the CW case, when the ZDW is shifted and the nonlinearity is
increased the continuum forms up earlier in the PCF. In contrast to the CW case however,
there is significant power generated short of the pump wavelength. As the dispersion is
shifted away from the pump and the nonlinearity is increased, the power on the short
wavelength side is reduced and shifted to shorter wavelengths. The dynamics of this
are complicated and we shall not discuss them in depth here, although it is clear that
for HFa and HFb the soliton trapping effect (1.3.8) and FWM play a significant role in
generating the short wavelengths combined with the generated dispersive wave. As the
dispersion zero is shifted to shorter wavelengths these effects become less efficient and we
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(a) HFa ZDW = 1039 nm (b) HFb ZDW = 1008 nm
(c) HFc ZDW = 982 nm (d) HFd ZDW = 946 nm
(e) HFa ZDW = 1039 nm (f) HFd ZDW = 946 nm
Figure 3.13: (3.13a-3.13d) Evolution of supercontinuumwith length for a 250 fs 2 kW pulse
through 1mof each of the PCFs. Scale: -60 dB 0 dB. (3.13e-3.13f) Spectrograms
of the continuum at the end of HFa and HFd. Scale: -80 dB 0 dB.
are just left with the dispersive wave, as HFd. As a result the broadest, flattest continuous
continuum is that generated in HFa. Furthermore, due to the short lengths required,
simply extending the PCF length by a small amount allows the continuum to broaden
further, compensating for the slightly shorter long wavelength edge compared with the
higher nonlinearity PCFs.
Thus it becomes clear that pumping close to the ZDW generates the broadest con-
tinuum for femtosecond pumping [3]. If we examine the spectrograms (3.13e-3.13f) it
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Fibre d/Λ Λ γp Dp λZDW Change in ratio* |β2|/γ
µm W−1km−1 ps.nm−1km−1 µm
HFc 0.55 3.0 14 20 0.982 7.4
HFe 0.45 2.6 15 18 0.982 6.8
HFf 0.40 2.2 19 15 0.983, 2.087 5.5
HFg 0.40 1.85 25 11 0.979, 1.514 2.1
Table 3.4: Properties of PCFs used. γp is the nonlinearity at the pump wavelength(1.07
µm ), Dp is the dispersion at the pump wavelength, and λZDW is the location of any
zero dispersion wavelengths less than 2.5 µm . *The change in the ratio of |β2|/γ is
calculated between the pump wavelength and 1.4 µm.
also becomes apparent that the temporal coherence is best maintained when closest to
the ZDW. If we compare these spectrograms with those of the CW pump (figure 3.11) it
is very clear that CW continua are noise driven and temporally incoherent, in contrast
to femtosecond pumped continua [20, 21, 44]. Hence the optimal PCF parameters for
supercontinuum generation differ greatly depending upon the pump regime.
Controlling the dispersion curve
We have shown that it is desirable to increase the nonlinearity and decrease the dispersion
whilst reducing the change in the ratio of |β2|/γ to potentially achieve the optimum con-
tinuum. Clearly for the PCFs we have discussed it is not possible to achieve both of these
objectives concurrently. Fortunately, PCFs allow for extensive control of their dispersion
properties. It is possible to have two ZDWs which results in an anomalous region sur-
rounded by normal dispersion regions on both the short and long wavelength sides. We
will now look at what effect adding a second ZDWhas upon continuum formation. Several
more hypothetical PCFs are simulated, which are described in table 3.4. The dispersion
and nonlinearity curves for these PCFs are illustrated in figure 3.14.
Examining figure 3.14 it becomes apparent that as we pull the second ZDW in towards
the first ZDW not only is the nonlinearity significantly enhanced but the dispersion (at
the pump wavelength) is also reduced. As a result, based upon our previous discussions,
we would expect HFg to produce a broad flat continuum. Unfortunately, solitons require
anomalous dispersion to exist and therefore solitons will be confined to wavelengths
shorter than the second ZDW at 1.514 µm. We can explore what happens by examining
the evolution of the continuumwith length (figure 3.15) and the spectrograms produced
by our simulations (figure 3.16).
As expected, the continuum gets broader as the second ZDW is shifted to shorter
wavelengths for PCFs HFc, HFe and HFf. For HFg with its second ZDW at 1.514 µm (figure
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Figure 3.14: Calculated dispersion and nonlinearity for the four hypothetical PCFs detailed
in table 3.4.
(a) HFc ZDW = 982 nm (b) HFe ZDW = 982 nm
(c) HFf ZDW = 983, 2087 nm (d) HFg ZDW = 979, 1514 nm
Figure 3.15: Evolution of supercontinuumwith length for a single shot simulation of a 10
W CW laser. Scale: -60 dB 0 dB.
3.15d) we see that the solitons stop spectrally shifting just before the second ZDW and a
corresponding dispersive wave is generated in the normal dispersion region centred at
∼1.65 µm. This soliton self-frequency shift cancellation has been explored theoretically
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and demonstrated using 200 fs pulses in a PCF with a negative dispersion slope [45]. The
dispersive wave is a form of Cherenkov radiation and it has been shown theoretically that
solitons emitting Cherenkov radiation lose energy slowly (i.e. nonexponentially) with
increasing propagation distance [46]. This transfer of energy to a resonant dispersive wave
results in the soliton attempting to conserve energy by spectrally recoiling, or frequency
shifting away from the dispersive wave. This analysis excludes the effect of Raman gain
and the SSFS. When included it becomes clear that a soliton undergoing SSFS transfers
energy exponentially to the resonant dispersive wave, as its central carrier frequency
approaches the ZDW. This quickly saturates as the soliton spectrally recoils and becomes
frequency locked. At this point the red-shift of the SSFS has been cancelled by the blue-
shift of the Cherenkov induced recoil [45, 47].
This description is acceptable for a train of solitons from a given pulse source; however
in a CW based supercontinuum, a whole range of solitons with different energies are
formed. The highest energy solitons rapidly SSFS toward the second zero, generating
a dispersive wave and spectrally recoil. These frequency-locked solitons continue to
propagate along the fibre and thus affect the rate of SSFS of subsequent solitons. This
is mediated through soliton collisions. As the number of solitons at the second ZDW
increases, the probability of a shorter wavelength soliton colliding with one of these
solitons increases. During this collision the higher frequency soliton loses energy to the
lower frequency soliton; in the case of a soliton by the second ZDW it gains energy and
thus begins to self-frequency shift towards the second ZDW again. However this shift
is quickly stopped as the energy is transferred to the coupled dispersive wave and the
soliton subsequently recoils back to its original position. The high frequency soliton has
now been slowed and this results in a relatively even distribution of energy between the
pump and the second ZDW. This effect can be seen in an animation of the spectrogram of
HFg (see media file HFg_anim.gif [43]) and in figure 3.16d. Despite the collisions reducing
the velocity of subsequent solitons, eventually a significant number of solitons come to
rest by the second ZDW, which leads to an increase in the spectral power density at this
wavelength. This is followed by a dip before the dispersive wave which has no available
mechanism to extend further into the infrared. As a result the long wavelength edge of the
continuum is ultimately limited by the second ZDW.
Attention should be drawn to a couple of other features in figure 3.15. The first is that
as the second ZDW is moved to shorter wavelengths, the continuum broadens out more
quickly, which can be understood in terms of the ratio of |β2|/γ as shown in figure 3.17b.
From the figure, it is clear that as the second ZDW is moved to shorter wavelengths, this
ratio begins to approach a constant, which enables solitons to maintain their duration
and thus facilitating a high efficiency for the SSFS. Combined with the lower dispersion at
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(a) HFc ZDW = 982 nm (b) HFe ZDW = 982 nm
(c) HFf ZDW = 983, 2087 nm (d) HFg ZDW = 979, 1514 nm
Figure 3.16: Evolution of supercontinuumwith length for a single shot simulation of a 10
W CW laser. Scale: -80 dB 0 dB.
the pump leading to more solitons, and the higher nonlinearity resulting in higher energy
solitons, we have the perfect conditions for rapidly forming a continuum. In reality, this
means that a shorter length of PCF may be used, reducing the effect of attenuation upon
the spectrum.
The second remaining characteristic to note in figure 3.15 is that as the nonlinearity
is increased it becomes increasingly likely that occasional high energy solitons will be
formed. These solitons self-frequency shift at a much higher rate (as seen in figure 3.15c)
and whilst they ultimately lead to a broader continuum, they have been the focus of some
recent work. Parallels have been drawn between these high energy solitons and rogue
waves [48, 49], althoughmuch earlier work looks at stimulating theMI process to enhance
the soliton trains formed [50]. Examination and development of this earlier work may
prove to be particularly relevant to CW supercontinuum generation.
The result of introducing the second ZDW on the supercontinuum spectrum is shown
in figure 3.17a. As the second ZDW is brought in towards the first ZDW the continuum
extends further into the infrared for HFc, HFe and HFf. Eventually the second ZDW acts as
a limit on the continuum bandwidth (as in HFg), with a dip in the spectral power density
between the end of the continuum and the dispersive wave.
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Figure 3.17: 3.17a shows the spectrum of the supercontinuum generated in the 4 PCFs
with a 10 W CW pump. Each spectrum is the result of an averaging of 7 simulations
each with a different random phase. 3.17b gives the ratio of |β2|/γ with wavelength.
The change in the ratio between the pump (1.07 µm) and 1.4 µm is given in table 3.4.
Comparison with femtosecond pumping - controlling the dispersion
curve
It is worth briefly describing what happens in the femtosecond regime with these hy-
pothetical PCFs. As before, we propagate a 250 fs, 2 kW (peak power) pulse at 1.07 µm
through 1 m of each of the PCFs. The evolution of the continuum for each PCF is shown
in figures 3.18a through to 3.18d. The spectrograms for HFc and HFg are shown in figures
3.18e and 3.18f respectively.
The first thing to note from the evolution of the continuum for each PCF is that the
fission event occurs at approximately the same length in all four cases. This is expected as
the change in dispersion and nonlinearity approximately cancel each other out, resulting
in a similar soliton order for all four cases. Hence, fission occurs after a similar distance.
As the second ZDW is introduced the long wavelength edge of the continuum shifts
out while the transfer of power to the region short of the pump improves. When the
second ZDW becomes suitably close, a set of dispersive waves are created on the long and
short wavelength sides by the fission event; at the same time, a further dispersive wave
eventually forms up closer to the second ZDW as the solitons SSFS towards that zero.
The spectrograms show that as the second zero is brought closer in, the temporal
coherence of the central part of the continuum is marginally improved. On the whole it
is not clear that pumping a double zero PCF offers any significant benefit over a single
zero PCF under femtosecond pump conditions. Of course we previously seen that the
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(a) HFc ZDW = 982 nm (b) HFe ZDW = 982 nm
(c) HFf ZDW = 983, 2087 nm (d) HFg ZDW = 979, 1514 nm
(e) HFc ZDW = 982 nm (f) HFg ZDW = 979, 1514 nm
Figure 3.18: (3.18a-3.18d) Evolution of supercontinuumwith length for a 250 fs 2 kW pulse
through 1m of each of the PCFs. Note the extended wavelength axis for HFg. Scale: -60
dB 0 dB. (3.18e-3.18f) Spectrograms of the continuum at the end of HFc and
HFg. Scale: -80 dB 0 dB.
best femtosecond continua are generated by pumping close to the ZDW; a double zero
fibre may therefore only offer benefits if one zero is close to the pump wavelength. Again
the dynamics become rather complicated and various studies of femtosecond pump
supercontinua in double zero PCFs have been performed [51–53].
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3.3.3 Summary
We have seen that CW supercontinua are formed throughMI, leading to solitons which
undergo SSFS to the long wavelength side. The MI formation and SSFS are therefore
critical to the process and have a strong dependance upon the pump power, dispersion
and nonlinearity of the fibre. We have shown that by manipulating the dispersion and
nonlinearity it is possible to control the extent of the supercontinuum, whilst adding a
second ZDW enables fine control of the ratio of the GVD parameter to the nonlinearity.
With this knowledge it is possible to optimise a PCF’s properties to achieve the desired
continuum. Indeed, not only is it possible to potentially extend a supercontinuum, but it
is also possible to confine the bandwidth with a second ZDW. In the next section we will
look at implementing these ideas experimentally.
3.4 Increasing SPD and enhancing the continuum
In this section we aim to apply the knowledge obtained through the preliminary work
andmodelling to create a broad, flat, high power supercontinuum source. As discussed
in section 3.2, few CW results have been reported where the continuum has extended
beyond the OH– induced water loss at 1.38 µm; furthermore, these continua have not
been particularly flat. Nor have any continua been demonstrated with spectral power
densities in excess of 10 mW/nmwith 1 µmpump sources. In an attempt to achieve this
we pump a short (20 m) length of double zero PCF with a 50 W CW Yb fibre laser.
3.4.1 The PCF and its properties
A 20 m double zero PCF was used as the basis of this work (denoted as HF14). A scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image was taken of one end of the fibre and used to calculate
the dispersion, nonlinearity and mode field diameter by modeling a step index fibre
using a vectorial effective index method for the cladding [54]. In order to perform this
calculation the pitch (Λ) and hole diameter (d) of the PCF are required and the cladding
structure is assumed to be uniform. By examination of the SEM images (inset figure
3.19b) it is clear that the hole diameter varies significantly and non-uniformly across the
structure. Applying these values to the calculation leads to uncertainty in the dispersion
profile especially with regards to the second ZDW. In order to try and pin point the second
ZDW, the group velocity delay was measured between 1.5 and 1.6 µm. The dispersion was
then calculated and the complete dispersion curve was fitted to this small subsection of
real data by keeping the pitch fixed and varying the hole diameter. Using this technique
the ZDWs were calculated as 0.81 µm and 1.73 µm. The complete dispersion curve is
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shown in figure 3.19a along with the nonlinearity and an inset of an SEM of PCF in in
figure 3.19b. At the pump wavelength of 1.07 µm the mode field diameter (MFD) is 2.2
µmwith a dispersion of 65 ps/(nm.km) and a nonlinearity of 0.043 (Wm)−1. The PCF has
a loss of 650 dB/km at 1.38 µmdue to OH– induced absorption (figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.19: 3.19a The calculated dispersion curve (solid line) and experimental mea-
surements (circles) of HF14. 3.19b The calculated nonlinearity. Inset an SEM of the
PCF.
3.4.2 Improved splicing
Typically it is difficult to splice PCFs to conventional fibre, owing to their micro-structured
nature and small mode field diameters (MFD). Over the last few years several papers have
been published on splicing PCFs to standard fibres [55–57] with good results. Traditionally,
high splice losses of several dB occur due to mode field mismatch and uncontrolled col-
lapse of the micro-structure, leading to high waveguiding losses. In our experience there
is no single set of fusion parameters that can be universally applied, and consequently
the splice conditions need to be individually optimized for each PCF. In general we find
that larger core PCFs (4 µm and above) can be spliced directly to a standard fibre similar
to Flexcore with losses as low as 0.3 dB and typically of the order of 0.5-0.75 dB. These
splices are often achieved using a long low power fusion arc with the electrodes offset to
the side of the standard fibre. The offset is generally quite small and helps prevent hole
collapse in the PCF by reducing the exposure of the PCF to the arc whilst maintaining
a strong enough arc to melt the solid core fibre. For small core PCFs, as used here, an
intermediated single mode high NA fibre (such as Nufern Ultra High NA fibre) allows for
improved mode field matching between Flexcore and the PCF. In this regime the high NA
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fibre is spliced to the Flexcore using a mode field matching technique (see section 5.4.1)
and the PCF is spliced with a very short, offset, arc to the high NA fibre.
An Ericsson fusion splicer (FSU 975-PM-A) was used and typical losses of 0.15-0.30
dB were achieved for the high NA to Flexcore splice, and losses as low as 0.4 dB for the
PCF to high NA fibre. Thus the total loss between the Flexcore and the PCF was typically
0.55-1.00 dB. It should be noted that the quality of the cleave, cleave angle, fusion current,
duration and electrode offset are all critical to achieve low loss splices.
Unfortunately there is no easy way to know what parameters are optimal without
varying them all and measuring the resulting splice losses. Splicing the same fibre several
hundred times to map the parameter space (i.e. fusion time, fusion current, offset, gap,
overlap etc) to splice loss is immensely time-consuming on a fusion splicer and possibly
too daunting on filament splicers which generally take longer to setup and perform a
single splice on. To circumvent this problem we measured the splice loss in real time
during a series of test splices. This allowed quick identification of the optimal parameter
region and then a series of splices with small variations around this region normally
resulted in the minimum achievable splice loss. To measure the splice loss in real time
a low power (-15 dBm) ASE pump was connected to the input fibre while a suitable
fibre power meter with a computer interface was used to record the power through the
fibre during the splicer’s fusion cycle. This meant that the fibre could be fused for long
durations, giving an indication of the splice loss at every given time, rapidly reducing
the parameter space. An example of such an optimisation is shown in figure 3.20. It is
important to note that these values are for a “hot splice” and thus only give an indication
of the minimum loss. A short series of splices with fixed arc durations is necessary to find
the precise loss minimum. Once the loss has been minimized in several parameter spaces
and a couple of different fibres have been spliced, the operator will generally have a good
understanding of what parameters will give an optimal splice for any given PCF.
Even with such low splice losses further precautions need to be taken. Optical glue
is used to secure and more importantly strip and scatter stray light at the point where
the fibre coating begins. Failure to do this can often result in burning of the coating as
stray cladding modes created at the splice are coupled into the coating causing it to melt.
Additionally, the entire splice needs to be thermally managed as build up of heat may
instigate splice degradation. Imperfections in the splice leads to localised heating, which
in turn results in further imperfections that increase loss; this causes further heating and
eventually results in significant splice loss and often a fibre fuse [32]. Various strategies for
thermal management are available [58]. Finally, the output of the PCF was angle-cleaved
to reduce the reflection from the end facet. As mentioned earlier such reflections, from
the output of the fibre and poor quality input splices, significantly enhance any Raman
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Figure 3.20: 3.20a shows optimisation of PCF splice loss bymeasuring the real time loss for
7 different fusion currents. 3.20b shows optimisation of PCF splice loss by measuring
the real time loss for 3 different arc offsets. 255 represents the centre, higher numbers
offset towards the conventional fibre.
Stokes lines in the continuum and hence should be minimized.
3.4.3 Experimental setup
A 50 W CW Yb fibre laser (IPG Photonics) was spliced to 20 m of HF14 via an intermediate
high NA fibre (Nufern) as described above, with a total splice loss of 0.6 dB. The output
end of the PCF was angle cleaved and either coupled into an optical spectrum analyzer
(Advantest Q8384, AnritsuMS9710B) via an intermediate fibre or collimated and launched
into an automated Spex 500 spectrometer in combination with a PbS IR detector and
lock-in amplifier for spectral measurements. Output power was measured on a thermal
power meter head (Molectron). The average pulse duration was measured by spectrally
slicing the supercontinuum using a Spex minimate 0.25 mmonochromator followed by
re-collimation and launch into an Inrad autocorrelator (Model 5-14b). In order to reduce
the average power on the monochromator’s gratings, several high reflector mirrors were
used in reflection to perform an initial broad spectral slice. The autocorrelations were
fitted assuming a sech2 pulse shape. An outline of the experimental setup is shown in
figure 3.21.
3.4.4 Results
The PCF was pumped at a variety of pump powers, under various conditions and a series
of measurements was made before a cutback of the fibre was performed. We will detail
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Figure 3.21: Experimental setup for high power supercontinuum generation in double
zero PCF.
these results below, and compare them to some more detailed modelling. Modelling
was performed using simulations as described in section 3.3.2 with a couple of minor
differences. In order to try to achieve better agreement with experiment, we included the
spectrally dependent loss profile of the fibre, including the water loss (experimentally
measured as 650 dB/km at 1.38 µm and shown in figure 3.2). Again a time window of
256 ps was used, but this time a larger frequency window was required and the grid
size was increased to 217 points. Finally in order to produce a spectral output that more
closely resembles the experimental results, the simulation was performed 12 times with a
different initial random spectral phase each time. The results detailed are therefore the
averaged results unless otherwise stated.
Experimental results
At full pump power (50 W) 44 W is launched into the PCF, producing a 29 W supercontin-
uumwith an 8 dB bandwidth of 600 nm (1.06 to 1.67 µm) as shown in figure 3.22a. This
corresponds to a SPD above 50 mW/nm between the pump and 1.38 µm as shown in
figure 3.22b. The continuum is formed by modulation instability producing fundamental
solitons, which then undergo SSFS to longer wavelengths, before generating dispersive
waves beyond the second zero dispersion of the PCF. The output power and spectral
flatness are slightly curtailed by the high water loss at 1.38 µm in the fibre (13 dB in the
20 m length) whilst the supercontinuum’s bandwidth is ultimately limited by the second
zero dispersion wavelength at 1.73 µm.
At lower pump powers the classic spectral wings frommodulation instability are clearly
visible as can be seen in figure 3.23a. It can be shown that the frequency for maximumMI
gain is given byΩmax =±
￿
2γP0/|β2|whereΩmax is the frequency shift for maximum gain
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Figure 3.22: Supercontinuum generated by 44 W launched into the PCF on a log scale
(3.22a) and a linear scale (3.22b).
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Figure 3.23: 3.23a Modulation instability sidebands at 1.1 W (red), 1.3 W (blue) and 1.9 W
(green). 3.23b Evolution of output power (circles) and bandwidth (squares) with pump
power.
[34]. For this PCF at the pump wavelength γ = 0.043 (Wm)−1, β2 = -0.040 ps2/m and for a
pump power of P0 = 1.34 W we find Ωmax = 1.7 THz. This corresponds to a wavelength
change of 1 nm from the pump, which is slightly less than that seen in figure 3.23a (blue
line). This perhaps indicates that the real value of β2 is slightly lower.
The evolution of the continuumwith pump power is shown in figure 3.23b. Here we
can see progress of the continuum’s output power along with the increase in bandwidth
of the continuum, where the bandwidth is measured from 1.1 µm to the point where the
power has dropped by a further 5 dB. It is clear that the rate of increase of the continuum
bandwidth is curtailed once the water loss at 1.38 µm is reached (marked on the graph). It
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of the simulation (triangles). 3.24b Experimental and numerical continuum results,
normalized.
also shows that the power growth falls off from linear as the continuum broadens beyond
1.38 µm. Whilst the use of such a short length of PCF has enabled us to extend beyond the
water loss, in contrast with earlier results [17] it is clear that the water loss still affects the
continuum. From the experimental measurements (see figure 3.4) the PCF has a higher
loss, 60 dB/km, on the long wavelength side of the OH– induced loss compared to the
short, 10 dB/km. It is likely that this higher loss on the long wavelength side contributes
to a reduction in bandwidth growth and thus a steady fall in the SPD beyond 1.38 µm as
shown in figure 3.22b.
As discussed, the efficiency of the SSFS is clearly an important factor for the generation
of the continuum and this is related to the duration of the solitons. As the solitons evolve
fromMI we can estimate the soliton duration by calculating the frequency of maximum
MI gain when P0 = 44 W. From this we find Ωmax = 9.73 THz which gives a period of
Tm = 0.65 ps for the pulse train. Assuming that the full-width-half-max of any soliton
formed does not exceed Tm/2 and accounting for the sech2 pulse shape of a soliton, we
find that the maximum duration of a fundamental soliton would be τ0 = 211 fs. This is
slightly shorter than measured (figure 3.24a). From the figure it can be seen that the pulse
duration decreases, with a minimum duration at 1.14 µm, and then steadily increases
with wavelength. This may be explained by Raman amplification of the solitons followed
by a slow loss of energy at longer wavelengths. Also included in figure 3.24a is a numerical
autocorrelation from a single shot of the simulation, showing reasonable agreement with
the experimental results.
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The drawback of using a double zero PCF is that the solitons cannot travel beyond the
second ZDW, which limits the long wavelength edge of the continuum. As previously
discussed, from theory it is expected that the SSFS will undergo cancellation via spectral
recoil and the generation of a dispersive wave beyond the second ZDW. This can be seen
in figure 3.24b which shows the spectral output from an experimental measurement of
the spectrum further into the infrared, with 35 W launched into the PCF. For comparison
the result of a numerical simulation (which includes the fibre’s water loss) and experiment
both with 44 W launched into the PCF are shown. In all three traces an increase in
the SPD can be seen just before the ZDW. This is due to the cancellation of the SSFS
leading to a build up of solitons and hence energy just before the ZDW. On the long
wavelength side of the ZDW a dispersive wave can be seen. Notably there is a difference
in the location of the soliton cancellation and the dispersive wave in the numerical
result compared to the experimental measurements. Explanations for this may include:
inaccuracy in our calculated dispersion curve, requiring a slightly shorter ZDW; or the
possibility of the solitons in our model having higher energies (shorter durations as figure
3.24a) and therefore phase-matching to a dispersive wave at a longer wavelength. The
other interesting thing to note is that the dispersivewave sees amuch greater amplification
in the numerical simulation than our experimental measurement. This may simply be
due to the lower pump power of the experiment versus the simulation, or a calibration
error, which seemsmore likely given the results in the next section. The only remaining
difference between the simulation and experiment is the presence of a Raman Stokes peak
in the experimental data, which was caused by a residual weak back reflections between
the angle cleaved end of the PCF and the splice. Finely tuning the cleave angle allows the
Stokes line to be minimized. Splicing a multimode fibre to the end of the PCF to form an
end-cap is expected to eliminate it. With regards to the numerical simulation it should be
noted that using a uniform loss rather than the full spectrally dependent loss profile fails
to reproduce the decrease in SPD beyond 1.4 µm seen in the experimental results.
Repeating the analysis of section 3.3.2, the soliton cancellation and dispersive wave
generation is clearly seen if we examine a spectrogram of the supercontinuum generated
from a single simulation of our numerical model as shown in figure 3.25. The spectrogram
shows the development of solitons from MI which then shift to longer wavelengths,
colliding and shedding energy before coming to rest just before the second ZDW. Beyond
the second ZDW the formation of the corresponding dispersive waves can be seen. It is
also clear from the spectrum (on the right side of the spectrogram) that the water loss at
1.38 µm reduces the SPD of the continuum and that the soliton cancellation results in an
increased SPD just before the second ZDW.
Finally, the evolution of the continuumwith length was measured via a cutback of the
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Figure 3.25: Spectrogram from a single shot numerical simulation for 20 m of PCF and P0
= 44 W. Scale: -60 dB 0 dB.
PCF. This is shown in figure 3.26a. We can see that the continuum does not significantly
broaden beyond 1.4 µm until it has propagated through 14 m. Note the modulations
visible at the long wavelengths beyond 15 m are due to a burnt patch cable, which was
replaced during the cutback. It is also worth noting that several poor angle cleaves result in
the temporary appearance of the first Raman Stokes line. Comparing with the numerical
simulation in figure 3.26b we see the numerical simulation broadens out much faster in
the first 5 m and broadens beyond 1.4 µm 3m earlier than the experiment. It is also clear
that it is a smaller number of high energy solitons that are crossing the water loss before
bunching up due to SSFS cancellation. The more rapid broadening of the continuum
in the simulation is probably due to intensity fluctuations, in the time domain, which
are greater than that seen in reality. The intensity fluctuations arise from the random
spectral phase components which are added to simulate the laser. Unfortunately, these
fluctuations are dependent upon the numerical grid chosen. In order to achieve excellent
agreement between simulation and reality a more accurate model of the pump laser
would be required.
3.4.5 Summary
In this section we have generated a high power CW supercontinuumwith a bandwidth
extending from 1.06 to 1.67 µm at the 8 dB level. The continuum has the highest spectral
power density demonstrated to date, producing more than 50 mW/nm up to 1.4 µm.
This was made possible by significantly reducing the splice loss between a standard fibre
and the PCF in order to launch high powers into the PCF. Although the use of a short
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(a) Experimental (b) Numerical
Figure 3.26: (3.26a) Experimental measurement of continuum evolution via a cutback
of the PCF. Scale: -15 dB 30 dB. (3.26b) Numerical simulation of continuum
evolution with length of PCF. Scale: -25 dB 20 dB.
length of PCF reduced the water loss at 1.38 µm significantly and allowed the continuum
to extend beyond it, the loss still plays a dominant role in the continuum evolution. A
short low water loss PCF (as demonstrated in section 3.2.1) should enable the generation
of a flatter supercontinuum beyond 1.38 µm . The use of a double ZDW fibre in this
work has experimentally and numerically confirmed some interesting physical processes
including: efficient continuum generation; dispersive wave generation; and soliton recoil
in a CW supercontinuum. In the next section we will demonstrate using the second ZDW
to control the long wavelength edge of the continuum.
3.5 Control of the bandwidth via a double zero PCF
We have alluded to the possibility of using the second zero of a double zero PCF to ulti-
mately control the extent of the supercontinuum. This idea has been explored numerically
[59] and in this section we will look at experimental results based upon three more double
zero PCFs made by our colleagues in Lille [60].
3.5.1 PCFs and their properties
The three PCFs are denoted as HF25, HF26, and HF27 with lengths of 60, 55, and 40 m.
They have ZDWs of 0.905 & 1.541, 0.973 & 1.379, and 1.049 & 1.173 µm respectively. The
dispersion and nonlinearity were calculated from SEMs by modeling a step index fibre
using a vectorial effective index method for the cladding [54] as used previosuly. However,
as no experimental measurement of any part of the dispersion curve has been made, the
position of the second ZDW may not be accurate. This is because very small changes
to the hole diameter d and pitch Λ can result in large changes to the dispersion. The
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calculated dispersion curves and nonlinearity are illustrated in figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: 3.27a The calculated dispersion curves. 3.27b The calculated nonlinearity.
Inset an SEM of HF25.
All three PCFs have a similar structure to that shown in the SEM inset in figure 3.27b.
Of particular importance is the outer set of extra large air holes to minimise confinement
loss.
3.5.2 Results
All three PCFs were spliced to the 50 W CW Yb fibre laser and pumped in an identical
experimental setup to that described in section 3.4.3. The large outer air holes made
splicing awkward. To prevent collapse of these holes very short arc durations of 0.6-0.8
s were used to splice the PCF to a high NA intermediate conventional fibre. The total
splice loss was measured as 0.6, 0.4 and 0.4 dB respectively for each of the PCFs. These
exceptionally low splice losses are thought to be partly due to the limited guiding of pump
light down the large outer air holes.
The results are shown in figure 3.28. For HF25 we see the drop in SPD after 1.38 µmdue
to the high OH– loss in the PCF. Similarly the SPD increases just before the second zero
and a corresponding dispersive wave is formed; this confirms our expectations as a result
of our modelling in section 3.3.2 and from the results of HF14 in section 3.4.4. Of interest
is the fact that the SPD of the self-frequency-shift cancelled solitons, and the dispersive
wave are similar. This confirms what we had expected from our modelling and suggests
that there was a calibration error in the spectrometer used to make the long wavelength
measurements for HF14 in figure 3.24b. The remaining feature worth briefly discussing is
that there is a slight increase in the SPD before the OH– induced loss at 1.38 µm. This is
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Figure 3.28: Experimental results for HF25 (3.28a), HF26 (3.28b) and HF27 (3.28c). Note
that pump power is the power out of the 50 W CW laser and not the power into the PCF.
3.28d Shows the ratio of |β2|/γ for each of the PCFs.
also due to a SSFS cancellation brought about by the high loss.
In HF26 we see the same structure to the continuum except that as the second zero is
around 1.38 µm, OH– induced loss has no effect upon the continuum. The continuum
formsmore readily inHF26 compared toHF25, whichwe expected as a result of the change
in dispersion and nonlinearity. Despite the shorter region of anomalous dispersion, the
SPD has not increased significantly at higher pump powers, the additional pump power
is merely transferred to the dispersive wave which can be seen in figure 3.28b. In the
case of HF27 the continuum generation is dominated by cascadedMI and FWMwith no
clear sign of a soliton Raman continuum in the spectrum shown in figure 3.28c. Finally,
it is worth noting that there is still significant residual pump present for all three PCFs
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compared to HF14. We speculate that a portion of this is pump light which has been
guided down the large outer air holes of the cladding and therefore is not interacting in
the core of the PCF.
3.5.3 Summary
We have seen that it is indeed possible to exert some control over the bandwidth of the
continuum by choosing the location of the second zero. Unfortunately, as the pump
power is increased, much of the extra energy is transferred to the dispersive wave. It is
hard to imagine applications where this arrangement would be more useful than simple
spectral slicing of a broader continuum, such as the one generated in HF14. However, the
ability to tune the SPD dip at the zero between the stationary solitons and correspond-
ing dispersive wave may prove useful. Interestingly, when the two ZDW are very close
together, as is the case for HF27, then MI and FWM appears to dominate and results
in some significant power transfer short of the pump wavelength. The results in these
PCFs underline the importance of controlling the dispersion and nonlinearity in order to
optimise the efficiency of SSFS, maximising the continuum extension, spectral flatness
and SPD.
3.6 Recent results and future directions
Other groups have also recently looked at the issues surrounding double zero PCFs andCW
continuum generation. NotablyMussot et al. carried out a numerical study [59] in parallel
with our work before separate experimental demonstrations by Kudlinski et al. at 1 µm
[61] and Martin-Lopez et al. at 1.5 µm [62]. Moving forward, it seems natural that double
zero PCFs with low OH– losses will enable the flattest, broadest CW pumped continua
possible. Similarly, the development of low loss splicing techniques should enable the
use of much higher pump powers if desired to create exceptionally high spectral power
densities. Further research into the effects of the spectral bandwidth of the pump upon
continuum formation is required, although this may only offer limited improvements.
This work only goes so far, and spectral extension beyond 2 µmwill prove exceptionally
difficult in silica based PCFs, so it is likely that other materials such as soft glasses will be
explored for this end. The generation of such high power continua in the visible would
be of great interest for many applications, however bar HF27 no significant power was
generated short of the pump, which is an issue that we will examine in detail in the next
chapter.
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3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated some of the flattest, broadest, highest power CW
supercontinuum to date. With spectral power densities greater than 50mW/nm across
large portions of the continuum it is hoped that new applications for CW continua will be
enabled. There has been genuine interest amongst chemists in these high power continua
and hopefully such sources will be made available to them. The experiment results have
beenmade possible through a thorough understanding of the dynamics involved in the
formation of CW continua and how best to optimise these processes via control of the
PCF’s properties. The use of low water loss PCFs with two suitably chosen zero dispersion
wavelengths should enable the production of CW continua which are spectrally flat on a
linear scale. Furthermore, there is no immediate upper limit on howmuch pump power
could be used to generate a CW continuum other than the intrinsic damage limits of silica.
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4 Continuous Wave Supercontinuum
Generation: Part 2 the Visible
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we examined CW supercontinuum generation in detail. We
demonstrated that careful control of the PCF’s properties, specifically its dispersion and
nonlinearity, enables control over the extent of the supercontinuum and how readily a
continuum is formed. This understanding allowed us to demonstrate the highest spectral
power density supercontinuum reported to date. This continuumwas also amongst the
flattest and broadest of all CW continua generated. We also showed that OH– induced
losses had the effect of limiting continuum bandwidth and spectral flatness; these losses
can be overcome if suitable procedures are followed during manufacture and subsequent
use. We closed the chapter by discussing the design requirements to generate flatter
and broader CW supercontinua. Unfortunately, we were not able to demonstrate any
significant extension short of the pump wavelength. In fact, short wavelength generation
has never been demonstrated at 1µm and although a few results exist at 1.5 µmwith CW
pumps in conventional fibres, the mechanisms have either been wrongly identified or
have not been discussed in detail in the literature.
There is already a great deal of interest in pulse based supercontinuum sources which
extend into the visible. Potentially offering higher spectral powers in the visible may well
enable new applications, as well as improving the performance of existing applications by
easing power based constraints. If the high spectral power densities (SPD) demonstrated
in the last chapter could be achieved in the visible, several possible applications would
emerge. Even the development of a flat 5 mW/nm source from 0.8-1.2 µm would be
potentially useful for applications such as optical coherence tomography (OCT).
In this chapter we aim to explore these issues and demonstrate the first experimental
results showing the generation of CW pumped supercontinua which extends short of the
pump. We will begin, in section 4.2, by explaining how short wavelengths are formed in
the pulsed regime and then look at which of these mechanisms could be utilised in the
CW regime. We will also examine some of the CW pumped results achieved to date in this
section. In section 4.3, having gained an understanding of the basic design requirements,
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wemove to demonstrating the first short wavelength generation at 1 µmwith a CW pump.
We will then explore pumping the same PCF under varying conditions and attempt to
simulate these results. These results are complemented by results utilising a 400 W CW
laser, which will be examined in detail. This experimental work provides a more complete
understanding of the processes involved. In section 4.4, our findings in this chapter along
with the previous chapter will form the base of discussions and simulations designed
to improve upon our results. Finally we will briefly discuss future possibilities for this
research in section 4.5 and then conclude in section 4.6.
4.2 Theory
The mechanism involved to generate wavelengths short of the pump is determined by
the pump regime. In the case of pumping with a femtosecond source in the anomalous
regime, the femtosecond pulses may be considered to be high order solitons once they
enter the fibre as discussed in section 1.4.2. As the high order soliton is not a stable
solution, evolution is characterised by the soliton rapidly compressing (temporarily) and
then fissioning, ejecting fundamental solitons (see section 1.3.8). The fission process
results in excess energy being shed as dispersive waves in the normal dispersion regions.
Generally these dispersive waves will undergo no further shifting [1], however under
certain circumstances, it is possible that the short wavelength dispersive waves can be
coupled to the solitons [2, 3]. This means that as the soliton self-frequency shifts (SSFS) to
longer wavelengths, the coupled dispersive wave will be shifted to shorter wavelengths
as dictated by the group velocity matching conditions. This is known as the soliton
trapping effect and was discussed in section 1.3.8. The soliton trapping effect has also
been demonstrated with a picosecond pump source [4].
Thus in the femtosecond regime the initial soliton fission leads to the dispersive wave
and potential soliton trapping to generate the short wavelength components. This was
illustrated in section 1.3.8, where the energy trapped and shifted by the solitons is clearly
visible in figure 1.22, which is repeated here as figure 4.1. If we examine the group-velocity
curve for this PCF in figure 4.2, we see agreement between the short wavelength edge and
the long wavelength edge of the curve compared with the continuum.
In the picosecond and nanosecond regimes, phase matched four-wave mixing (FWM)
canmake a significant contribution to short wavelength generation. Where the dispersion
curve of the fibre determines a set of phase matching conditions leading to degenerate
and non-degenerate FWM [1, 5].
In the CW pump regime the supercontinuum evolves from noise. As we discussed
extensively in the last chapter, the CW field is broken up bymodulation instability (MI)
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(a) Spectral evolution with length
Solitons
Trapped 
dispersive waves
(b) Spectrogram taken at the end of the fibre (z = 10
m).
Figure 4.1: 4.1a shows the evolution of a 600 W 250 fs pulse along 10 m of PCF (HFa) with
a zero dispersion wavelength of 1.038 µm. 4.1b shows the spectrogram taken at the end
of the fibre. The solitons and trapped dispersive waves are clearly visible.
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Figure 4.2: Group velocity matched curve for the Stokes and anti-Stokes sides of the
pump for HFa. The orange linematches the long wavelength soliton and corresponding
dispersive wave shown in figure 4.1b.
which gives rise to fundamental solitons. These solitons then undergo intra-pulse Raman
scattering leading to the SSFS, generating a long wavelength soliton Raman continuum.
As no high order solitons are generated, the fission process described above is clearly not
a feasible mechanism for short wavelength generation. The fission mechanism has been
suggested to explain short wavelength generation from a CW supercontinuum at 1.5 µm
in several papers [6, 7].
The possible mechanisms to utilise for short wavelength generation from a CW pump
are therefore FWM and soliton trapping. If we want to utilise soliton trapping we require a
dispersive wave in the normal dispersion region which can be captured. If the trapping
mechanism is to work, the soliton must have a sufficiently short duration to generate the
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required index modulation in order to trap the dispersive radiation. Once trapped, this
energy can be shifted to shorter wavelengths as the soliton self-frequency shifts to longer
wavelengths, subject to the required group velocity matching conditions being met [3].
Thus in the CW regime, the initial solitons generated from the MI process have to be short
enough (in time) so that spectrally, part of the soliton overlaps into the normal dispersion
regime to generate the required dispersive wave. They must also have enough energy to
generate a high enough index modulation to trap some of the dispersive wave.
In the last chapter we showed that the highest energy solitons are created when the
pump is further from the ZDW for a single zero PCF, or alternatively if the pump is very
close to the ZDWwhere β2 is very small and dominates over the nonlinearity. If we want to
make use of the soliton trapping effect, we need to generate light short of the pump. One
method would be to have part of the soliton overlap into the normal dispersion regime
and create a dispersive wave which could be trapped. As the solitons generated have
a much lower energy than those generated in the pulsed regimes, this means that the
pump will have to be very close to the ZDW to enable part of the soliton to overlap into
the normal dispersion regime. This constraint can be reduced by significantly scaling up
the pump power of the CW source.
Four-wave mixing may also be used for short wavelength generation, this will however
be governed by the phase matching conditions. Experimental experience suggests that
with low pump powers, FWM generally requires some seeding. One way to achieve this
would be to have the anti-Stokes MI sideband extend into the normal dispersion regime.
Thus both thesemechanisms place very tight constraints on the ZDW relative to the pump,
as a result of the low pump powers involved.
As an aside, it is theoretically possible to manufacture a PCF with a ZDW in the visible.
Potentially we could then pump in this region to generate a supercontinuumwhich would
extend long off the pump wavelength, which would be similar to the work described in
the previous chapter. This could potentially create a CW supercontinuum through the
visible region; it would certainly be possible to cover the 0.7-1.0 µm region in this way. The
difficulty with this approach is that there are currently no suitable high power CW sources
in the visible wavelength region, although a CW Ti:sapphire laser might be used around
0.7 µm. This limitation, combined with the difficulty of making PCFs with a ZDW in the
visible and maintaining a suitably low attenuation in these PCFs, make this an unrealistic
option at present.
In the next section we will experimentally explore pumping a PCF very close to the ZDW
and upscaling the pump power by nearly an order of magnitude.
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4.3 Experimental results
In this section we will look at a series of experimental results which are the first to demon-
strate short wavelength generation from a CW pumped continuum at 1 µm in a PCF. The
inital two experiments pump a PCFwith a ZDWof 1.068 µm,whereas the third experiment
makes use of a 400 W CW laser to pump a variety of PCFs.
4.3.1 Experiment 1: CW pumping a PCF with a ZDW of 1.068 µm
As discussed in section 4.2, in order to generate a continuum that extends short of the
pump, we need to pump very close to the ZDW: this is a result of the low powers involved.
To achieve this we ordered a PCF with a ZDW of 1.065 µm . Controlling the dispersion of
the PCF during manufacture, to this level, is complex. As a result, it took three attempts
to produce the required PCF which was 100 m long (Crystal Fiber) with a ZDW of 1.068
µm (HF23). Figure 4.3 shows the calculated dispersion and nonlinearity of HF23, and a
very similar PCF with a ZDW of 1.038 µm (HF5). These values were calculated from SEM
images using a free software package called MIT Photonic Bands [8, 9].
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Figure 4.3: 4.3a shows the dispersion with wavelength for HF5 and HF23. The dashed line
is the pump wavelength. 4.3b shows the nonlinearity for HF5 and HF23. Inset, SEM
image of the PCF HF23.
The experimental set-up simply consisted of a CW pump laser with the PCF spliced to
it as illustrated in figure 4.4. The pump laser was a 50 W CW Yb fibre laser (IPG Photonics)
with a single-mode output fibre. The laser’s emission was centred on 1.071 µm with a
linewidth of 1.15 nm. The laser was directly spliced to the PCF, either 100 m of HF23 or
50 m of HF5. Both PCFs have a mode field diameter of ∼5 µm. The loss for HF23 was
measured as being 9 dB/kmwith a 130 dB/km peak at the OH− induced loss at 1.38 µm.
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The splice loss was 0.6-0.85 dB and was thermally managed at high pump powers. The
output end of the PCF was angle cleaved to reduce back reflections, as these can seed
strong Raman-Stokes lines in the continuum. The spectra weremeasured on an Advantest
(Q8384) and visible Anritsu (MS9030A/MS9701B) optical spectrum analyser (OSA) whilst
the power was measured using a thermal power meter (Molectron PM10).
50 W CW Yb Fiber Laser
IPG Photonics
100 m HF23/50 m HF5
Flexcore
Optical Glue
OutputWater bath
Figure 4.4: Experimental setup.
Just to illustrate the importance of the ZDW, we pumped 50 m of HF5 with the 50 W
CW laser. With 49.2 W of pump power (40.9 W launched into the PCF) a rather poor long
wavelength continuum was generated, as shown in figure 4.5. We can see that a small
amount of energy is transferred short of the pump to 0.987 µm via a dispersive wave.
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Figure 4.5: Supercontinuum from 50 m of HF5 with 40.9 W launched into the PCF. Contin-
uum output power is 28 W.
If we now examine the results for HF23 shown in figure 4.6, we see that significant
short wavelength generation is possible and that it evolves with the long wavelength
edge of the continuum. The figure shows the evolution of the supercontinuum under
CW pumping for several different pump powers. At maximum pump power, 47.3 W is
launched into the PCF with a 32.6 W continuum produced. The SPD is very high: 141, 26,
32, 4 mW/nm at 1.10, 1.38, 1.05, 0.95 µm respectively. TheMI side bands are clearly visible
at low pump powers , with continuous extensions to longer and shorter wavelengths as
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(a) Continuum evolution up to 25.7 W
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(b) Continuum evolution up to 47.3 W
Figure 4.6: Evolution of the supercontinuumwith increasing pump power. Powers marked
represent the power launched after the splice. For 47.3 W the continuum output power
was 32.6 W.
the pump power is increased. Eventually, the long wavelength edge of the continuum
is limited by OH− loss at 1.38 µm. The anti-Stokes side is 5 dB less than the Stokes side
immediately next to the pump, which may initially be due to limited energy transfer to
the short wavelength side; then combined with losses due to the short wavelength side
pumping the long wavelength side via Raman. It should also be noted that the noise
floor of the OSA is 17 dB higher around 0.9 µm, compared with that above 1.0 µm. To
understand the dynamics we need to discover whether the short wavelength side is due
to FWM or soliton trapping. To do so, we can examine the phase matching curves shown
in figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7 shows the phase matching curves for pump powers of 7.4 W (4.7a) and 47.3
W (4.7b). The Stokes and anti-Stokes curves are blue and green respectively. The available
short pump wavelengths due to MI are denoted by the large shaded orange bar along
the bottom x axis. The available long seed wavelengths, due to MI or the soliton Raman
continuum, are marked on the right y axis by the large shaded green bar. The upper and
lower wavelength limits available via FWM are denoted by the red lines intersecting the
phasematching curve at the limiting seed wavelength. These phasematching curves were
calculated for the 12 different pump powers and found to be in good agreement with the
spectral evolution in every case. The most likely FWM process is given by equation 4.1.
ωpump +ωMIshor t =ωStokes +ωanti−Stokes (4.1)
Notably, the soliton Raman continuum appears to act as the Stokes seed and is the limiting
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(a) Phase matching curve for 7.4 W
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(b) Phase matching curve for 47.3 W
Figure 4.7: Phase matching curves for FWM. The orange bar on the x axis represents the
wavelengths generated through the initial MI (shown in the inset figure). The green bar
on the y axis denotes the longest wavelength available through either MI or the soliton
Raman continuum. The red lines therefore represent the maximum and minimum
wavelengths that can be generated through FWM.
factor on the anti-Stokes wavelength. We would expect that as the pump wavelength
is shifted further from the ZDW, there will come a point when the short wavelengths
generated via MI become the limiting factor on the anti-Stokes wavelength.
The phase matched FWM appears to be in excellent agreement, but what about the
possibility of group velocity matched soliton trapping? Unfortunately, it is impossible to
rule out soliton trapping as a mechanism in this case. As figure 4.8a shows, the matching
conditions are almost identical until 1.3 µm. At longer wavelengths the curves deviate
slightly and at these wavelengths the phase matched curve is in slightly better agreement
with the data. Irregardless of whether it is a FWM, soliton trapping effect, or a combination
of the two, it is clear that if we want to extend the continuum tomuch shorter wavelengths,
the long wavelength edge of the continuum needs to extend beyond the OH− induced
loss at 1.38 µm. To demonstrate this, we modulated the pump to produce µs pulses.
Modulating the CW laser, via the TTL input at 7.8 kHz with a 72% duty factor, enhances
the continuum beyond that expected from the peak power increase alone (previously
shown in figure 3.7b). This may be due to enhanced noise driving the MI process. As a
result of the peak power enhancement, figure 4.8b shows that a number of solitons now
have sufficient energy to cross the OH− loss at 1.38 µm, resulting in short wavelength
generation down to 650 nm. Analysing the continuum evolution shows that the short
wavelength edge appears to expand faster than that allowed by FWM alone. To explain
this increased rate of expansion, one has to invoke soliton trapping as a mechanism.
The dashed lines in figure 4.8b mark corresponding spectral features on the long and
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(a) Group velocity and phase matched curves
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(b) Continuum evolution under modulated pumping
Figure 4.8: 4.8a Group velocity and phase matched curves for HF23. Corresponding
spectral features of figure 4.8b are marked. 4.8b Supercontinuum evolution with pump
power using a modulated pump source. Vertical coloured lines mark particular spectral
features.
short wavelength sides. The drop due to the OH− loss at 1.38 µm has a corresponding
spectral feature at 0.82 µm. Examining this on the group velocity and phase matching
curves, shown in figure 4.8a, we can see that the group velocity matching curve, and thus
soliton trapping, is the more convincing explanation. However, spectral features at longer
wavelengths (denoted by the orange and red lines) are in much better agreement with the
FWM phase matched curve. Hence it seems likely that both FWM and soliton trapping
are playing an active role in the short wavelength generation. One may speculate that the
OH− lossmakes the solitons increase in duration, thus reducing their power; consequently
the intensity dependent refractive index reduces so the cross-phase modulation effect
also reduces, weakening the trapping and possibly allowing FWM to dominate. On the
other hand, the loss may simply act as a barrier curtailing the number of solitons shifting
to longer wavelengths and their corresponding trapped dispersive waves, reducing the
power shifted short. In either case, FWM appears to become more significant at the
shorter wavelengths. The short wavelength edge of the continuum is now defined by the
high losses in the PCF beyond 2 µm.
Simulations
We can attempt to understand this further by simulating the experiment using the same
model as described in section 3.3.2. A time window of 256 ps was used in combination
with a frequency window of either 216 or 217 points, depending upon the spectral band-
width required. The simulations were generally performed four times with a different
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(a) 10 W pump (b) 80 W pump
(c) 10 W pump (d) 80 W pump
Figure 4.9: 4.9a-4.9b Evolution of supercontinuumwith length in HF23 for a single shot
simulation of a CW laser. Scale: -60 dB 0 dB. 4.9c-4.9d Spectrograms after 100
m of propagation in HF23. Scale: -80 dB 0 dB.
initial random spectral phase each time. Although, it would be helpful to average over a
much larger number of simulations, the computing resource required would dramatically
increase. The results detailed are therefore the averaged results unless otherwise stated.
Propagation of a 10, 20, 40 and 80 W CW field was simulated through 100 m of HF23.
The evolution with length for the 10 and 80 W pumps is shown in figure 4.9 along with
the associated spectrograms. As expected, the increase in pump power results in the
continuum forming earlier in the PCF, ultimately leading to a broader supercontinuum
after the full 100 m of propagation. The spectrograms show clear signs of soliton trapping
with the shortest wavelengths generated through trapped dispersive waves. Unfortunately,
it is not so easy to identify the effects of FWM and XPM from the spectrograms. It seems
likely that both of these effects probably contribute to the short wavelength generation in
the supercontinuum.
Figure 4.10a shows the averaged simulated spectral for each of the pump powers. The
simulations display similar spectral features to that seen experimentally, notably the
initial ∼ 10 dB drop in SPD on the short wavelength side followed by a gradual decline
in the SPD as the wavelength decreases. As the pump power is increased not only does
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(a) Simulated spectra
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Figure 4.10: 4.10a Average of 4 simulated spectra for HF23 pumped at 10, 20, 40 and 80 W.
4.10b Ratio |β2|/γ for HF23 and HF5.
the long and short wavelength sides extend as expected, but the magnitude of the initial
drop on the short wavelength side and the rate of decrease of the SPD both reduce. This
is easily understood if we consider the spectrograms. As the pump power is escalated
both the number and energy of the solitons formed increases. This results in more
dispersive energy on the short wavelength side of the pump, along with more solitons to
potentially trap and transfer that energy to shorter wavelengths. Additionally, the extra
short wavelength generation may act as a more efficient seed for FWM processes.
The requirement for high energy solitons arises not only from the criteria that they
are broad enough spectrally to overlap with the normal dispersion region, but they must
also have enough energy to continue to self-frequency shift under the increasing ratio of
|β2|/γ. The changing ratio is shown in figure 4.10b, and illustrates that the solitons will
have a lower peak power and increased duration at longer wavelengths. Therefore their
ability to self-amplify via Raman, and thus self-frequency shift is reduced.
4.3.2 Experiment 2: Tuning the pump wavelength
An immediate question which arises from the experimental results of the last section
concerns the pump wavelength and its impact upon the short wavelength generation. In
order to explore this issue we built a tunable 1 µmCW laser which produced up to 9 W of
pump power between 1.060 and 1.076 µm. The system was based upon a 150 mW laser
diode (Lumic LM-1065M150) in combination with a tunable fibre Bragg grating (FBG).
As the laser diode produced a single frequency output it was necessary to modulated the
drive current with a radio frequency (RF) driver to suppress stimulated Brillouin scattering
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(SBS) effects. Regrettably, the 9 W of available pump power was not sufficient to generate
a continuum in the 100 m length of HF23. In order to increase the peak power an acousto-
optic (AO) modulator was added to the system before the final amplifier. A diagram of the
setup is shown in figure 4.11.
10 W Yb
Fibre Amp
Isolators
Polarisation 
Controller
Tunable
FBG
50-50
Coupler
Temp.
Controller
RF Driver
5 MHz 8 dBm
PSU
Bias-T
Laser
Diode
HF23 100 m
Delay
Generator RF
Driver
AO
Cell
Figure 4.11: Experimental setup for tunable wavelength pumping.
The AO cell was modulated by a delay generator producing 7 ns pulses at 10 MHz.
The optical pulses were measured on an oscilloscope and the duty factor, calculated via
integration, was found to be 19. Thus the maximum peak pump power was 170 W. The
PCF was pumped between 1.060 and 1.076 µm in 2 nm increments at a variety of pump
powers. The spectra were measured on a visible Anritsu (MS9030A/MS9701B) OSA whilst
the power was measured using a thermal power meter (Molectron PM10). A subset of the
experimental results are shown in figure 4.12.
Pumping with 21 W at the different wavelengths leads to the spectrum broading after
propagating through 100 m of HF23, with the 1068 and 1072 nm sources showing addi-
tional broadening due to MI/FWM. As the pump power is increased further it is clear that
pumping between the ZDW at 1068 nm and 1072 nm produces the broadest continuum
on both the long and short wavelength sides of the pump. The results for pumping at
1070 nm (not shown in figure 4.12) were marginally better than those for 1068 or 1072 nm,
and comparable to those of figure 4.8b. Pumping so close to the ZDWmeans that |β2| is
very small (0.04 - 0.5 ps2/km for 1068 - 1072 nm) and dominates the formation of solitons
as discussed in section 3.3. This results in high energy solitons which spectrally overlap
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Figure 4.12: 4.12a-4.12c Spectral evolution for pumping 100 m of HF23 at varying wave-
lengths with the peak powers given. 4.12d Simulated results assuming a 10 W CW
pump.
with the normal dispersion region creating a dispersive wave. As the pump wavelength is
increased, the value of |β2| also increases to the extent that by 1076 nm it is no longer small
enough to dominate over the nonlinearity governing the soliton formation (1 ps2/km).
As a result the solitons have less energy and the long wavelength edge of the continuum
when increasing the pump wavelength from 1072 to 1076 nm reduces; as a consequence
the short wavelength edge is also diminished.
Pumping close to the ZDW on the normal dispersion side (i.e. at a wavelength shorter
than the ZDW) also results in a continuum which extends short and long of the pump
wavelength. As the pump power is increased, a significant amount of energy is transferred
via Raman to the first Stokes line which is in the anomalous region. From this point
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solitons can form up to generate the long wavelength side of the continuum, while it
seems likely that FWM initiates the short wavelength side. Indeed the strength of the
FWMprocess is clearly visible in figure 4.12b where there are peaks at 972 and 1176 nm. In
this case, the residual pump diode light of the 10W Yb fibre amplifier acts as a seed for the
FWM. Hence we have 2ωp =ω2+ω3 where ωp is the pump wavelength of 1064 nm and
ω2 and ω3 are the Stokes and anti-Stokes light respectively. The process also requires that
the phase matching conditions, given by the phase matching curve (figure 4.8a) are met.
What is remarkable about this is that the residual 972 nm diode light is not detectable
on an OSA and is at least 50 dB below the pump power at 1064 nm. Thus it is clear that
FWM is an extremely efficient process provided that some seed light is available. Finally it
should be noted, that as the pump is shifted to shorter wavelengths, the bandwidth of the
continuum reduces as we would expect.
Simulating the changing pump wavelength using our code fails to reproduce the ex-
perimental trends as shown in figure 4.12d. As the pump wavelength is increased from
1060 to 1070 nm the bandwidth of the continuum produced increases as we would expect.
However, for 1075 and 1080 nm the bandwidth increases further. This may be a result
of the linewidth difference: the experiment was based upon a source with a linewidth
of < 0.07 nm but it was modulated over a 0.2 nm bandwidth in order to suppress SBS.
In contrast, the simulation was based upon a 1.0 nm bandwidth, and decreasing the
bandwidth requires significantly higher pump powers to form a continuum as well as
taking considerably longer to simulate. The technique of adding noise to the initial
conditions of the simulation becomes increasingly unsatasifactory as the bandwidth is
reduced. Substantial improvements to the model may be required in order to reproduce
the experimental results.
4.3.3 Experiment 3: Very high power pumping
In section 4.2 we mentioned that either very careful control of the dispersion or extremely
high pump powers would be required to extend a CW pumped supercontinuum to wave-
lengths short of the pump. We have already demonstrated fine control of the ZDW in the
previous two experiments so we shall now turn our attention to extremely high power
pumping.
In the last chapter we improved the typical splice loss between a PCF and a conventional
fibre. We stated our belief that it would be possible to launch significantly more power
through such a splice without any problems. In this experiment we make use of a 400
W CW fibre laser (kindly leant to us by IPG Photonics for a week) to pump 50 m of HF5
which has a ZDW of 1.038 µm. HF5 is made from the same preform structure as HF23 and
differs only slightly from HF23 which is clear from the dispersion and nonlinearity curves
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shown in figure 4.3. We have also already demonstrated that with the 50 W pump it was
not possible to generate a continuumwhich extended significantly short of the pump in
HF 5 (see figure 4.5).
The laser emitted up to 432 W of average power at 1.07 µm , with a random polarisation
and a linewidth of 3.6 nm, in a collimated output with a beam diameter of 7 mm. It was
therefore necessary to re-couple the light back into a fibre. A lens was used to focus and
launch into a length of large mode area (LMA) fibre, which was in turn spliced to a length
of Flexcore, which was spliced to HF5, as shown in figure 4.13. Each splice was attached
to a metal heat sink with optical glue being used to strip cladding modes. The free-space
coupling efficiency was typically greater than 70 % and to reduce the thermal load on the
launch lens, the laser was modulated with a duty factor of between 1 and 40.
Flexcore
50 m PCF HF5
Splice
0.6 dB
400 W CW Yb 
Fiber Laser
IPG Photonics
Collimator
Endcap
LMA
Splice 0.4 dB
Lens
Metal heat sinks
Figure 4.13: Experimental setup.
With 230W of pump light launched into the PCF, a continuum extending from 0.6 to 1.9
µmwas produced as shown in figure 4.14a. The inset photograph in figure 4.14a shows
the visible part of the spectrum with a SPD of ∼1 mW/nm in the red. Confirming the
trends seen in the previous experiments, we see that the SPD of the short wavelength side
of the continuum decreases as you move further from the pump. One new feature is a
large dip in SPD at the first ZDW of the PCF. This arises from the wave vector matching
conditions on either side of the ZDW.
If we examine the phase-matching and group velocity matched curves for HF5 (figure
4.14b), we see that whilst the two are initially in agreement, they diverge at longer wave-
lengths. If we examine the long wavelength edge of the continuum, as marked on the
figure, the group velocity matched curve allows for a short wavelength edge of 594 nm
whereas the phase-matched curve allows for 662 nm. Thus, it is clear that the shortest
wavelengths (589 nmmarked by the orange line in figure 4.14a) are generated through
the soliton trapping mechanism. However, there is a 2.5 dB drop in SPD at 677 nm at
the shoulder on the curve (marked by the purple dashed line in figure 4.14a). This is the
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Figure 4.14: 4.14a Supercontinuum produced in 50 m of HF5 with 230 W of equivalent
pump power. Inset: Photograph of the PCF and visible output. 4.14b Group velocity
and phase matched curves for HF5. The long wavelength edge of the continuum is
marked along with the correspondingly matched short waveelengths.
short wavelength limit of the FWM process, suggesting that FWM also makes a significant
contribution to the spectral power on the short wavelength side of the pump. The slight
discrepancy in wavelengths measured and those derived from the phase-matching curves
almost certainly indicates a slight error in the calculated dispersion curve.
The longwavelength edge ultimately limits the short wavelength edge of the continuum,
and for the continuum generated in HF5 this is not governed by the edge of the silica
transmission window of the PCF. Instead the solitons gradually stop self-frequncy shifting
due to a dramatic increase in the ratio of |β2|/γ (see figure 4.10b). If the continuum
extended beyond 2 µm then the short wavelength edge would be shifted to 550 nm.
Clearly, it would be desirable to extend further into the visible; different approaches such
as cascading PCFs or long PCF tapers would be required to bring this about [5, 10].
The results in HF5 show that, given enough pump power, it is possible to extend a CW
continuum down into the visible. The results also clearly demonstrate that both soliton
trapping and FWM are involved in generating the short wavelength part of the continuum.
4.3.4 Summary
The three experiments described above have shown that it is possible to generate wave-
lengths short of the pump in CW pumped supercontinuum. The results have indicated
that both soliton trapping and FWM play a role in generating the short wavelength com-
ponents. Yet, to generate such short wavelengths, we have shown that the pumpmust be
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Fibre d/Λ Λ γp Dp λZDW Change in ratio*
µm W−1km−1 ps.nm−1km−1 µm |β2|/γ
HF23 0.47 3.7 10 0.4 1.068 56
HFi 0.327 2.6 12 0.3 1.068 79
HFj 0.332 2.25 15 0.1 1.069, 1.896 5.5
HFk 0.35 2.0 19 0.3 1.066, 1.515 2.5
HFl 0.36 1.9 21 0.2 1.067, 1.398 1.3
Table 4.1: Properties of PCFs used. γp is the nonlinearity at the pump wavelength(1.07
µm ), Dp is the dispersion at the pump wavelength, and λZDW is the location of any
zero dispersion wavelengths less than 2.5 µm . *The change in the ratio of |β2|/γ is
calculated between the pump wavelength and 1.4 µm.
within several nanometers of the ZDW or alternatively an exceptionally high power CW
source must be utilised. These two exacting requirements are almost certainly the reason
that short wavelength generation has not been seen before at 1 µm.
In all cases the short wavelength side of the continuum suffers from a gradual decrease
in SPD. It would be advantageous to try and minimise this as much as possible and
attempt to extend the continuum further into the visible. In the next section we are going
to study some possible approaches to solve this problem.
4.4 Flatter and further
We learnt in the last chapter that by adding a second ZDWwe can increase the nonlinearity,
and potentially maintain a |β2|/γ ratio that approaches a constant, thus aiding the SSFS.
Not only did the increased nonlinearity result in higher energy solitons, it also resulted
in more solitons. This last point is perhaps key to trying to reduce the drop in SPD on
the short wavelength side of the pump: more solitons should lead to more trapping and
therefore more energy transferred short of the pump. In order to explore the potential
of using a double zero PCF we simulate propagating a 10 W CW field through four more
hypothetical PCFs (HFi-HFl) using the samemethods as detailed in section 3.3.2.
The PCFs all have a ZDW of approximately 1.068 µm, which enables energy transfer to
the short wavelength side of the pump. A second ZDW is gradually introduced and shifted
to shorter wavelengths. The details of the PCFs are given in table 4.1, while the dispersion
and nonlinearity curves are given in figure 4.15 with HF23 for comparison.
We simulated propagating a 10 W CW laser through 100 m of each of the PCFs. The
plots of the spectral evolution with length and the spectrograms at the end of the PCF
are shown in figures 4.16 and 4.17 respectively. The first point to note is that HFi offers a
limited improvement in bandwidth over HF23 (figure 4.9a) as would be expected from
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Figure 4.15: 4.15a Dispersion curves for HF23 and 4 hypothetical PCFs. 4.15b Nonlinearity
for HF23 and 4 hypothetical PCFs.
the dispersion curve. As we bring the second ZDW closer to the pump the bandwidth
continues to improve (HFj) before the second ZDWultimately limits the continuum (HFk);
in HFl, the continuum bandwidth is reduced further as the second ZDW is moved to a
shorter wavelength. It is worth noting that due to the low dispersion at the pump, the
formation point of the continuum can vary appreciably between different runs of the
simulation. From the evolution plots we see that the pump seems to be depleted further
in HFk and HFl compared to HFi and HFj.
If we study the spectrograms we can confirm the increased pump depletion. This
is brought about by a considerable increase in the number of solitons formed which
self-frequency shift to the second zero, where they come to rest and transfer energy to
a dispersive wave. On this occasion however, as the pump is so close to the first ZDW,
energy is transferred short of the pump. Some of this energy is trapped by the self-
frequency shifting solitons and shifted to shorter wavelengths in accordance with the
group velocity matching conditions. Whilst the second ZDW seems to have enhanced the
short wavelength processes, it does raise some limits and issues which are more clearly
seen if we study the spectra from the PCFs, shown in figure 4.18a.
Figure 4.18a shows that as the continuum broadens, the pump is increasingly depleted,
resulting in a reduction of the initial drop in SPD on the short wavelength side; and
the rate of decrease in the SPD at shorter wavelengths reduces. For HFl the continuum
bandwidth reduces due to the shorter second ZDW. If we consider the group velocity
curves in figure 4.18b, we can see that as we add the second ZDW, the short wavelength
edge that can be group velocity matched reduces to the extent that for HFj it is ∼0.79 µm,
for HFk it is ∼0.88 µm, and for HFl it is ∼0.92 µm. The phase-matching conditions for
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(a) HFi ZDW = 1068 nm (b) HFj ZDW = 1069, 1896 nm
(c) HFk ZDW = 1066, 1515 nm (d) HFl ZDW = 1067, 1398 nm
Figure 4.16: Evolution of supercontinuumwith length for a single shot simulation of a 10
W CW laser. Scale: -60 dB 0 dB.
FWMmixing are limited in a similar way. Hence, unlike a single zero PCF (such as HF23)
the short wavelength extension is potentially much more limited in a double zero PCF.
We cannot simply increase the pump power in order to shift the short wavelength edge
of the continuum further towards the visible. This is a rather significant limitation if we
want to build a CW pumped supercontinuumwhich extends into the visible. This does
not rule out the use of double zero PCFs for short wavelength generation; there are several
applications, such as OCT, where a continuum extending from around 0.8 - 1.2 µm could
be of use. Under these circumstances a double zero PCF would more appropriate.
4.4.1 Towards the visible
We have described how the long wavelength edge of the continuum limits the short
wavelength edge. Ultimately, the long wavelength edge is itself limited by the transmission
window of a silica PCF. As we require the ZDW to be very close to the pump wavelength,
this means that for any given PCF with a single ZDW of approximately 1.07 µm the
short wavelength side will ultimately be limited to 0.55-0.6 µm. This is a straightforward
outcome from the phase matching and group velocity matching conditions. A similar
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(a) HFi ZDW = 1068 nm (b) HFj ZDW = 1069, 1896 nm
(c) HFk ZDW = 1066, 1515 nm (d) HFl ZDW = 1067, 1398 nm
Figure 4.17: Spectrograms of supercontinuum after 100 m for a single shot simulation of a
10 W CW laser. Scale: -80 dB 0 dB.
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Figure 4.18: 4.18a Simulated spectra averaged over four ensembles and smoothed using a
15 point Savitzky-Golay method to aid clarity [11]. 4.18b Group velocity curves for each
of the PCFs.
short wavelength limit has been encountered under pulse pumping; this was ingeniously
overcome by using either a set of cascaded PCFs [5] or a long tapered PCF [10]. Both these
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methods result in the ZDWbeing shifted further into the visible which allows for the phase
matching and group velocity matching conditions to extend to shorter wavelengths. As
the tapering approach is both more elegant and more efficient, we shall consider it first.
Tapered PCFs
Fibres have been tapered on the centimetre scale for some time [12, 13], however for
supercontinuum generation in the picosecond pump regime it is necessary to produce
tapers which extend over several or tens of metres. In order to produce such tapers, it
is necessary to manufacture them on the drawing tower. Typically, the drawing speed
is gradually increased during manufacture whilst the preform is fed at a constant rate.
The result is a PCF where the pitch decreases with length whilst the ratio of d/Λ is kept
constant along the whole PCF. For instance if we were to reduce the overall diameter of
HF23 by a factor of 1.5, then the ZDW would be shifted to 0.960 µm. The effect on the
dispersion and the group velocity/phase matching curves is illustrated in figure 4.19. As
the ZDW is shifted to shorter wavelengths, the shortest achievable wavelength through
the soliton trapping mechanism or FWM decreases, potentially allowing extension of the
continuum further into the visible. The magnitude of this change is greatest for shorter
pump wavelengths (1.4 µm compared to 2.0 µm ). As such, we can see from figure 4.19b,
that for a long wavelength limit at the water loss (1.4 µm ) the short wavelength edge could
be extended from 0.82 to 0.69 µm if the diameter was reduced by a factor of 1.5.
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Figure 4.19: 4.19a Dispersion profile of HF23 and with a reduction in diameter by a factor
of 1.25 (HF23ta) and 1.5 (HF23tb). 4.19b Group velocity and phase matched curves for
each of the diameters.
The use of long PCF tapers for supercontinuum generation has been demonstrated
using pulsed pumped systems [10], and since the experimental work outlined in this
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chapter, with a CW pumped system [14]. In this work the authors produce a 200 m PCF.
The first 100mhas a ZDWof 1.053µm,whilst the second 100m is taperedwith a final ZDW
of 0.95 µm. A 20 W CW laser at 1.064 µmwas used as the pump source and a continuum
extending from 0.67 to 1.35 µmwas produced. The SPD initially drops by over 10 dB and
then gradually declines on the short wavelength side of the pump, which is consistent
with our own results. The authors attribute soliton trapping of dispersive waves as the
main mechanism for short wavelength generation.
The tapering approach has several shortfalls. As we require the ZDW to be very close to
the pump, this ultimately limits the short wavelength. If we examine the group velocity
curves, shown in figure 4.20a, for HF23 and its scaled variants, we see that there is a
fundamental short wavelength limit at 0.50 µm; this is due to the long wavelength edge of
the transmission window. Tapering further does not improve the situation, as a second
ZDW is introducedwhich confines the short wavelengths further. Hence, without adopting
a more complex approach, it will be very difficult to get to the ‘blue’ using this technique,
assuming that low water loss PCF tapers can be manufactured.
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Figure 4.20: 4.20a Group velocity of HF23 and with a reduction in diameter by a factor of
1.25 (HF23ta) and 1.5 (HF23tb). 4.20b Dispersion curves for HFk and with a reduction
in diameter by a factor of 1.2 (HFkta) and 1.4 (HFktb).
Tapering a double zero PCF does not offer any aid either, as the fixed d/Λwith changing
pitch quickly results in a fibre which is entirely in the normal dispersion regime, as
illustrated in figure 4.20b. In order to shift the ZDW of a double zero PCF, we would need
to be able to control both the change in pitch as well as the hole diameter during the
taper process. This is possible by controlling both the speed of the draw and the gas
pressure used to maintain the microstructure during the pull. Such a technique has been
demonstrated in PCF to enable pulse compression [15] and could potentially be applied to
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both double zero PCFs and standard single zeros PCFs to prevent a second ZDW. In both
cases the dispersion profile of the PCF would need to be carefully calculated as changes
to the nonlinearity may prove detrimental the continuum processes.
Cascaded PCFs
The other approach to shifting the ZDW to shorter wavelengths is simply to splice two
or more different PCFs together in a cascade. This has been demonstrated with pulsed
pumped systems [5]; however this method suffers from the high splice losses that result
from splicing two PCFs together. The splice loss tends to be ∼1.5 dB, which under high
power CW pumping may lead to a fibre fuse [16]. Nevertheless, this approach would
allow two different double zero PCFs to be cascaded, potentially a more direct approach
than tapering. However, simulations of several such cascades have shown no significant
improvement in the bandwidth of the continuum. These simulations support the results
from several quick experimental trials which also failed to demonstrate any significant
enhancement to the continuum. It is likely that the steps in dispersion, between the PCFs,
may need to be much smaller than those simulated and attempted. The smaller change
in dispersionmay help to achieve sufficient power transfer to drive the required nonlinear
processes.
4.4.2 Summary
We have shown that double zero PCFs can enhance the bandwidth of a CW continuum,
on both the long and short wavelength sides of the pump, over a single zero PCF up to a
point where the second zero limits the long and short wavelength edges. However, it is
clear that increasing the energy and number of solitons will result in more efficient short
wavelength generation. Tapering of single ZDW PCFs offers some advantages, and an
initial demonstration of these has recently been realised. Further improvements should
be possible by potentially making use of a double zero structure and controlling both the
pitch and the size of the air holes during the tapering process. Such fine control would
require careful design of the parameters and extensive simulation. We have also shown
that it will be extremely difficult to get into the blue region of the spectrum due to the tight
requirements on the initial ZDWwavelength. Furthermore, the OH– induced water loss at
1.38 µmwill prove to be a significant obstacle unless suitable tapers can be manufactured
using the techniques outlined in section 3.2.1.
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4.5 Future directions
There are potentially many opportunities for high power CW pump based continuum
in the visible and although we have demonstrated short wavelength extension in con-
ventional PCFs and discussed tapered PCFs, other schemes may be worth pursuing. For
example, operating in a polarisation maintaining systemmay offer advantages and en-
hance the efficiency of the supercontinuum generation processes. Another approach that
could prove productive for generating short wavelengths would be to utilise the soliton
fission scheme outlined by Kutz et. al. [17]. Unfortunately, designing a PCF cascade with
the required properties is a difficult task and some ingenuity is required to execute this
scheme. As a final example, it may be possible to pump with a second shorter wavelength,
such as 970 nm; this light could potentially be trapped and shifted by the solitons, perhaps
enhancing the spectral power density.
4.6 Conclusions
In conclusion we have shown the first short wavelength generation in a 1 µmCWpumped
supercontinuum. The short wavelength generation has been shown to be due to a com-
bination of FWM and soliton trapping. Improvements should be possible by a variety
of mechanisms including pumping at much higher powers, optimisation of the PCF to
aid soliton trapping [4], dispersion management via tapers[10, 15] as well as numerous
schemes to enhance the gain and energy on the short wavelength side. Although these
initial results are promising, it is likely that much work remains before CW pumped
supercontinuum sources with high spectral power densities across the visible will be
realised.
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5 Infrared Laser Sources
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we investigate ways of developing sources further into the infrared, specif-
ically in the 2-3 µm region. As we saw in chapter 1, the variety of laser wavelengths
available has been limited by the choice of gain media. In the 2-5 µm spectral region
there are very few laser sources, and few of these have been commercialised because of
the difficulties in engineering suitably robust sources. It is not the case that there is no
demand for sources in this region, as an increasing number of applications, including
medical, remote sensing, spectroscopy and military counter-measures [1] require sources
in the infrared.
In section 5.1.1 we will start by looking more closely at some of the available laser
sources before examining fibre laser based solutions. We will discuss the possibility of
developing a high power source at wavelengths above 2 µm based upon a Raman fibre
laser utilising a new type of high concentration GeO2 fibre. In the following section we
will consider high concentration GeO2 fibres in depth covering the history of GeO2 fibres,
their development and the technologies enabling very high concentration GeO2 fibres.
The optical and non-linear properties of GeO2 fibres will also be investigated. Section
5.3 will focus on a mathematical and physical description of a fibre Raman laser, before
the examination of a series of experimental results in section 5.4. These results will be
compared against a model in section 5.5 then we will look at further extension into the
infrared in sections 5.6 and 5.7. Finally future prospects will be outlined in section 5.8 and
conculsions drawn in 5.9.
5.1.1 Currently available sources
In chapter 1 we discussed many of the different classes of laser and the spectral regions
covered by those classes. Of the rare-earth gain media, thulium and holmium both have
transitions above 2 µm, with thulium’s upper transition covering 1.90-2.07 µm while
holmium has transitions at 2.8 µm and 2.1 µm. However none of the main laser manufac-
turers offer commercial thulium or holmium based solid state lasers. Fibre based thulium
lasers, with emissions centred around 1.94 µm, have become available commercially since
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2004 and are currently being scaled to higher output powers [2, 3]. Holmium based fibre
lasers suffer from several problems, in particular the long spontaneous lifetime of the
lower laser level of the 2.8 µm transition (∼3 ms) makes efficient operation problematic.
This hurdle along with a lack of pump diodes at 1.15 µm and the need for a soft glass
host has made development complicated. Some progress has recently been made on this
front with holmium based fibre lasers being demonstrated, with 55 and 162 mW of output
power at 2.1 and 2.86 µm [4], and with 2.1 W of output power at 2.1 µm [5].
Looking beyond the rare-earths various options may be considered. Another important
solid-state solution is that of Cr2+ZnS and Cr2+ZnSe based lasers. The transition metal,
Cr2+ is broadly tunable over the 2-3 µm region and has been demonstrated in a CW regime
producing several watts of output power [6–9]. Unfortunately scaling to much higher
power levels is awkward due to the mechanical properties of the crystal. Several chemical
lasers, notably HF (2.6-3.3 µm ), can access the region but are generally not regarded as
convenient sources. Semi-conductor options also exist in the form of vertical external
cavity surface emitting lasers (VECSEL), which are constructed by optically pumping a
semi-conductor to form a laser cavity. Recently, several watts of CW output power has
been demonstrated from a AlGaIn-AsSb based system at 2.25 µm [10]. One of the most
common methods to access the 2-3 µm region is via an optical parametric oscillator
(OPO). As mentioned in chapter 1, OPOs use a nonlinear crystal placed within a cavity
to generate parametric amplification. The signal and idler waves in these oscillators are
widely tunable and are often used in the 2-3 µm region [11]. Recent work has studied the
use of quasi-poled GaAs as the nonlinear crystal to produce power in the IR. Several watts
from a pulse-pumped system have been demonstrated [12, 13]. Several watts has also
been demonstrated in the CW regime (above 3 µm) by using periodically poled lithium
niobate as the nonlinear crystal [14, 15], however scaling the power further has proven
tricky.
5.1.2 Raman lasers
All the sources discussed above, except for OPOs, directly provide gain in the 2-3µmregion.
Evidently, to build a laser source gain is required and a variety of nonlinear processes
can provide the necessary gain. We have already briefly discussed OPOs which make
use of parametric gain; the other prime nonlinear based candidate is Raman gain. The
underlying physics of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) was discussed in section 1.3.4
in chapter 1. SRS provides a broad, efficient gain mechanism which can be cascaded
to longer wavelengths. The gain available is dependent upon the nonlinearity of the
medium, the pump wavelength and the interaction length. As has been previously stated,
the waveguiding nature of fibre enables long interaction lengths, allowing significant
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enhancement of nonlinear processes such as SRS. The first SRS based fibre laser was
realised in 1976 by Hill et al. [16], although systems based upon benzene-filled hollow
core fibres had already been demonstrated [17]. A considerable amount of work on
tunable Raman fibre lasers (RFL) followed [18–21] along with the development of CW
Raman sources [22].
Since their invention, work has been ongoing to use RFLs to access wavelength regions
for which no rare-earth gain medium exists. Much of this work has concentrated on the
1.1-1.3 µm region [23] with a narrow-linewidth 1179 nm, 23 W RFL recently demonstrated
[24]. By frequency doubling these sources it is possible to access visible wavelengths for
which it has proven complicated to develop sources for. One important wavelength is, 589
nm, used by guide star systems [25] and frequency doubling the above source produced
over 3 W at 589 nm.
Closely related to the Raman fibre laser is the Raman fibre amplifier which provides gain
for signals in the Raman gain band. These amplifiers have been developed for telecom-
munications as a solution for wavelength regions not covered by erbium doped fibre
amplifiers [26]. Indeed, commercial systems are available for the telecommunications
market [27] indicating that it is possible to build cost effective reliable laser systems based
upon Raman gain.
Extending the operational wavelength of a Raman fibre laser beyond 2 µm is frought
with difficulty. The rapidly increasing losses of bulk silica, a decreasing Raman gain at
longer wavelengths, and an increasing waveguide loss for small core fibres, limit the long
wavelength edge of conventional fibres. There are several solutions to this problem; use a
medium other than fibre for the Raman interaction, make use of soft glass fibres which
have much better transmission in the infrared, or attempt to make fibres from other
oxide-based glasses such as germanium, boron and phosphorus. We shall deal with the
relative merits of each of these options in turn starting with alternative Raman media.
Raman lasers have been built and demonstrated based upon nonlinear crystals which
often havemuch higher nonlinearities but much shorter interaction lengths often limiting
overall performance [28]. An additional downside to these systems is that high power
sources with an excellent beam quality are required to achieve moderate efficiency. Soft
glass fibres were covered in section 1.2.4 and have the advantages of; maintaining the
fibre format, good transmission in the infrared, and often a higher Raman gain coefficient
than silica based fibres. Raman fibre lasers in chalcogenide have been reported, utilising
a thulium pump laser, producing 0.2 W of output power at the first Stokes line at 2.102 µm
[29]. There are several drawbacks for soft glass based systems: firstly it is not possible to
splice the pump laser to the fibre; secondly fibre Bragg gratings cannot be used, which
results in a dependance upon bulk optics, increasing cavity losses; thirdly the frequency
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shift of the peak Raman gain tends to be quite small. The final option is to consider
using fibres based upon other oxide-forming glass hosts such as germanium, boron and
phosphorus. As we shall see in the next section, germanium has the highest Raman gain
of the oxide based glasses and is aided by enhanced transmission in the infrared. This
makes it an excellent candidate for building a high power Raman fibre laser in the spectral
region above 2 µm.
5.2 Germania fibre
5.2.1 History
The use of alternative oxide-based glass forming hosts, such as high-concnetration GeO2,
was first suggested in 1973 by Maurer and Schultz [30]. The original intention was to
produce better fibres for telecommunications with lower losses, superior mode discrimi-
nation and a simpler manufacturing procedure. Shortly after this proposal a comparison
of the Raman scattering cross sections and Stokes intensities of vitreous bulk SiO2, GeO2,
B2O3 and P2O5 was performed [31], the results for which are shown in figure 5.1. It is
apparent from the diagram, that the cross section of GeO2 is significantly higher than
that of SiO2, at some 9.2 times greater. The use of low concentrations of germanium as
a dopant to modify the refractive index of silica fibres has been routine since the 1980s.
Many conventional highly nonlinear fibres use slightly higher concentrations of germa-
nium to achieve their enhanced nonlinearity. Indeed, some recent results were obtained
from a 18 mol. % concentration GeO2 fibre uesd in a Raman fibre laser at 1.17 µm [32].
In this case the Raman gain was ∼3 times that of SiO2, clearly less than what is possible.
Regrettably, manufacturing high-concentration (i.e. above 20-40 mol. %, GeO2) fibres has
proven difficult.
Manufacturing high concentration germania fibres
The obstacles to producing a high concentrationGeO2 fibre stem from themismatch of the
thermal expansion coefficients of the GeO2 core and SiO2 cladding. This is compounded
by a narrow temperature range between the nonsintering and evaporation of the GeO2.
Over the years many different approaches have been taken to resolve this problem.
Maurer and Schultz described using a multistage outside vapour deposition (OVD)
technique combined with the drilling of auxiliary rods and the polishing of the preform’s
surfaces. The fibre produced had a pure GeO2 core with a diameter of 68 µm and a 63-37
% GeO2-SiO2 cladding with a diameter of 142 µm. Losses of about 6 dB/km at 0.8 µm
were reported and were determined by the Rayleigh scattering. These results were not
repeated by any other researchers.
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Figure 5.1: Raman gain for a variety of oxides pumped at 514.5 nm, adapted from [31].
During 1983 and 84 Takahashi et al. published a series of papers making incremental
improvements in the production of GeO2 fibres via a vapour-phase axial deposition (VAD)
method [33, 34]. The fibres were multimode and had reported losses of 4 dB/km at 2.0
µm and 15 dB/km at 2.4 µm. Despite a significant reduction in water content to 0.5 ppm,
strong OH– absorption peaks at 1.8 and 2.4 µmof ∼30 and ∼120 dB/km still existed [34].
The authors also replaced the GeO2 cladding with a silicon cladding which resulted in a
reduced loss, narrowing from 50 to 13 dB/km at 1.1 µm. This was explained by a smoother
interface between the core and the cladding [35]. This work was followed up in 1997 with
the production of fibres with a fluorine doped cladding, predicting that a loss of 0.15
dB/km at 2 µm should be possible, though little actual improvement was made [36].
In 1988 Hosaka et al. evaded the problem of the high thermal expansion mismatch by
using P2O5−SiO2 for the cladding; this has a large thermal expansion coefficient [37]. A
pure germania core was inserted into a drilled P2O5−SiO2 tube, which was subsequently
elongated and inserted into another drilled P2O5−SiO2 tube. Both the core and cladding
were made by the VAD method. The resulting preform was then drawn to form a fibre.
The fibre was used to demonstrate a low threshold fibre Raman laser, but the fibre’s
losses were reported to be around 400 dB/km. This may have been due to the large
amount of handling involved in the manufacturing process which consequentially leads
to difficulties in maintaining a high cleanliness required for low losses.
Themost commonmethod of producing conventional silica fibres, namely themodified
chemical vapour deposition (MCVD) technique, has also been used for high concentration
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Property GeO2 SiO2
Single bond strength, kcal/mol 108 106
Melting point (of crystals), °C 1116 1723
Heat of fusion, kcal/mol 10 2.1
Glass-transition temperature, °C 513-650 1127
Viscosity at 2000 °C, Pa.s ∼25 ∼104
Viscosity at 1250 °C, Pa.s ∼106 ∼1011
Rayleigh coefficient aRS, µm4dB/km 2.6 0.7
Refractive index at 589 nm, nd 1.605 1.4585
Wavelength of zero material dispersion λ0, µm 1.74 1.27
Density ρ, g/cm3 3.65 2.202
Thermal expansion coefficient, 10−7K−1 77 5
Table 5.1: Properties of germania and silica glasses adapted from [38].
germanium fibres. In this regime the core is heavily doped with or consists of pure GeO2,
while the cladding is made from SiO2. The benefit of using SiO2 is that it improves the
refractive index contrast between core and cladding whilst enabling better compatibility
with conventional fibres. The first report of GeO2 fibre produced via MCVDwas in 1987
[39]. The optical losses were rather high, ranging between 150 and 300 dB/km at 2.0µm.
In this fibre themaximum core concentration was limited to 45mol.% due to vaporisation
of the core and diffusion of the glasses during the drawing stage. These problems arose
due to the differences in the thermal expansion coefficients and by the temperature
dependencies of viscosity of these glasses. These properties along with several others
are listed in table 5.1. For fibre drawing, at the typical temperature of 2000 °C, there is a
difference of three orders of magnitude in the viscosities. This viscosity mismatch can
lead to noncircular cores which in turn can increase the optical losses, especially those
related to scattering [40].
5.2.2 Pure germania fibres
With the issues of the thermal expansion and viscosity mismatch along with the small
temperature range between nonsintering and evaporation of the deposited core glass, our
collaborators at the Fiber Optics Research Center (FORC) re-visited the issue using MCVD.
In order to try and solve these and other problems they attempted
• To control the temperature during core glass deposition, tube collapse, stretching,
and jacketing of the preform.
• To control the pressure inside the tube.
• To control the speed of the torch and to use an additional torch.
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Figure 5.2: The typical structure of a germania-based glass core preform is shown in 5.2a.
The preform shown is 67 mol.% GeO2. 5.2b shows the GeO2 and SiO2 concentration
profiles measured in a multimode fibre with 75 mol.% GeO2. Adapted from [38].
• To vary the oxidising gas during the glass deposition.
• To create a gradual change of the thermophysical properties of the glass in the pre-
form cross section via an intermediate layer of GeO2 (from 4 to 30 mol.%) between
the cladding and the core.
In addition to these amendments FORC wanted to develop a gradient core-refraction-
index deposition without a central dip for GeO2 concentration in the range of 50 to 100
mol.% [41]. A series of preforms with variations of the core, intermediate layer, and
buffer cladding glass composition were made. The typical structure and an example
concentration profile are shown in figure 5.2. The intermediate cladding is key to helping
to resolve the issue of the viscosity and thermal mismatch. The preforms were drawn into
a variety of single andmultimode fibres ranging from 51 to 98 mol.% GeO2. These have
different losses and single mode cutoff wavelengths, the details of which can be found in
[38].
5.2.3 Fibre properties
It is well established that the intrinsic IR absorption of GeO2 glass is shifted to longer
wavelengths compared with SiO2 glass due to the greatermass of the Ge atoms; thismakes
GeO2 a better candidate for the IR. The transmission losses of the fibres vary based upon
the GeO2 content and the core size. All of the fibres exhibited similar spectral features
and figure 5.3 shows the loss for several single mode GeO2 fibres. Measurements show
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that the total attenuation is almost fully due to scattering, with the measured scattering
loss exceeding the Rayleigh scattering in bulk GeO2 by 10 to 100 times. The angular
dependance of the scattering is intensely biased towards the direction of propagation
suggesting the presence of relatively large scale optical inhomogeneities in the core region.
Further work has indicated that these inhomogeneities arise from fluctuations at the fibre
core-cladding interface and that they are present in the preform before drawing. However
the tension of the fibre during the draw still effects the losses meaning that more than one
mechanismmay be responsible and further work needs to be carried out to understand
this [42]. The zero dispersion wavelength of bulk GeO2 is 1.74 µm and falls to 1.63 and
1.51 µm for concentrations of 75 and 50 mol.% respectively [43]. The zero dispersion of
the fibre is governed by the material dispersion and the waveguide dispersion - this is
dependent upon the core size and the index difference between the cladding and core
(see section 1.2.1). For a 2 µm core 75 mol.% GeO2 fibre the calculated zero dispersion
wavelength is ∼2.5 µm. Compared to a similarly sized SiO2 fibre the losses for both the 51
and 75 mol.% GeO2 fibres are lower in the 2 µm region.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the attenuation in dB/km between SiO2 and various concen-
trations of single mode GeO2 fibre.
It is well known that the photosensitivity of germanosilicate fibres increases with in-
creasing GeO2 concentration. For high concentration GeO2 fibres the sensitivity increases
to the point where no hydrogen preloading is required to write fibre Bragg gratings (FBG)
into the fibre. This enhanced sensitivity, especially in the ultraviolet, has been studied
[38] and may be of concern with respect to long term reliability of the fibres.
As already discussed the losses of high concentration GeO2 fibres are lower than those
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of SiO2 fibres in the 2µmregion. Combinedwith themuch higher Raman gain and normal
dispersion these fibres would appear to be ideal as the basis of a high power Raman fibre
laser in the infrared. To build such a laser we selected a 75 mol.% single mode GeO2 fibre
with a measured mode field diameter of 2.5 µm and a single mode cutoff wavelength of
∼1.4 µm.
5.3 Raman fibre lasers
A low loss optical fibre is capable of guiding light over 10s of km, maintaining confinement
in a small optical core with a high field intensity. As discussed in section 1.3, this makes
fibre an ideal medium for nonlinear processes such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS).
If we consider a simple Raman laser as shown in figure 5.4a, one fibre Bragg grating (FBG)
acts as a high reflector (HR) mirror and a second FBG acts as the output coupler (OC), i.e.
a partially reflective mirror. Both FBGs are reflective at the first Stokes wavelength and
when the fibre is pumped by a laser then light at the first Stokes wavelength will arise due
to the stimulated Raman effect. As the pump power is increased the gain will exceed the
losses in the cavity and laser oscillation will occur at the first Stokes wavelength.
FBG HR
1st Stokes
Fiber
FBG OC
1st Stokes
Pump
Stokes
Output
(a) Simple Raman laser
FBG HR
2nd Stokes
FBG HR
1st Stokes
Fiber
FBG OC
2nd Stokes
FBG HR
1st Stokes
FBG HR
Pump
(b) Cascaded Raman laser
Figure 5.4: Schematics showing a 1st (5.4a) and 2nd (5.4b) order Raman fibre laser.
If we assume that the threshold for generation of the 2nd Stokes order is not reached,
then there are three waves propagating in the fibre. A pump wave of frequency ωp
travels in the forward direction, generating two Stokes waves travelling in the forward and
backward directions. These Stokes waves are frequency downshifted ωs , from the pump
and their optical powers obey the following propagation equations:
dPp
dz
=−αPp −
ωpg
ωs A
Pp (Pf +Pb) (5.1)
dP f
dz
=−αPf + gAPpP f (5.2)
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dPb
dz
=αPb − gAPpPb (5.3)
Pp , Pf , and Pb are the forward pump wave power, forward Stokes wave power and
backwards Stokes wave power respectively. The linear absorption in the fibre is denoted
byα and is assumed to be identical for the pump and Stokes wave in this case. The Raman
gain is given by g and the effective area of the core is denoted by A with z representing the
length along the fibre. For all three equations the first term on the right hand side simply
takes care of the loss due to absorption as the light propagates down the fibre. The second
term describes the stimulated Raman gain and couples the three equations together. If we
ignore the problem of modelling how the Stokes oscillation builds up and assume that it
has, and that we are in a steady-state CW situation then it is possible to solve the coupled
equations.
In the simplest case of a single cavity with identical absorption for the pump and Stokes
waves, then the boundary value problem can be solved by taking boundary conditions of:
Pp (z = 0)≡ Pp0 (5.4)
Pf (z = 0)≡ Pf 0 =RHRPb(z = 0)≡RHRPb0 (5.5)
Pb(z = L)≡ PbL =ROCPf (z = L)≡ROCPf L (5.6)
where L is the length of the fibre between the FBGs while the reflectivity of the FBGs is
given by RHR and ROC. Any splice losses between the FBGs and the fibre can be accounted
for in RHR and ROC. Pp0 represents the actual power launched into the fibre at z = 0 with
the other subscripts denoting the power of the forward f and backward b Stokes waves
at z = 0 and z = L. After several steps it is possible to derive two equations which allow
you to solve for the unknowns [44], enabling accurate modelling of the pump and Stokes
powers inside the RFL.
This analytical solution is only possible if the attenuation of the fibre is the same at the
pump and Stokes wavelengths i.e. αp ≡αs . In addition it is not possible tomodel cascaded
Raman lasers (see figure 5.4b) using this approach. Instead a numerical method is usually
invoked to solve the coupled ordinary deferential equations by applying appropriate
boundary conditions. This type of problem has been well explored by mathematicians
and is known as an ordinary differential equation boundary value problem. Common
numerical methods include the shooting method [45–47], collocation (a particular class
of Runge-Kutta methods) [48], the more general Runge-Kutta method [49] and linear
multi-step methods [50]. More recently an analytical solution based upon the Lambert
W function has been demonstrated [51]. Each of these methods has been shown to
be in good agreement with experimental results with differences often relating to the
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computational time required to run the simulation.
5.4 Experimental results
In this section we will look at a series of experimental results based upon pumping a 75
mol.% single mode GeO2 fibre with a Tm fibre laser. A concentration of 75 mol.% was
chosen as it offered the best compromise between the fibre attenuation in the infrared
whilst maximising the potential Raman gain available.
5.4.1 Pump laser
Although it is perfectly feasible to use any laser source as the pump source for a Raman
fibre laser, the most logical approach is to use a fibre laser. This potentially enables an
all fibre format which removes the constraints of alignment and helps maintain a high
overall efficiency. Fibre lasers exist based upon ytterbium, erbium and thulium centred on
1.07, 1.54 and 1.94 µm respectively. While it is perfectly feasible to cascade Stokes orders
so that either an ytterbium or erbium laser would make a suitable pump source, there is
an associated efficiency penalty. With the specific aim of constructing a source beyond 2
µm it would therefore seem that the best approach would be to use a thulium fibre laser
to pump the GeO2 fibre. It should be mentioned that both ytterbium and erbium based
Raman fibre lasers have been demonstrated with high concentration GeO2 fibre [38].
Tm Fiber
Laser
Triplets
SMF
75 mol.% 
43 m GeO2 Fiber
2.5 µm MFD
Colimating
Lens
Spectrometer
200 Hz
10 % Duty Splice loss < 0.5 dB
Figure 5.5: Schematic of the experimental setup for the single pass results. The Tm laser is
modulated via a signal generator. The first triplet is integrated into the fibre laser whilst
the second triplet is used to launch into a short length of SMF. This is spliced to 43 m of
75 mol.% GeO2 fibre, the output of which is also spliced to a short length of SMF before
being collimated and sent to diagnostic equipment.
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The pump source that we utilised was an unpolarised 20 W single mode CW Tm fibre
laser operating at 1.938 µm [3]. The laser has a collimated output and to maintain flexi-
bility of the source within the lab this was left on the laser. The unpolarised pump light
was coupled into a standard single mode fibre by a triplet lens with an efficiency of up
to 80 %. Coupling directly into the GeO2 fibre resulted in very poor coupling efficiencies
due to the small core and high NA. Similarly, this presented difficulties in handling the
output from the GeO2 fibre. These issues were dealt with by splicing a short length of SMF
to the input and output end of the GeO2 fibre before focusing or collimating with a lens.
In order to maintain alignment of the launch fibre over long periods of time, the average
power was reduced to decrease the thermal drift. This was achieved by either modulating
the fibre laser directly via a TTL signal or by using a chopper with a 25 % duty factor. The
experimental setup for single pass pumping of the GeO2 fibre is shown in figure 5.5.
Splicing
Due to the difficulties of launching high powers into the ∼2 µm core of the GeO2 fibre it
was necessary to splice the GeO2 fibre to a larger core SMF. Standard telecommunications
fibre (SMF28) and largemode area (LMA) fibrewere both used. Due to the large differences
in mode field diameter (MFD), 2.5 µm versus ∼ 12 µm for SMF28, standard splicing does
not produce the lowest possible losses. Instead we made use of a mode field matching
process specifically designed for splicing fibres with very dissimilar mode field diameters.
This process takes advantage of the fact that during splicing, a fibre’s dopants will diffuse
into its core, decreasing its index profile. With two different fibres this can lead to a
convergence of their index profiles, minimising losses. In order to implement such a
scheme it is necessary to constantly monitor the fibres parameters during the splice and
then terminate the fusion arc when the index profilesmatch. A schematic of what happens
during the splicing process is shown in figure 5.6.
The splices were made using an Ericisson fusion splicer (FSU 975-PM-A). Several values
such as the pre-fuse current, current 1, current 2, gap, overlap, and time 1 are defined by
the user. Many of the other settings are set by the splicer after performing several test
splices. Using this technique it is possible to achieve splices with a loss of 0.4-0.5 dB.
This is comparable to the 0.2-0.3 dB splice losses achieved between high NA silica fibres
and SMF28. Splicing GeO2 fibre to itself was possible using standard single mode splicer
settings, with a typical splice loss of 0.15 dB.
5.4.2 Single pass results
Initial results were obtained by pumping the full 43 m length of 75 mol.% GeO2 fibre with
the thulium fibre laser as shown in figure 5.5. The laser was modulated at 200 Hz with
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the splicing process with time. The red line represents the
distance between the two fibres while the blue boxes represent arc fusions at given
current levels for a set period of time.
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Figure 5.7: Signal from 43m of 75 mol.% GeO2 pumped in a single pass by a modulated
Tm laser at 1.938 µm .
a duty factor of 10 via a TTL signal sent to the laser. A short length (∼2 cm) of SMF was
used to reduce the NA of the output to aid collimation by a lens. The resulting signal was
launched into a Spex 500M spectrometer with a 600 line/mm grating blazed at 1250 nm
and suitable for wavelengths upto 2.5 µm. A PbS detector was used in combination with
a SRS lock-in amplifier (SR530) to measure the output signal. The detector’s response
curve was taken into account during data capture although it is flat over the spectral
range which we were investigating. On any given sensitivity setting the lock-in amplifier
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provided approximately 20 dB of dynamic range and repeating traces at higher sensitivities
was used to improve overall dynamic range to 35-40 dB.
The loss was measured as 21 dB/km at 1.938 µm , increasing to 52-56 dB/km at 2.105
µm . This compares favourably with SiO2 which has losses of ∼16 and 110 dB/km at these
wavelengths. The fibre was pumped at full power, 2.2 W (22 W peak), with spontaneous
Raman signals at both 2.113 and 2.322 µm being recorded (figure 5.7). The signal at
2.113 µmwas an order of magnitude less than the pump with the signal at 2.322 µm just
detectable. This corresponds to a peak Raman gain shift of 12.8 THz in good agreement
with previous measurements (figure 5.1).
5.4.3 Fibre Bragg gratings in GeO2
In order to build a Raman laser cavity two FBGs were manufactured, a high reflector
(HR, reflectivity > 99 %) and an output coupler (OC, reflectivity ∼50 %). The gratings
were written directly into the GeO2 fibre with 244 nm laser radiation. Due to the high
Ge concentration of the fibre it was not necessary to pre-load the fibre with hydrogen.
Writing the gratings at 2.113 µm proved difficult due to the lack of available sources to
characterise the gratings at this wavelength. Therefore during manufacture the gratings’
properties were controlled by measuring the second dispersion order and taking account
of the calculated dispersion.
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(a) Setup for characterisation
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(b) Signal from two gratings
Figure 5.8: Shows the setup used to characterise the FBGs and the typical signal measured
on the spectrometer.
Gratings were characterised more completely by placing one FBG at the input side of
the 43 m of GeO2 fibre and pumping with the thulium laser. By making use of the ∼4
% back reflection from the end of the fibre, a Raman laser cavity is formed enabling the
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characterisation of the central wavelength of the FBG under test. The set-up is shown
in figure 5.8a with typical results for later gratings shown in figure 5.8b. Initial FBGs
were slightly short of the peak Raman gain with the HR centred on 2.106 µm and the OC
centred on 2.104 µm . Feeding these measurements back allowed for a later set of FBGs
to be made with the HR centred at 2.111 µm and the OC centred on 2.113 µm . Gratings
were also made for 1.938 µm (HR > 99 %) and 2.322 µm (HR > 99 %, OC ∼50 %). It was
possible to characterise the 1.938 µm FBG using a 1.5-2.0 µm supercontinuum source
[52]. However to date it has not been possible to characterise the 2.3 µm gratings by either
of the methods mentioned.
Typically FBGs are characterised by a white light source enabling accurate measure-
ment of their central wavelength, bandwidth and reflectivity. It has not been possible to
implement this method due to the low powers, poor coupling efficiency and high losses in
the spectrometer set-upmaking detection of a signal all but impossible. Themethod used
above provided measurements of the central wavelength and bandwidth but critically
lacked a precise measurement of the FBG reflectivity. The HR FBGs were confirmed as
having a reflectivity of >99 % by using them as a filter. Hence, uncertainly only exists for
the exact reflectivity of the OC.
5.4.4 Cavities
A series of cavities were built around two FBGs. The HR was centred on 2.106 µmwhilst
the output coupler was centred on 2.104 µm and therefore had to be stretched in order to
match the HR. To avoid any problem of additional peak power enhancement, resulting
from diode modulation a chopper was used. The chopper operated at 200 Hz with a 25%
duty factor. A schematic of the the Raman fibre laser is shown in figure 5.9.
SMF FBG HR @
2106 nm
FBG 50% OC
2104 nm
GeO2 Fiber
Chopper
x4 Duty Factor
- Splice
Figure 5.9: The Raman laser cavity consisting of two FBGs and a variable cavity length
between 10.3 and 42.5 m.
Five cavities of lengths 10.3, 17.5, 26.3, 33.5 and 42.5 m were assembled and pumped
by the thulium laser with up to 15 W (peak) launched into the Raman fibre laser cavity.
The output power was measured using a thermal power meter (Molectron PM10) and
the corresponding spectral trace taken on the spectrometer. The spectrum was then
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(b) Residual pump power at 1.938 µm
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(c) Spectrum from 26.3 m cavity
Figure 5.10: 5.10a shows the Stokes output power with pump power. The residual pump
power is shown in 5.10b. Typical spectral output is shown in 5.10c.
integrated and normalised to the measured output power to enable calculation of the
power in the Stokes wave and the residual pump power. Spectral measurements were
made up to 2.4µm in order to check for power transfer to the second Stokes wave; however
no signal was detected beyond the first Stokes wave for any of the cavities. The output
power at the first Stokes wavelength is shown in figure 5.10a along with the residual output
power in figure 5.10b.
Figure 5.10a shows that the slope efficiency for the 10.3 and 42.5 m cavities are almost
identical while the 26.3 m cavity has the highest efficiency. A maximum output power
of 4.61 W (1.15 W average) with a full width half maximum (FWHM) line-width of 2.8
nm (figure 5.10c) was achieved. The line-width is related to the width of the FBGs as the
resolution of the spectrometer was in the sub-nanometer range. The slope efficiency,
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Cavity Length (m) Fitted PTh (W) Calculated gR (W−1km−1)
Lower Fit Fit Upper Fit
10.3 4.9 22 27 33
17.5 2.2 29 37 49
26.3 2.1 21 27 37
33.5 4.0 10 12 14
42.5 3.3 9 12 16
Table 5.2: Calculated values of the threshold pump power and Raman gain based upon
the linear fits in figure 5.10a.
defined as the output signal power over the absorbed pump power was 36 %.
For the 26.3, 33.5 and 42.5m cavities the residual pump power remains largely saturated
in the 1.5-2.0 W region (figure 5.10b). For the shorter cavities, especially the 10.3 m cavity,
even less of the pump is converted which further reduces efficiency. The residual pump
power of the longer cavities suggests poor extraction of the Raman gain. The Raman gain
gR , can be calculated from the threshold condition where the cavity losses Lc equal the
cavity gainGc , such that
Gc = exp(2gRPThLeff)= Lc (5.7)
Leff =
1−exp(−αpL)
αp
(5.8)
where PTh is the threshold pump power and Leff is the effective length as defined in equa-
tion 5.8. L is the length of the cavity and αp is the attenuation at the pump wavelength.
The total cavity losses Lc , can be calculated by summing the losses due to any splices in
the cavity for a roundtrip, the output coupling and the attenuation at the Stokes wave-
length αs . The threshold pump power PTh, can be determined experimentally from the
measurements in figure 5.10a.
The calculated Raman gain is given for each cavity in table 5.2 and varies from 12 to
37 W−1km−1. The large variation can be partially explained by the uncertainity in the
threshold pump power derived from the linear fits. Assuming that the Raman gain is
inversely proportional to wavelength [53], the Raman gain is expected to be∼81W−1km−1
at 2.1 µm [54]. The difference may be due to operating at a wavelength 0.5 THz short of
the Raman gain peak. From figure 5.1 the gain would be reduced by 13 % for a pure GeO2
fibre. As our fibre’s GeO2 concentration is only 75 mol.% the expected reduction in gain
would be less, especially as the gain curve ismodified resulting in a broader flatter peak for
a GeO2-SiO2 fibre [55, 56]. Even if we assume the full reduction in gain of 13 % the values
derived in table 5.2 are still significantly lower than expected. The remaining explanations
involve assuming a poor overlap between the OC and HR FBGs and/or damage to the
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FBG HR @
2113 nm
FBG 50% OC
2111 nm
GeO2 Fiber
FBG HR @
1938 nm
SMF
Chopper
x4 Duty Factor
- Splice
Figure 5.11: The second set of Raman laser cavities consisting of three FBGs and a variable
cavity length between 6.8 and 23.2 m.
FBGs modifying their reflectivity. Initial attempts to improve the gain by stretching both
gratings to 2.113 µm resulted in the gratings snapping under the strain. Furthermore,
efficiency improvementsmay be possible bymaking use of the residual pumpby reflecting
it back into the cavity. In order to try to improve the efficiency a new set of gratings centred
on 2.113 µmwere made along with a HR FBG at the pump wavelength.
Double pass pumping
A second set of FBGs were manufactured based upon the inital feedback and were found
to be much closer to the Raman gain peak. The HR was centred on 2.113 µm with a
bandwidth of 3.6 nm whilst the 50 % OC was centred on 2.111 µmwith a bandwidth of
1.6 nm. The OC was stretched to match the HR and a third HR FBG centred on the pump
wavelength of 1.938 µmwas used to send the residual pump light back into the cavity. The
setup is similar to the previous experiment and is shown in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.12a shows the output power at 2.113 µm for four cavity lengths of 6.8, 8.4, 10.2
and 26.2 m. A maximum power of 6.84 W (1.71 W average) was achieved in the 6.8 m
cavity. The results for the 6.8 and 10.2 m cavity were comparable, with the 8.4 m cavity
producing slightly lower output powers. Shifting the gratings to match the peak Raman
gain at 2.113 µm improved efficiency from 36 to 63 % in the best cases and dramatically
reduced the residual pump power as shown in figures 5.12c and 5.12d. Double passing the
1.938 µmpump improved the output power further whilst maintaining approximately the
same slope efficiency. It also had the additional benefit of removing the residual pump
from the output signal.
The Raman gainwas calculated from the threshold pumppowers derived from the linear
fits in figure 5.12a. The results are given in table 5.3 for each of the cavities. The values for
gR are much closer, with a peak value of 68 W−1km−1 for the 6.8 m cavity. Again the values
should be consistent with each other and are still lower than the expected value of ∼81
W−1km−1. There are many possible explanations for this, including incorrect estimation
of the losses, most notably the output coupler, for which an exact reflectivity is not known.
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(a) Output power at 2.113 µm
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(b) Output spectrum at 2.113 µm
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(c) Output power from 10 m cavities
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(d) Residual pump power from 10 m cavities
Figure 5.12: The growth in output power with pump power for cavities of length 6.8, 8.4,
10.2 and 26.2 m is shown in 5.12a using a double pass configuration as illustrated in
figure 5.11. The spectral output at 2.113 µm is shown in 5.12b and compared with the
bandwidth of the HR and OC. *Central wavelength adjusted to account for stretching
assuming peaks align. 5.12c and 5.12d compare the three different 10 m cavities based
around the two different sets of FBGs under single pass and double pass pumping.
The expected gain value is dependent upon the effective area of the fibre, which itself
is not known precisely due to a slightly elliptical core and the difficulties involved in
measuring this. In addition the Ge concentration was inferred frommeasurements on
the preform andmultimode fibres drawn from a similar prefrom. Thus it may be possible
that in drawing a smaller core fibre there is a greater rate of diffusion and the central
concentration may drop below 75 %.
Examining the spectral output from the cavity in figure 5.12b shows a double peaked
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Cavity Length (m) Fitted PTh (W) Calculated gR (W−1km−1)
Lower Fit Fit Upper Fit
6.8 2.9 64 68 71
8.4 2.8 46 58 75
10.2 2.1 58 63 70
26.2 1.7 23 33 60
Table 5.3: Calculated values of the threshold pump power and raman gain based upon the
linear fits in figure 5.12a.
structure. All the cavities produced a similar double peaked output at maximum pump
power. The laser linewidth of the output was shown to be related to the bandwidth of the
FBGs. As the HR reflector is broader than the OC it determined the overall laser linewidth.
The stronger signal was due to a cavity formed between the HR and OC while the weaker
signal was due to a cavity being formed between the HR and the end facet of the fibre. This
weaker signal only appeared at high pump power, as it was only then that the gain was
high enough to support lasing between the HR and end facet. This is a clear indication
of non-optimal cavity conditions. It would be expected that this issue could be resolved
with the HR and OC having the same spectral profile. Furthermore, optimisation of the
reflectivity could result in more energy being extracted. Thus the output power and slope
efficiency of the Raman fibre laser could potentially be improved further, which we shall
now examine by computational modelling.
5.5 Modelling
The coupled ordinary differential equations (ODE) and related boundary value problem
(BVP) were described in section 5.3. Modelling of Raman fibre lasers has been realised
by utilising both numerical [46–50, 57, 58] and analytical [44, 51] methods. The following
model makes use of a Fortran based BVP solver written by Shampine et al. [59] for which
the code is freely available. This solver uses Runge-Kutta methods to solve the ODE BVP
problem. Our implementation is very similar to that used by Jackson et al. [49].
Simulated results were found to be in reasonable agreement with experimental mea-
surements and are shown in figure 5.13. Given the uncertainties discussed in the previous
section excellent agreement would not necessarily be expected. Simulation of any given
cavity with the Raman gain value derived from the threshold pump condition set out in
equation 5.7 results in numerical results with a higher Stokes power than that measured
experimentally. This is illustrated in figure 5.13a. Given the uncertainty in gR from the
threshold calculation this would appear to be a good explanation for the error. However,
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(a) Model of the 6.8 m cavity
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Figure 5.13: 5.13a shows the numerical simulation compared with experiment for the 6.8
m cavity with gR = 68 W−1km−1. 5.13b shows the cavity output power with length and
output coupling with gR = 68 W−1km−1.
the exact output coupler reflectivity is unknown and is simply assumed to be the intended
50 % that was targeted during manufacture, also some uncertainty surrounds the attenua-
tion at the Stokes wavelength as previously mentioned. In addition, the requirement to
continuously monitor the FBG stretch may have lead to occasional non-optimal results
which could explain the dip in output power for the 8.4m cavity.
These issues can be investigated further by considering the Stokes output power with
the cavity length and output coupler reflectivity. This is shown in figure 5.13b where it can
be seen that the optimal cavity length of 5 m with a 5 % output coupler reflectivity (5 % of
the light reflected back into the cavity) would result in a much higher output power and
improved efficiency. Again it is shown that the experimental results for each cavity length
are in close agreement with the numerical calculation.
5.6 2.3 µm and beyond
In this section we will take a brief look at extending the Raman fibre laser to a cascaded
regime of Stokes orders stretching to 2.3 µm and beyond. Such a cavity configuration is
illustrated in figure 5.14.
An initial attempt to be build a cavity based around a 3rd set of FBGs at 2.322 µmwas
made. Characterisation of the gratings using the technique outlined in section 5.4.3 was
attempted using the 6.8m, 2.1µmRaman laser to pump a single 2.322µmgrating followed
by 7 m of GeO2 fibre. This failed to result in any detectable signal at 2.3 µm. Indeed, by
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Figure 5.14: Schematic of a cascaded Raman laser for operation at 2.322 µm.
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(b) Simulations of a 2.322 µm cavity
Figure 5.15: 5.15a Attenuation in dB/km for the 75 mol.% GeO2 fibre and two multi-mode
(MM) GeO2 fibres. A polynomial fit of the loss is denoted by the dotted line. Multi-
mode fibre data from [34]. 5.15b shows the Stokes output power at 2.322 µm with
output coupler reflectivity and cavity length. gR = 68 W−1km−1 at 2.11 µm and gR = 61
W−1km−1 at 2.32 µm.
modeling such a configuration we can see that with a loss of 400 dB/km at 2.322 µmwe
would not expect to see a signal until the pump power power reached∼7 W. Of course this
ignores any losses in the signal transmission through the spectrometer to the detector. A
simple extrapolation of the loss curve in figure 5.15a would suggest a loss of ∼520 dB/km
at 2.32 µm, assuming the gradient doesn’t increase significantly. If we examine some
previous loss measurements made by Takahashi et al. [34] of a 70 µm core, multimode
fibre (also shown in figure 5.15a) we see two significant loss peaks at 1.75 and 2.38 µm
due to OH– absorption. As there is no indication of any significant loss at 1.75 µm in our
GeO2 fibre the calculated loss via extrapolation is probably reasonable.
Scaling the gain down by 1/λ and placing these values into the simulation we find that
it should be possible to achieve several watts of output power at 2.322 µm, especially if
the cavity is made exceptionally short as shown in figure 5.15b. These numbers are almost
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certainly optimistic; as we saw in the last section, our model over estimated the output
power. Additionally we also found that themeasured gain was less than expected, perhaps
suggesting a fall of greater than 1/λwhich would result in a lower gain value than we used
at 2.3 µm. Reducing the gain to 10 −1km−1 significantly increases the threshold pump
power, nevertheless a watt level Stokes output should still be possible using our pump
source.
Achieving this experimentally is fraught with difficulties. The inability to characterise
the gratings and fibre loss at this wavelength make the experiment difficult, not least
because of the unknown wavelength mismatch of the HR and OC. A practical solution
to this problem would be to use a tuneable Tm laser to enable pumping at longer and
shorter wavelengths. For instance pumping close to 2.00 µm would result in a Stokes
wave around 2.18 µmwhere the losses are lower, the gain is higher and perhaps easier to
achieve experimentally. With this knowledge it may be easier to make the transition to
operation at longer wavelengths. Alternatively, it is likely that in the next couple of years
progress will be made in developing supercontinuum sources in the 2-3 µm region which
could be used to fully characterise the fibre and gratings making it significantly easier to
build the RFL.
5.7 Supercontinuum in GeO2
As we previously mentioned the zero dispersion wavelength of bulk GeO2 is 1.74 µm and
falls to 1.63 and 1.51 µm for concentrations of 75 and 50 mol.% respectively [43]. For
the small core fibres used in this work the zero dispersion is estimated as being at 2.5
µm . Modelling shows that increasing the core size shifts the zero dispersion to shorter
wavelengths whilst potentially reducing the loss in the infra-red. Using a pulsed source at
1.9 µm could enable the generation of a supercontinuum up to the 2.4-2.5 µm region and
possibly beyond if a suitably low loss fibre were achieved. It is likely however that this 300-
400 nm improvement in continuum bandwidth in the infrared will be skipped in favour of
utilising fibres with low losses further into the infrared such as ZBLAN, chalcogenide and
tellurite [60, 61]. The main advantages of high concentration GeO2 fibres over these soft
glass fibres is the ability to splice the fibre to standard fibre based sources and their ability
to handle high powers.
5.8 Future directions
As increasingly high power commercial thulium lasers appear, producing 100s of watts
of output power in the 1.9-2.0 µm region, GeO2 fibre may prove to be important for
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extending these sources further into the infrared. Raman fibre laser operation in the
2.1-2.2 µm region is certainly possible with good conversion efficiency, and extension into
2.2-2.4 µm region should be attainable. Indeed, utilising a larger core single mode fibre,
whilst increasing the single mode cut-off wavelength, would reduce losses in the 2.0-2.4
µm region potentially enabling better performance.
In theory a significant reduction of the high losses in GeO2 fibres should be possible, if
the exact causes can be fully understood and controlled [42]. It would also be necessary to
insure that the high photosensitivity of the fibres does not result in photodegradration in
the long term, before a commercial source could be considered. Moderate progress on the
first of these issues and straight forward testing of the second could see the production of
10s-100 W RFL at 2.1 - 2.3 µm.
In order to aid understanding and modelling for future development, it would be
worth revisiting and extending earlier work. This includes extending work for accurately
modelling the Raman gain of low concentration Ge fibres (less than 50 mol.%) to the
high concentration regime [56] and characterisation of the Raman gain using multiple
techniques at multiple wavelengths [62]. This would hopefully lead to precise values for
the Raman gain coefficient and allow accurate modelling.
Finally it may be worth considering pulsed pumping in the future. Not only will pulsed
pumping enable higher peak powers and extension further into the infrared, but the
results should help to quantify operation under the CW regime. Ideally a nanosecond or
picosecond thulium laser would be used, both of which are becoming commonly available
in research laboratories. Indeed a similar scheme has been demonstrated recently with
lower concentration GeO2 fibres pumped by an nanosecond erbium system showing
extension to 2.4 µm [63].
5.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we demonstrated a high power Raman fibre laser source at 2.11 µm
producing 6.8 W of output power. The Raman fibre laser was based upon a 75 mol.%
GeO2 fibre in a 6.8 m cavity which had a slope efficiency of 63 %. Additionally a variety
of other cavities were demonstrated around the same fibre and operation at 2.3 µmwas
explored. Operation at longer wavelengths was shown to be possible numerically but
proved impossible to implement due to an inability to characterise the exact wavelength
of the fibre Bragg gratings.
As commercial thulium lasers scale to higher and higher output powers in the 100
W -1kW range GeO2 fibre lasers may represent a practical and sensible approach to
efficiently transfer this energy further into infrared, especially if progress can be made in
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understanding and reducing the fibre losses.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
Over the last twenty years there has been rapid progress in the development of fibre lasers
in laboratories around the world. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, many
research groups joined in a race to produce the highest power, single mode, CW fibre laser.
Scaling from 10’s to 100’s of watts was initially seen as a daunting prospect, but today
1000’s of watts are available in commercial systems. As we saw in chapter 1 fibre lasers
have come from almost nowhere to represent a significant segment of the laser market,
all in the last ten years. Their rise in popularity is due to their low cost, high efficiency
and generally robust, straightforward design. This trend is almost certain to continue.
However, wavelength selection is currently limited to a handful of rare earth lasing lines-
for instance there are no watt level visible fibre lasers. In order to continue the rapid
progression, new gain media for fibre must be found and their strength as a nonlinear
medium should be capitalised upon. In this thesis we have developed and demonstrated
sources which extend the range of available wavelengths accessible by fibre sources, both
through the use of a new gain medium, and nonlinear processes.
In chapter 2 we made use of bismuth doped fibre, a new fibre gain medium, to demon-
strate CW lasing at 1178 nm. We also showed that while bismuth doped fibre currently
suffers from several hindrances, such as low gain and high unsaturable losses, these can be
reduced considerably by cooling the fibre to 77 K. As a gain medium, bismuth is extremely
promising due to its broad bandwidth, demonstrated as over one hundred nanometers.
Bismuth also sits in a wavelength region for which there is currently no rare-earth doped
fibre gain media available. These early results, combined with a variety of applications
for fibre lasers and amplifiers in this wavelength region, suggest that bismuth fibres may
have a bright future ahead.
Chapters 3 and 4 concentrated on CW supercontinuum generation to create sources
with a high spectral power density that span hundreds of nanometers of bandwidth. We
demonstrated the highest spectral power densities from a supercontinuum to date as
well as the first results to show short wavelength generation from a 1 µm pumped CW
continuum. This is possibly a first step towards high power broadband visible sources. In
supercontinuum generation the new wavelengths are generated via a variety of nonlinear
processes, oftenmaking it difficult to establishwhich processes are driving the evolution of
any given part of the continuum. By simulating a variety of fibres and tying this to a series
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of experimental results, we were able to build upon the base of knowledge established for
pulse pumped continuum generation. This allowed us to describe the key processes in
depth and describe how further improvements could be made by engineering suitable
PCFs.
Finally in chapter 5 wemade use of the high Raman gain available in an almost pure
GeO2 fibre to build a 6.8 W Raman laser at 2.1 µm. The Raman laser was pumped by a
20 W thulium fibre laser allowing for an all fibre format. We also showed that operation
further into the infrared up to 2.3 µm should be possible. With the powers available from
commercial thulium fibre lasers beginning to scale to hundreds of watts, high power
sources in the 2.1-2.3 µm region will be possible via this technique. Indeed, we suggested
that with further work on the GeO2 fibre, it should be possible to reduce the losses and
enable operation further into the infrared.
Much of the work in this thesis is based upon nonlinear optics. The advent of photonic
crystal fibres and the first supercontinuum result in a PCF in 1999 reinvigorated the field
of nonlinear optics and led to a decade of advances [1]. The control offered by PCFs is still
being extended to new areas, with recent advances such as solid-core band-gap fibres [2]
and lower loss, broader bandwidth air-core band-gap fibres [3] yet to be fully exploited.
The commercialisation of supercontinuum sources is already well under way, and the
first lasers based upon large mode area PCFs are beginning to appear. It is likely that in
the fullness of time PCF will become as common as fibre is today, possibly evenmaking
inroads into telecommunications. Other novel uses for PCF, such as filling them with
gases [4] or liquids [5] to study nonlinear effects, or the development of soft glass PCFs [6],
will no doubt keep the optics community busy.
The development of supercontinuum sources is likely to continue with researchers
likely to focus on: the infra-red in the 2-10 µm region; higher power levels in the visible;
the creation of polarised continuum sources; and engineering the sources to be flat on a
linear scale. It is probably only a matter of time before one of the many academic uses for
supercontinuum sources breaks out of the research lab and into mainstreammedical or
industrial use.
Fibre has dominated nonlinear optics research in many respects, not least due to the
long interaction lengths available. Looking forward it is likely that there will be an in-
creasing focus on nonlinear optics in bulk media, for example nonlinear processes in
wave-guiding chips. These chips may be aimed at replacing current electronic compo-
nents with optical components in telecommunication and computing based equipment.
The development of bulk photonic crystals also makes many nonlinear processes, such as
soliton formation, possible in bulk materials which can be engineered to control these
effects. Finally, in the longer term, it is reasonably to assume that asmetamaterialsmature,
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and becomemore widely available at optical wavelengths, researchers will begin to study
and capitalise upon their unique properties to drive a new generation of nonlinear devices
[7].
With any research-based work, predictions should always be viewed with some caution.
However, there has been consistent progress in the fields of fibre lasers and nonlinear
optics for the last thirty years. It is hard to imagine that further progress will not be made,
given the number of ideas and ingenuity within the research community.
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Acronyms
While we have attempted to keep the use of acronyms to a minimum, there are still a
reasonable number within this thesis. To make life as easy as possible for the reader we
have defined them at the point of first use in each chapter. As a further aid, the common
acronyms are listed below in alphabetical order.
AC Alternating current or Angle cleave
ASE Amplified spontaneous emission
BVP Boundary value problem
CNRS Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France
CW Continuous wave
DC Direct current
DWDM Dense wavelength division multiplexing
ESA Excited state absorption
FBG Fibre Bragg grating
FC Flat cleave
FORC Fiber Optics Research Center at General Physics Institute, Moscow
FWHM Full width half maximum
FWM Four-wave mixing
GNLSE General nonlinear Schrödinger equation
GVD Group velocity dispersion
HF Holey fibre
HNLF Highly nonlinear fibre
HR High reflector
IR Infrared
IRCICA Institut Recherche sur les Composants logiciels et matériels pour
l’Information et la Communication Avancée at the University of Lille
LASER Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
LIDAR Light detection and ranging
LMA Large mode area
MASER Microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
MCVD Modified chemical vapour deposition
MFD Mode field diameter
MI Modulation instability
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MM Multi-mode
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MOPFA Master oscillator power fibre amplifier
NA Numerical aperture
NIR Near-infrared
OC Output coupler
OCT Optical coherence tomography
ODE Ordinary differential equation
OPO Optical parametric oscillator
OSA Optical spectrum analyser or Optical Society of America
OVD Outside vapour deposition
PCF Photonic crystal fibre
RF Radio frequency
RFL Raman fibre laser
RIN Relative intensity noise
SBS Stimulated Brillouin scattering
SEM Scanning electron microscope
SESAM Semiconductor saturable absorber mirror
SMF Single mode fibre
SPCVD Surface-plasma chemical vapour deposition
SPD Spectral power density
SPM Self-phase modulation
SRS Stimulated Raman scattering
SSFS Soliton self-frequency shift
VAD Vapour-phase axial deposition
VB CW supercontinuummodel based on work by Vanholsbeeck
and Barviau (see section 3.3.2)
VECSEL Vertical external cavity surface emitting laser
WDM Wavelength division multiplexing
XPM Cross-phase modulation
ZDW Zero dispersion wavelength
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Acronyms, 221
Bismuth fibre, 77
Future directions, 98
History, 77
Laser, 88
High power, 89
Liquid N2 cooled, 91
Single frequency, 93
Progress in 2008, 95
Fibre lasers, 97
Glass studies, 96
Properties, 81
Absorption, 81
Cooled, 86
Gain, 82, 88
Lifetime, 84, 86
Luminescence, 82
Temperature, 85
Chalcogenide fibre, 34
Chemical laser, 14
Cherenkov radiation, 130
Colour-centre laser, 17
Cross-phase modulation, 43
CW supercontinuum, 105, 155
29 W continuum, 137
400 W pump, 168
Bandwidth control, 143
Bandwidth limitations, 110
Cascaded PCFs, 177
Dispersion management, 120, 128
Dispersive wave, 130
Double zero PCF, 128, 140, 143, 171
Effect of dispersion, 116, 125
Effect of nonlinearity, 116, 122
Four-wave mixing, 156, 161, 170
Future directions, 146, 178
History, 106
Increasing spectral power density, 134
Low water loss PCF, 112
Mechanism, 109
Modelling, 120, 163
Modulation instability, 138, 160
Pumping at the ZDW, 159
Raman oscillations, 115
Relative intensity noise, 112, 114
Short wavelength generation, 160
Soliton collisions, 123, 130
Soliton formation, 117, 124
Soliton trapping, 156, 162, 164, 169
SSFS cancellation, 130, 140, 144
Tapered PCFs, 175
Tuning the pump wavelength, 165
Visible, 168, 173
Diode laser, 18
Dispersion calculation, 134
Dispersion management, see CW super-
continuum
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Dispersive wave, 48, 58, 130
Double clad fibre, 27
Dye laser, 16
Electrical spectrum analyser, 112
Erbium doped fibre, 28
Femtosecond continuum
Effect of dispersion, 132
Effect of nonlinearity, 126
Fibre
Bismuth, see Bismuth fibre
Chalcogenide, 34
Dispersion, 25
Doped, 26
Double clad, 27
Erbium doped, 28
Fluoride, 34
Germanium, see Germanium fibre
Guidance mechanism, 23
Highly nonlinear, 26
History, 21
Nonlinear effects, see Nonlinear ef-
fects in fibre
Numerical aperture, 23
Optical properties SMF, 24
Photonic crystal, see Photonic crys-
tal fibre
Polarisation maintaining, 24
Propagation constant, 23
Structure, 22
Tellurite, 34
Thulium doped, 28
V parameter, 24
Ytterbium doped, 27
Fibre laser, 18
Fluoride fibre, 34
Four-wave mixing, 42, 156, 161, 170
Gas laser, 14
Germanium fibre
2.3 µmRaman laser, 201
Fibre Bragg gratings, 194
Future directions, 203
History, 184
Manufacture, 184
OH− loss, 185
Properties, 187
Raman gain, 184
Raman laser cavities, 195
Raman laser modelling, 200
Single pass Raman gain, 192
Splicing, 192
Supercontinuum, 203
Group velocity dispersion, 37
Harmonic generation, 20
Highly nonlinear fibre, 26
Intra-pulse Raman scattering, see Soli-
tons
Laser
Chemical, 14
Colour-centre, 17
Diode, 18
Dye, 16
Fibre, 18, 88
Gas, 14
Infrared, 181
Nd:YAG, 16
Raman, 182, 189, 195
Single frequency, 93
Solid-state, 16
Ti:sapphire, 16
MCVD, 185
Metamaterials, 214
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Modelling
CW supercontinuum, 120, 163
Raman fibre laser, 200
Modulation instability, 45, 138, 160
Nd:YAG laser, 16
Nonlinear effects in fibre, 35
Cross-phase modulation, 43
Four-wave mixing, 42
Self-phase modulation, 38
Solitons, 43
Stimulated Brillouin scattering, 41
Stimulated Raman scattering, 39
Nonlinear Schrödinger equation, 44, 120
Nonlinear susceptibility, 35
Numerical aperture, 23
Optical parametric oscillator, 20, 182
Photonic crystal fibre
Cascaded, 177
Dispersion, 134
Double zero dispersion, 128, 140, 143,
171
Endlessly single mode, 33
Gas & liquid filled, 214
Guidance, 31
History, 30, 32
Low OH− loss, 112
OH− loss, 33, 111
Optical properties, 32
Polarisation maintaining, 32
Splicing, 135
Structure, 30
Tapers, 175
Polarisation maintaining fibre, 24, 32
Propagation constant, 23
Raman laser, 182
Fibre, 115, 189, 195
Relative intensity noise, 112, 114
Rogue waves, 131
Self-phase modulation, 38
Single frequency fibre laser, 93
Single-mode fibre (SMF), see Fibre
Soft glass fibre, 34
Solid-state laser, 16
Solitons, 43
Collisions, 123, 130
Fission, 48
Intra-pulse Raman scattering, 47
Raman continuum, 48
Self-frequency shift, 47, 117, 165
Self-frequency shift cancellation, 130,
140, 144
Trapping, 49, 156, 162, 164, 169
SPCVD, 97
Spectral power density, 134
Splicing
Germanium fibre, 192
PCF, 135
Stimulated Brillouin scattering, 41
Stimulated Raman scattering, 39, 189
Supercontinuum generation, 51
CW, see CW supercontinuum gener-
ation
Femtosecond, see Femtosecond con-
tinuum
History
CW, 106
General, 51
Infrared, 203
Regimes, 57
Modulation instability, 59
Normal dispersion, 60
Soliton fission, 58
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Tellurite fibre, 34
Thulium doped fibre, 28
Ti:sapphire laser, 16
V parameter, 24
VBmodel, 120
Waveguide dispersion
PCF, 32
SMF, 25
Ytterbium doped fibre, 27
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